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RABBITRY

CHAPTER I
A Fine Day

T

his is a true story in so far as related to the location.
Concerning the events, my memory remains a bit
faulty with regard to the particulars. The accuracy of the telling
I leave among yourselves to decide.

Standing at the edge of a spit of land, a broad lake was
before her. This was land’s end, jutting out to form one edge of
an arc defining a cove. Wind blew at her hair. She pulled the
chaos back into order, pushing the escaped locks under a
woolen cap. The cap! Rolf had bought it for her before
Christmas. The occasion had been the evening they went to the
street market. Events remained clear but for the details. After
the purchase, there had been an argument and he had walked
off. The topic has since been forgotten. Another in a series of
manufactured situations Rolf would contrive to rationalize a
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reaction. Days passed into the new year before he again tried
his key in the lock. Foolishly, she allowed herself to be on the
other side when it turned. Another episode ended, returning to
reset. The proper coldness she was at ease with of two bodies
in one bed was resumed with this man. Ages ago it seemed,
across a blur of time: the events strung together as beads on a
string.

She adjusted her footing on the slippery rock. It was worn
smooth here. The bag remained beside her on the ground. The
content’s weight kept it upright. Another gust of wind blew
into her form, pushing her a step forward. She reflexively took
a half step back.
In the distance, the wind was blowing white caps across the
lake surface. The massive walls of glacier cut rift channeled
force through this narrow valley. Wind was only one of the
manifestations. On the far shore the rock wall rose straight out
of the water to a towering vertical height. She had to tilt her
head to see the ridge, and had done that several times while
walking out to the point. The ridge line snaked away to
disappear around a corner. Eventually it joined the other side
of the split chasm, which rose equally high. This had once been
a mountain of a single granite rock. Ice and time have had its
way with it, carving the peak twain.
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She stood upon a rock wave of deep rubble bed fragments
remaining after the glacier’s retreat. To her left the shore
rounded away distant, out of the cove. On that shore a deep
forest grew to the water’s edge. The trees were crowded
together impossibly dense. A denseness that absorbed light
before any could reach the mossy undergrowth. Only
mushrooms thrived in such a gloom. Though she couldn’t
remember being here, it was familiar, as though the panorama
had been known countless times—and what had been before.
Standing here, there was purpose before her. She thought
of it as a conclusion. A first time standing at this shore, at this
point, on these smooth rocks. She chided herself: focus. The
purpose before her was quiet in the bag. It would wait. When
she was ready, it would obey what was asked of it. There was
stillness in thoughts here. Time was hers. Focus.

Tranquility had been with her since the early morning. This
was an unusual experience, not commonly known. The typical
day-to-day was a blur of thoughts and words and actions.
Stillness, while not wholly unknown, remained elusive. Even
when others would find relaxation after a lovely heavy meal,
she could not. Her portions would be of such quantity a large
man would be shy of piling on. Those around the table with an
average constitution would naturally become groggy after such
excessive consumption. She, however, would carry on talking
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a nervously animated performance before the dull glassy eyes
of her audience. Even espresso would not slow her
hyperactivity down.
When at last she would excuse herself from the table, the
dinner companions would be glad of the respite, though it was
only a brief interlude. She would find her way to the WC and
directly into a stall. Before her would be the porcelain
receptical. The routine was a practiced one. A yanked handful
of toilet paper was prepared, laid in balanced layers, equal
distance, without a wrinkle. This upon she would kneel as
though before an altar. And in a way, it was. With a hand
pulling her thin blond hair back, the movement began. It
started with a relaxation in the lower gut. When the focus
became upon the meal stretching at the stomach, the strong
convulsion waves would begin to build. There was a pleasure
in the sensation of the tightening as the cycles increased. When
they became of sufficient intensity, the waves were released,
squeezing the stomach, ejaculating the contents in a vomit
fountain directed into the depths of the bowl. Practiced
distance was maintained against any splash back. This was
usually a sufficient precaution. A second wave followed the
first immediately, seeking release. The gut was explored, as
though evaluating if there was any offering remaining. When a
sufficient volume was discovered, a third squeeze would pass
this remainder. Satisfied, a fresh pull of tissue was dabbed and
blotted. The swirling morass was observed for consistency
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before rising. Tissue remaining was used to mop any splash
overflow before the final commitment to oblivion with the
flush.
At the sink, she would rinse and spit. Some mouth spray
from her clutch purse was spritzed. A last check at the mirror
to confirm orderliness before departing with airs. There was
always the primping, to a high level of perfection. It was
required. Mother had taught so. The otherwise was not
tolerated with herself, or allowed of her man.
She would return into the room glowing a satisfied gloat, to
the chagrin of those noticing her impending arrival. Her
conversation would be resumed to dominate the table,
regardless of the companions’ desires. Several would exchange
glances wondering who had punished them with the practical
joke of inviting her—had they really deserved such treatment?
Ah yes, her beauty. This was payment against the cost of her
presence: she was easy on the eyes, but hard on the ears.
Thus would flow the minutes into hours of the night.

Thoughts reflected back upon Rolf. He was a disorderly
man, impossibly so. In the early days, when their relationship
was fresh, his habits were cute, quaint even. Perhaps that’s
what had been his allure. He would come in late after a long
evening. The clothes were left in a trail leading to the bed,
where she would be waiting for him. His longed for attentions
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took her away to unimaginable places, briefly. Too briefly,
which did not improve. The sensations, and later, the stories he
would tell her were not fulfilling. All was reasonable. All was
understandable. All was all, at least to him in his earnestness.
She had been naive to his magick words, laid victim,
wanting to believe. At the time, she understood that of herself.
But that was the past. Now it had been corrected. Now it was
right. Never again need a reoccurrence be suffered.
Thirst came to her. She drank from the small water bottle
that had been thoughtlessly clenched out of shape by her hand.
Opening the lid released pressure that hissed into the high
altitude air. After drinking, her hand dropped back to position.
The bottle creaked in snaps from the resumed grip. There was
stillness in her head, but her body was wound tight, playing a
strained octave.

The drive out of the village had begun in the early
morning. With the starlight fade came a promise just beginning
on the horizon. She was driving Rolf’s car. The bag was on the
floor of the passenger seat. Her face was typically kept neutral,
though occasionally a frown could be detected. Some had
thought she was squeezing a lemon in her backside to make
lemonade; of course, no one dared speak this observation
within earshot and live to tell about it. This predawn, however,
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had begun with a grin. It was slight, but it had been there.
Perhaps the origin was to be found in the irony of her driving
his car. Rolf’s precious little street racing car. The car she was
never allowed to drive, but was required to be a frequent
passenger of. A meat trophy exhibited before his street peers—
a pin-up girl poster and just as useless.
“Yes, there is an irony in that, isn’t there, Rolf?” she said,
sneering at the bag.

They had met from a cold contact, there being an app for
that. He had swiped right. At the time, she was standing on a
crowded tram. She was going to swipe left and had all
intention of doing so. It was the combination of the tram
surging and the sympathetic wave of people moving in
response. The right swipe had occurred in the jostling. The
baseness of the moment was distracted by her anger of the
disorderly rudeness. The phone was slipped back into her bag
without further thought.
Rolf was thrilled this woman’s response was positive: the
app had spoken, so it must be so. Her picture was a pouting
dour look projecting a sophisticated aloofness. The posed
curves were there in ample proportions in all the right
locations. Her background description was brief, confirming
his thought of her as a detached beauty.
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Their meeting was proposed by Rolf at a cramped dark
club he did not frequent. The anticipated intimacy the space
provided was not to be intruded upon by the discards of past
relationships. The eagerness he communicated was petty to
her; however, quick research revealed a financial résumé that
brought around the invitation’s acceptance. The location was
familiar; it would not be her first meeting entertained there.
The bartender smiled a smirk of acknowledgment as she
entered and headed directly for the back.
“Hi, baby,” he said. “Back for more? You can’t stay away,
can you?”
She kept her look forward while the memory of this man’s
flesh and what they had done together that passed as intimacy
was remembered in her flesh. Try as she could to frown with
disgust, her body had other memories. As though walking on
shards of broken glass, each step drove deeper into her psyche
pushing the color of arousal into her face and heat displaced
below.
While still within earshot, he said, “Come see Papa for
afterward. I’ve got what you want.” He paused before saying,
“Long time.”
The words, ‘Long time’ shot through her. She stumbled a
step, but by the next was back in stride.
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“That’s right, baby. You show him. Back there waiting for
you: the little Eager Beaver,” he said, then chuckled while
continuing to polish a glass.
Walking past a wall, she thought, would provide her visual
relief from the man’s stare burning into her back. But it did
not. She felt him through the wall.
Without knowing, her eyes were on Rolf, who she was
walking directly toward. He was alert, taking her flow in fully.
Though the ambient light was red, he detected the flush across
her face. The emotional simmering he assumed had origin
from her eagerness for his presence. The repartee program was
adjusted accordingly. Surprisingly, a chair arranged next to
him was avoided; she sat across from him. Without missing a
beat from this slight rebuff, the prattle of his banter began. He
was in earnest before the coil spring defining her being
encircled the worn wicker chair, which creaked complaining of
her slight weight.
Words flowed non-stop, as though any pause would allow a
crack to form through which she would vanish. Her allowed
words in reply were a reflection of his own. The verbal echo
gave him pause, admiring the attraction he was projecting—
stroking his reflection. During a contrived strong point he
touched her forearm, lingering. The connection remained to
slide into a grip of her cold bony hand. The progression was
expected by her, anticipating her other hand to be captured
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before it indeed was. To speed up the progress, she slipped off
a sandal and rubbed her foot along his calf.
“Let’s go. Take me to your place,” she said.
This induced the first silence between them of the evening.
Exiting, she would not make eye contact with the
bartender. But it was clear: the smirk was there, and the stare.
Her ass received a boost in temperature from the earlier
encounter. She kept that with her exiting the door. But before
she was clear from his sight, she rubbed a cheek and gave it a
faux slap. Her gift to him to take home.
The drive had her looking out the window, sightless. The
inattention did not deter Rolf. Doing what he was best at,
filling silence, he kept up the one-sided talk. The sounds
slipped off her as though she was layered with Teflon.
Her sight did return after they turned into a neighborhood
of plush houses. Another turn and the houses became less
plush. Another turn and Rolf pulled in, the garage door
opening before them and closing immediately behind. By the
light of the naked bulb of the garage door opener he leaned in
and took the first kiss. She received him with tense lips before
remembering to relax. As in the bar, acceptance was projected
upon her. His hand responded, exploring to squeeze at a breast.
The excitement of sex between them that first night could
best be described as the following: Let him have his
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satisfaction. She laid passive. He did the work. The
performance was profound, satisfying, in his imagination.
What passion she found from the act was directed upon the
specter of another.
It only cooled from there. She was wholly surprised when
shortly after their initial encounter he insisted she move in, and
even more surprised in herself when she heard her acceptance
—as somebody else speaking.
Close contact did not improve the spiral of the situation
between them. Indeed, the regular routine of proximity pushed
the doll passion. Hours late into the evening of primping in the
bathroom did not avail her escape of his needs. The bloom was
off the rose with the arrival of his first tirade: That of her bony
body and lack of any ass whatsoever. Stone cold frozen.
The cruel words increased in frequency and vehemence.
The lack of reaction on her part exasperated his frustration.
They were water on a duck as far as she was concerned.
Rolf’s day-work left her the freedom of sunlight. That the
bartender worked nights provoked a return to their resumed
collision. They took advantage of each other’s peculiar needs,
fitting together as puzzle pieces in the world’s jigsaw. His shift
starting in the evenings would bring the session’s game to a
close. She, now having a key would arrive early to wake the
sleeping man to begin the next mutual service round.
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The cycles evolved as she wore him down in sleep
deprivation and in skin. Be careful for what you wish. But it
was bravado tempered by exhaustion that brought another in to
share in the relief. Now triad, with the two against her one,
balance was to be found.
Perhaps Rolf detected her afternoon delight liaisons;
regardless, from a sense of orderliness, she was careful to
remove clues. Except those she purposefully did not, with a
passive-aggressive intention to taunt him. More likely he was
acting spitefully at her sexual rebukes. The end result was, he
brought her out for cruise meet-ups less frequently. He thought
of it as punishment to leave the meat trophy at home, feeling to
him she was more the trophy and less the meat puppet. She
was rather pleased to have manipulated this change in him so
ridiculously unaware.
On an occasion coming in from a later than usual night out,
Rolf went straight to the shower. His clothes were thrown in
the general direction of the hamper, mostly missing the aim.
She followed behind with the intention of putting the clothes
in. The odor in the cloth was slight but distinctly detectable:
sex produced. The smell was not of her. Nonplussed, she
carried on. Rummaging through the pants pockets, his phone
was retrieved. The scraps of paper were left in the pocket for
the washing machine to have their way with. Turning upon
hearing the steam shower generator start, she sat on the bed.
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Thinking: Foolish of him to leave his phone unlocked. Did he
want me to snoop this?
The text message contacts were scanned through. Business
babble. Some women, flirty talk, sexting pix—yawn. Ah here,
this is one: Rolf’s best car club mate. It was a long chat thread.
Scrolling to the beginning, she quickly scanned through to the
end; the last ones being sent just before arriving home, perhaps
even from the garage.
Rolf: “I am tired of this frigid cow. She is done, kicked out,
gone, gone, gone by the weekend.”
mate: “Seriously? Mind if I give her a throw, as seconds,
naturally?”
“Be my guest. But I warn you: she is so cold your dick will
freeze solid and break off inside her.”
“Ah man. Now that you say you are dumping her, I hope
you don’t mind me saying that I’ve been pretty solid on more
than one occasion when you brought her around, dressed so
revealing and all. With a body so hot she can’t be that bad, can
she?”
Enough, she thought.
The thread was scrolled forward until Rolf’s last:
“Anorexic bitch. Like fucking a pile of wood, except with the
wood you’d get fewer splinters. She’s better as your
masturbation fantasy than having her in your bed. Anyway, get
me the name of that bodywork guy and she is all yours, mate.
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However, consider yourself warned. I don’t want to hear about
your frustrations with her later.”
She put the phone screen-side down on the bed and laughed
softly. There was a pause of silence while listening to the
steam shower hiss. Rising, she said coldly, “Bulimia, you
twat.”
Calm, the path before her was clear as the walk would be to
the vista later this sunny day. The actuality of the wind was
not. Going into the garage, Rolf’s camping storage was
rummaged through.

The imagined vista reigned before her. The wind again
pushed her a step forward, she reflexively took a half-step
back. Reaching for the bag, it was pulled forward by one
handle. The contents shifted, threatening to capsize.
She chided, “Oh no you don’t. Behave yourself.”
Lifting it, she said into the opening, “Ah. I see you are
distracted. Let me help you out with that.”
A soft, floppy object was retrieved from the bag. It had a
natural handle shape to it. With a softball inspired windmill
pitch, the object was flung. It pirouetted into the distance, over
the lake. Globules of liquid separated from the object as it
rotated; each a jewel of light, the reflected sunlight
exaggerated their size. A gust caught at the object, causing the
trajectory to jerk sharply side to side several times before the
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altitude met the water. A small unimpressive splash rose and
quickly passed.
During the flight, she had retrieved Rolf’s head from the
bag. Holding it by the Man Bun, she had directed the rigid eyes
along the sailing object’s trajectory.
Laughing, she said, “Anticlimactic, Rolf. Just like you
always were. Perhaps your genitals will have more luck with
the fishes?”
Turning the head to face her, “What’s that, honey? Did you
say something? Did you have something important to add?
Perhaps something witty?” She turned her head as if listening
for a moment, before turning back.
“Yes, well that is a little difficult, you know. All what was
left to be said has been said. The remaining actions have just
about concluded themselves as well. Now wouldn’t you agree
that is so?
“Argh! What?! Platitudes again? Didn’t I tell you before?
You have no one to blame but yourself. Maybe you can tell it
to the fishes, if they will put up with you.”
With that, the softball wind-up pitch was again performed.
The head carried better altitude than did the first pitch, but the
distance was lacking. It splashed down but a short distance
from where she stood. Remaining visibly bobbing in the water,
it sank but a little. The eyes remained open, staring at her like a
deranged swimmer treading water. The view was hypnotizing.
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Calm flowed from her core. Reflexively, she tilted her
perspective left, enjoying the curiousness of the scene.
With a blink from his head, Rolf floated no more. He sank
gently beneath the small wind ripples blown in by the changing
wind direction. Blowing into her from across the lake, the gust
caused her to brace into the force, unbalancing her footing
backwards.
Over the wind howl, two footsteps were heard running up
from behind. With a solid force, she was shoved off her feet
and into the air. Sailing beyond the rocks and turning around
before splashing down into deep water, the point was visible.
Submerged, but treading back to the surface, the flash image
was replaced with the actual: There was no other at the point.
She had remained alone.
The bag was there, shivering in the wind. She treaded water
considering it. As if in response to the energy of her focus, the
bag sprung off the rock, picked up in a rising gust of wind. It
followed a path higher into the air, higher and higher. Her
concentration became distracted, losing sight of the bag. But
what now filled her attention was the sky. It had changed into a
foggy red. The distant rock face massif was tinted by the red
fog as well. The forest below the red sky, below the red rocky
chasm had remained a menacing dark. A mesmerizing
darkness. From shock, the treading water movement froze midstroke, sinking her before she recovered: There was movement
in the dark. One, two, many more, moving out of the shadows.
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She called out. The shapes stopped, then hid.
Continuing to tread water, her rhythm floated within the icy
cold.
She laughed aloud, and again louder. The laugh turned into
a shriek as something grabbed at her foot. She kicked the grasp
away and chuckled, “Rolf, you are gone.”
Again a probing grasp captured her foot. The hold was
stronger. She could not kick it away. With a force equal to
what hurled her into the water, she was pulled under.
Struggling, the wound spring energy of her life-force was
released in a moment of animal intensity. She pulled herself
back up to the surface, breaking through. The vision of the red
sky and black forest were before her, unchanged.
Her vision sharpened. Along the shore, clearly she could
now see: the shapes, they were watching her.
The force holding her foot had allowed this last view, spurn
comprehension, a last realization of the futility of this frail
form of life. Ethereal.
Without protest, she was pulled under for the final time.
Wind waves rippled, erasing the futile struggle, to crash as
waves in miniature upon the shore.

“Your offering is satisfactory. It has been accepted,
Daughter.”
“Thank you, Mother.”
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“We welcome your return among us.”
“That brings me happiness. I have been quite lonely.”
“Understandable. However, it was your wish, as you may
remember.”
“I do remember.” She paused, feeling herself again in her
old form, familiar. “I had to know. If there had been a
change?”
“Curiosity is understandable. The want of hopefulness I too
carry inside myself since the oceans receded and we ascended.”
“Have you known disappointment as well, Mother?”
“I could not say otherwise, Daughter, but never with you.
Never with us. Our time began before the ice mountains of
glacier arrived.”
No more words were spoken. They moved in unison back
from the shore, finding their place among the shadow of
canopy, fading from sight into the forest before the light did.
The wind in sympathy changed direction, blowing new
whitecaps into the old.

THE END.
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CHAPTER I
A Couple's Hunger

T

his is a true story in so far as related to the geographic
location. Concerning the events, my memory remains
a bit faulty with regard to the peculiar goings on. The accuracy
of the telling I leave among yourselves to decide.

Laughter floated in the air. The brilliant sunshine had
melted the evening’s frost and was well on the way to drying
the grass. The waiting energy of pre-Spring was coiled in
tension, carrying its subtle smell in the air.
In the middle of an isolated hanging valley, beneath
towering peaks, a rustic house was to be found. Built from
local materials of wood and stone, its foundation rested upon
the most ancient of bedrock.
The surrounding landscape had survived for uncounted
millennia of ice glacier grinding to bring into existence the
JEFF HAYES
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lower valley depths, severing the upper valley in twain. The
continuity remnant, now a sister valley, was resigned to be
forever separated across the gulf, below the distant ridge. Once
the massif was a single mountain. In that epoch, the valley
pairs were a single grand mass, formed from the silting up of
an antediluvian lake, supported upon the bedrock. Now, it was
in the gap below that a lake was filled. Its depths had been
scored deep, revealed after the glacier’s retreat. Each year’s
melt of winter snow replenished what the prior year had taken.
There was a forest on the shore receding across the
moraine. It was a forest as deep, as black and impenetrably
foreboding as the waters at its gnarled feet. Sunlight did not
illuminate the floor of tangled roots. Mushrooms grew in
abundance on the detritus rain from the trees above. This was a
realm where fungi thrived.
At the lonely house, on the patio relaxing in the sun gifted
warmth, were Jessica and Charles. They were a couple
appearing in their middle age. With them, laughing at a joke
forgotten before it was told, were two preteen boys, Janz and
Pesho. They sat together, as though a family, around a picnic
table. There were breakfast remnants on the table: Heal of a
loaf of bread. Soft boiled egg shells emptied of their golden
contents, each still perched upon their respective throne. Butter
that had gone soft in the sun. Small glass bowls emptied of
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jam. Cups for coffee, and cocoa, that had also been emptied;
they remained in want of a refilling that had yet to occur.
Janz and Pesho were still smiling as though the echo of that
funny joke had yet to pass. The stress to appease had the boys’
attention. They were oblivious to the countenance of Jessica
and Charles, who looked to each other, exchanging a secret
thought. The expression on their face was this: satisfaction
borne from a surety of what was to pass.

Jessica and Charles had recently returned home from
traveling abroad in the Eastern countries. The goal of the trip,
depart home as two, return as four, was the acquisition of feral
strays—two only. These trips had occurred numerous times.
Before this particular journey, fresh documents had been
reacquired; the former had become too dated or otherwise
mangled to reasonably suffice any longer. The young boy
passports the couple carried were the shopping list to be
fulfilled, specifying a match of bone and flesh to ink and
paper. From this, candidates were reviewed until the selection
was made. The process was not a lengthy one. It never was.
The day arrived when the two empty small suitcases were
filled and the return passage was booked. The couple had been
excited by the prospects of this excursion’s bounty: Janz and
Pesho were a match beyond specification, appropriate to
complete the series.
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The boys settled into their new habits of luxury. Each with
their own room: full of clothes and distractions. The clothes,
though not new, were pressed and folded neat. Each dresser
was filled. Coats were hung in a shared armoire above a rack
of shoes. Game sets were stacked on shelves; the organization
was according to some esoteric strategy.
Routines were explained calmly but firmly by the couple.
Rules of the house were but few: No entry into the cellar,
which remained locked anyway. Not to stray from the house
grounds unless Jessica or Charles were with them. In regards to
the slope which led to the near cliff, footing was treacherous
before the edge. The danger was not apparent and would catch
one up if unaware. And it was stressed most seriously, no
going outside after sunset.
Charles explained that there were dangers to be found
outside the house at night. Such dangers were not present, nor
were they obvious during the daylight hours.
There were three large dogs who shared the house. Each
had a unique look. The dogs had a strong and somber
disposition in common. Pesho recognized their wolf-like
temperament from the stories told in his village. He confided
his thoughts to Janz, who dismissed the other’s worry. Jessica
had overheard their whispering, which surprised them as she
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had been reclining in a plush chair far across the grand room.
Her face had been hidden behind a newspaper.
Lowering the paper to eye them over the top, she said,
“You know, Pesho, every village has such stories. They were
invented as amusing sport to scare children and weak minded
adults.”
As she spoke, the animals gathered beside her, attracted to
the soothing voice. Each animal was stroked in turn before she
said, haughtily “These are not wolves, but only lovely dogs,
friendly in attendance. They are playful within the house and
without. Would Janz and Pesho stray from the grounds
however, the dogs would herd them back, with authority. I
caution you both to keep that in mind.”
As she had been speaking, the paper was folded into
quarters and laid on her lap; entwined fingers rested lightly
upon it.
“The rules as Charles explained them are for your
protection. We don’t want either of you lost in the wilderness
surrounding our meadow. Or hurt by the dangerous wild
animals inhabiting the vicinity. That would be troublesome
were it to occur. We would be most bothered. For the harmony
of the household, I advise you to abide by our rules.”
She smiled a tight, flat smile at them. But as she thought
better of it, the lips curled up and her eyes glowed roundly
before she bounded to her feet and asked with false merriment,
“Lunch, boys?”
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The dogs followed, prancing energetically behind her as
she quickly crossed the room towards the kitchen. She and her
entourage disappeared through the doorway arch.
That night, as if to validate the concern Charles had
imparted and Jessica had reminded them of, dreadful animal
noises were heard outside the house, often far away sounding.
But sometimes approaching near. Possibly even pawing below
their windows. Though in the light of day, they could find no
disturbed soil beside the house.

Time passed. Routines were settled into. Charles was
cheerful of the boys’ diligence to the household. Jessica tried
as she could to match him with the same. But the day had to
arrive, being the boys that they were: true to their nature, Janz
and Pesho would be Janz and Pesho. The restlessness of things
forbidden became elevated to the most curiously attractive;
they constantly remained in mind, taunting to be explored.
It started as this: Janz tried to get the other to sneak out at
night with him. The dreadful animal noises had not been heard
for some time. What had replaced them, at least for the last
several nights, had been soft, gentle mewing. The sounds
seemed to be coming from the grounds just below Pesho’s
window.
Janz, “It sounded like a lost kitten. The poor defenseless
thing. I looked all over today, but couldn’t find any sign of it.
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Maybe it sees our light at night and calls that it’s afraid. We
must rescue the kitten. It’s in danger.”
Pesho said, protesting, “We aren’t allowed.” It wasn’t just
words to him. He really was worried from Charles’ warning.
Janz, “You’re superstitious just like the old women in my
village. They would get scared of invisible things in the dark as
well.”
“In the dark, with no moon to see by, everything is
invisible.”
“Exactly. You convince yourself, and therefore it is so.”
“I don’t have to touch the stove to know it is hot.”
“In your reality the stove is always hot. But in mine, I test
to see if it is so. Perhaps the stove is only sometimes hot.”
Pesho was silent. He had no retort.
Janz, “I give up. I can’t convince you. Can you at least do
one thing for me? Be my lookout. The light from your window
will be my illumination.”
Both boys stared at each other until Pesho said, “Of course,
I will. But what if I see something?”
“Make the sound like the cuckoo bird. That’s what one
does when they are the lookout.”
“Three times, like the bird in the clock sometimes did, back
at my home.”
“You had a home? Like, with parents and brothers and
sisters?”
“Yes. I did. But no brothers; only sisters.”
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“I never did.”
“No home? No mother or father?”
“Not even any sisters. Only the Sisters at the orphanage.
But I even lost them when they sold me to the farmer. His
cruelty taught me to miss the cold kindness of those gray
women. The older boys taught me the bird call. I was a good
lookout—”
The sound of soft mewing began again. Drifting in through
the open window, it was carried on the night air.
Wanting to convince himself if he said it fast enough he
wouldn’t lose his nerve, Janz blurted out, “I’m going to climb
down the drain pipe to the garden. I’ll find the kitten and be
right back. You’ll see then!”
The mewing grew louder, as if in anticipation.
“Don’t go, Janz.” Pesho said, resigned. He grasped weakly
at his friend’s shirt. However, Janz was determined. He was
already out the window.
The garden that he knew very well in the daytime was a
spooky mystery at night. None of the bushes and trees seemed
to be in the same place, or of the same shape. Janz had
followed his intention going out the window and down onto
the ground. But after setting foot to soil, the mewing call had
ended. Searching back and forth along the wall of the house
didn’t reveal the source. No kitten.
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Janz was frustrated. Ready to give up, he looked back to
the open window of Pesho’s room. Just then the sound began
again. It was coming from further away in the dark, beyond the
light cast from the upstairs window. He followed the call.
Out upon the grass, from the light from the window, the
shadow of Pesho was huge and distorted. It was waving
anxiously for the other’s return. Janz waved back with bravado
before sprinting further across the grounds.
Pesho began to cry. Standing alone before the window the
memories of his family welled up inside him. His last words
with his mother had been in anger. He regretted them deeply,
forlorn that there would ever be the opportunity to apologize.
She had only asked him to pick berries for the pies they would
make.

The season’s market fair would be on the weekend. Mother
and Father always kept a booth. She sold pies by the slice or
whole. Father sold mead. His small meadery was well known
locally for the quality of his creations. Seasonal herbs or fruits
they harvested were hand-picked to be distilled in the mash.
Customers returned in anticipation of the next batch from this
well known local family.
The excellence of their booth was both a matter of pride as
well as a matter of reputation. Father had spent a great portion
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of the family reserves preparing a batch larger, more varied
than ever before. It would be a spectacular exhibit. The whole
family had been enlisted in the project. Pesho and his sisters
had missed school the last week to assist. Everybody was busy
with their tasks.
Word had spread through the village. Father was ecstatic.
There were so many pre-orders that he had already started the
next mead batch, keen to meet the anticipated demand. The
recipes took many months to process and age to his discretion.
He wanted to assure the customers continued patronage by
having enough stock to maintain their enthusiasm for his
wares.
The new mix had commandeered the entire berry supply
for Mother’s pies. It was decided that Pesho would go to the
creek for more. Mother said they would advertise the local
freshness of the berries, harvested by the labor of their young
son, Pesho. She was proud of her only son.
For his part, Pesho was not enthusiastic about this task at
all. He really hated the picking, complaining the thorns always
tore at his clothes and left him covered with scratches. The
wasps loved the berries as well. Experience had taught, tangled
in the vines, he would be momentarily defenseless to their
cruel stings. There were hornets as well; however, they were
slow and docile. Unlike the wasps, as long as the hornets were
left alone, the big nasties would ignore his presence.
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The sisters responded to his sniveling in a huff, pulling
back their sleeves to show Pesho scratches on their arms that
had yet to heal, and welts from being stung.
Defeated, Pesho stormed out, slamming the door behind.
Mother chased after him, bringing the berry pails and a sack
with his lunch and drink. In the bottom of the sack there was
always some special sweet, for her special boy. She hugged
him and asked that he would please return with the pails full.
And, don’t be late for supper, she reminded cheerfully. He
remained purposefully stiff during her embrace, wanting to
pull away, but suffered to endure her.
At the creek, he began to dutifully pick the berries. It
wasn’t long before the scratches began. Several wasps got after
him as well. He jerked back to escape them, but got caught up
defenseless from his clothes becoming totally entangled. In
anger, he pulled back, tearing his shirt and falling backside
first into the muddy creek.
“That’s just great! I’m a fine sight!” he shouted at the
vines, thinking them cruel.
Now wet and cold, he climbed out of the shadows of the
creek bank to stand upon it. The grass growing there was nice,
inviting him to sit, so he did. He dug inside the bag. Not
hungry for lunch, it was the sweet he was after. Tearing open
the paper tied gracefully with grass twine in an ornate knot, a
flaky baklava was discovered. This was another specialty
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mother was famous for at the market. Pesho wolfed it down
greedily, without enjoyment of the delicate layers. He licked at
his sticky fingers before searching the bag for more treats. A
pouty disappointment became his face when none were
discovered, just a sandwich and an apple. The drink was
lemonade. He drank that down in one go before pushing the
bag away in annoyance.
The warm sunshine had made him sleepy, inviting him to
close his eyes. So he did, falling soundly asleep on the grass.
The wasps buzzed their music into the stillness. They enjoyed
the berries in the pail Pesho had started to fill. The other pails
were of no interest; they had remained scrubbed clean empty.
The wind blew lightly at his hair. Dreams of pastries flowed in
and out of the mists of this young boy’s imagination.
His next waking awareness was not so pleasant. His head
hurt, throbbing in fact. He was no longer on the grass by the
creek. It was dark and there was movement bouncing him
around roughly. Confusion. There was the outcry of someone.
Screaming, again and again. The intensity hurt his ears. It
shocked him to realize it was himself making the shrieking.
Abruptly, the movement stopped. The blackness struck
inward at him, painfully repeated until he was quiet. There was
a strong smell and he got sleepy again. Forgetting, forgetting.
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When next awake, he was in a bed. Alone. The screaming
began afresh. Immediately, storming into the room was a
woman. He would later learn her name, Jessica. She was livid.
A man, Charles followed her in with a look of concern. He
tried to calm her. She pulled away from him to put a cloth over
Pesho’s face. It scratched. It had a similar smell as before, the
smell in the dark.
As he became sleepy she said coarsely, with hot breath
burning his ear, “Your fate is resolved. You live here now,
such as you will.”

The echo of her words rang in Pesho’s ears. Tears streamed
down his face. He blotted at them hastily, reminding himself
where he was. Janz had tasked him as look-out so he must
remain alert for his friend.
Janz’s first intrepid steps encountered damp grass. The easy
going allowed him to swallow back the fear. But then he
stopped short. There was a dark shape before him. It moved, or
didn’t it? Without a thought, he reached out and touched at the
shadow. It was a bush.
“Silly to be scared,” he said aloud, chiding himself. He
fingered the damp leaves, feeling their rough thorny edges.
The insistent mewing calls brought his attention back. He
walked further from the house, further away from the light.
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Pesho, desperate, whisper-called for him to come back. But
Janz walked on, enticed by his eyes adjusting to the star lit
night. Dim gray shapes emerged, shadows against the sky.
They were recognized for what they were: more bushes.
With half-steps he approached, but as yet, could not see the
caller. His single focus continued on the sound, until suddenly
he realized vague shapes had surrounded him. They moved in
repeated motion in the periphery. Another step forward,
unsure. Nothing happened. And another, hands outstretched
into the black. Nothing. Again, another. A twig snapped under
foot, stopping the mewing in mid-call. At that moment, two
shapes rushed out of the darkness passing on either side of him.
Something rough touched at his cheek. There was wetness. It
burned. He wiped at it with his pj sleeve. The fleeing shapes
receding into the black were dim white, not gray like the
bushes. And, they smelled musty, like damp turned earth in an
old forest.
Thought and movement were frozen. There was the light
from Pesho’s window. A beacon in the dark. He willed himself
the courage to cross the distance to it. One foot was forced to
move and then the other.
Pesho was surprised by the quick movement emerging out
of the dim. He was about to form the call of the cuckoo, but
sound would not come. How often he had heard it in his home,
to be forgotten in the awe of the moment? Before he could
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force the memory, the image of his friend Janz was clear. In
his pj’s, he was shuffling fast, returning across the lawn.
Arriving at the house wall, Janz scampered up the drain pipe in
a single movement.
Allowing himself to be helped in, Janz was surprised at the
shocked look on the other’s face.
“Yes, my feet are wet and a little muddy, but what?”
“Come to the mirror and see.”
“What?” he said, crossing to the vanity. He found a wideeyed boy with crazy hair staring back at him. Himself. There
was blood weeping from many little scratches across his cheek.
Pesho was beside him, with eyes red and watery. He turned
on the tap, wetting a washcloth, and began blotting at the
injury.
“It doesn’t hurt,” Janz said. His cheek was numb as was his
face. Numb but rigid as a mask.
“Were you crying, Pesho? Your eyes are red.”
He paused, averting his eyes.
“It’s OK, Pesho. I’m OK.”
“But what about the kitten? You left it out there?”
“I couldn’t find it.”
“What happened to your face?”
“I don’t know. It was so dark. I guess I stumbled and fell
into a bush, or something.”
“Jessica and Charles will be angry. They’ll see your face
and know you were outside.”
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“We just have to make a story up, and stick to it.”
“The wall planking is rough next to your bed. You could
say you had to get up to go potty in the middle of the night.
You were so sleepy disoriented that you got up on the wrong
side of the bed and tripped, falling into the wall. That’s how
you scratched your face: on the wall.”
“Beside my bed. That’s a great story, Pesho.”
“And your pj bottoms were wet because you peed yourself
after you fell.”
Janz looked cross.
Pesho realized the humor didn’t go over—that Janz was
sensitive about this. Maybe he had been a bed wetter? “Look,
we have to wash the mud out of your pj’s. They are filthy.
And, they won’t dry by morning. The mud you tracked across
the floor, we have to clean that up too.”
“You think of everything.”
“That’s what brothers do for each other.”
“Yes. Brothers.”
The next morning at breakfast, Jessica and Charles were
bright and cheery, as they always seemed to be that time of
day. It was in the late afternoon that they became sullen—
increasingly dour as the dusk approached. They noticed Janz’s
scratches. Exchanging glances, a hint was broadcast that they
had noticed, but had chosen not to say anything.
Janz felt guilty about lying and said nothing in response.
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Pesho volunteered the story of the fall against the wall.
Jessica and Charles listened patiently. A new concern grew
jointly in their expression. Jessica took Janz by the hand,
leading him to the pantry. The injury was cleaned thoroughly,
scrubbed with a stiff brush. Sensation had since returned to his
cheek. He winced in pain. His discomfort seemed to invite her
to rub firmer and deeper. Blood began to ooze out. She
stopped.
“That looks good. The blood must flow to facilitate
healing. Don’t want to get a nasty infection from these small
cuts. Now that would be silly, wouldn’t it? Even sillier than
falling out of bed.”
“It was dark.”
She opened a cupboard and brought out a clear glass jar
containing a greenish yellow paste. There was a length of
twine wrapped several times around the jar; it was bound with
an intricate knot. Words on the label had been written in a stiff
script in ink, but the greasy contents had stained the letters,
blurring them illegible.
She twisted the lid off, “Yes. Dark. That makes all the
difference, doesn’t it? And your pj’s? Those weren’t the ones
you were wearing last night.”
“You saw?”
“Yes, I did. I see things.”
Janz was desperate. A panic was coming on from her
inquiry. He had to distract her, regardless of the consequences,
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before he lost control and blurted out in confession about the
entire adventure last night. He could take it, but the worst to
him would be exposing his brother to the repercussions of the
lie. She would know that and relish the pain it would cause.
The words came to Janz without a thought. “Do you mean
you are observant, or that you imagine seeing things that aren’t
really there?”
Her eyes flared.
He knew this look well. The farmer had taught him what
was to come next. Relax for the blow. Experience had taught it
hurt less if he relaxed.
“Flippant little shit!” She hit him with her open hand
against the back of his head. Blood oozing from the wound
flew against the mirror.
He was dizzy but knew to exaggerate, pretending to
stumble.
“Liar! Don’t pretend with me.” She pinched him under
both arms until he stood by himself.
Looking at the mirror, the blood ran in streaks before her
image. The scowling beautiful face reflected was terrorizing.
She growled, “You are going to clean that up!”
After taking a gasping, wheezing breath, she continued, “I
paid that old man good money for you. He had a laugh that
you were a good-for-nothing, but he was happy to take my
money. I had the last laugh though, telling him that you were
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indeed good for something—something beyond his rustic
goings on behind the woodshed.”
Time then seemed to have stopped. Her expression froze. It
remained before him, hypnotizing. Without movement, she
said more words, and at length. To Janz, the sounds flowed
from his ears directly into his subconscious. None remained
coherent.
When understanding finally did return, she was before him.
They were facing each other. Their heads were close, barely
separated. She was still, smiling pleasantly with an open
mouth. Her beauty was enchanting. Janz wished he could stay
like this, with her, forever. He was sad when she pulled back.
It was not to be.
“Here you go. Let’s put some of this on you,” she said,
applying salve from the open jar, rubbing it extendedly into his
cheek.
She explained, “The motion activates the healing
properties.” Some ran down his neck. Her eyes lightened. She
slowly licked at the drips with a pointy rough tongue while
making a call, distant in her throat. The sound was something
like a mewing.
Janz stiffened in acknowledgment of the sound.
Just then, Charles came suddenly in. Observing the
situation, he glared at her and spoke softly in a language that
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Janz had never heard. It sounded like the singing of a bird in
the pre-morning dawn.
Jessica patted the boy on the shoulder and smiled.
Smiling now as well, Charles said, “Janz, I want you to go
to Pesho. Tell him to brush his teeth, and if you are finished
with your breakfast, brush yours as well.”
“You should have more breakfast. You are still too skinny,
little street urchin.”
Charles’ smile melted into a glare at the woman. She
mouthed a single syllable word to him without sound.
“Go on. Exactly like I told you,” Charles said.
Janz dodged between the couple, quickly leaving their
ominous presence. He found Pesho at the table, who had still
been eating. Pulling at his sleeve, Janz said, quietly, “Come.”
“But I haven’t finished yet!” Pesho protested.
“Shush,” Janz said, holding a hand to the other’s mouth.
Without further protest, Pesho followed his adopted brother.
They went upstairs and into the bathroom. Janz shut the door.
“Was Jessica angry?” Pesho asked.
“I had thought so, but she wasn’t. She was just concerned.
She is so beautiful…”
Pesho looked at his brother with uncertainty. “After you
and Jessica left for the pantry, Charles talked with me
cheerfully. But he kept nervously glancing away. His attention
was distracted by the noises coming from behind the door.
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“Finally, he just stopped talking. That got me nervous, so I
chimed in with a story I had just made up on the spot. Told it
rather well too, I think. You’d be proud of my creativity.
However, in the middle of my story he got up and darted for
the door. I was stunned. I didn’t know what to do, so I
continued my telling to the audience of three empty chairs.
“Janz, something strange happened. As the words tumbled
out, I saw the chairs gain occupants. It happened right before
me as though I had conjured them up. There was a boy, and
Jessica, and Charles. I thought the boy was you, but as his
outline strengthened, he was clearly not you. This boy was
another, dressed strangely. The clothes were a style I had seen
in books of paintings from long ago. Jessica and Charles, they
weren’t right either. They were older. But as their looks gained
focus, they became younger, as they look today. Maybe even
younger. They were both so beautiful. The other boy looked to
them lovingly, as though enraptured.
“Then you came in, Janz. Before I could protest, you sat in
the chair the other boy was sitting on. I was amazed: His looks
blended with yours. You both were the same height. Both the
same shape. I realized I had been mistaken: but for your
clothes, you were identical.”
“And the ghost Jessica and Charles? Were they still there
after I came to sit?”
“I don’t know. I don’t remember.”
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“You imagine things!” Janz said, not sure of his own
words. But the experience in the pantry was even more weird:
Jessica licking at his neck as though she was tasting him.
Pesho heard him through, without comment. After thinking
for a moment, he said, “That is strange. Are you sure that was
all of it? You were with her for a while. What about the
shouting?”
“What shouting? I told you, she wasn’t angry. And I would
never shout at her. Why would I?”
“Well, I know what I heard. Charles did as well. You do
remember him coming in, don’t you?”
“Yes. He came in and talked with her in some foreign
language. It sounded nice.”
“I didn’t hear a word of it…” His attention wavered. The
next words came out dreamy. “Maybe the salve has a nice
taste, like honey baklava, and she couldn’t help herself?”
Before Janz could say anything, Pesho wiped some
ointment onto his fingers and sucked on them. “Yes. Like a
sweetmeat. Rather pleasant.” He took another wipe and sucked
at his fingers longer, making a gurgling noise. Then he began
to hum tunelessly.
When Pesho tried for a third taste, Janz shouted, “Stop it!”
The shock woke Pesho out of what seemed to be a daze. He
stumbled to speak, until he could. “Oh! Sorry… I didn’t realize
what I was doing. Might that I have spoiled the properties?—”
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Charles interrupted, calling from downstairs in a syrupypleasant voice, “Janz, Pesho. Come join us in the garden when
you boys are done with your toilet.”
Janz was silent, studying his brother, who studied him
back.
Pesho replied cheerfully, apparently recovered, “OK,
Charles. We’ll be down shortly. See you in the garden!”
The boys bounded out the open french doors with
pretended laughter, giggling and pushing at each other. They
sprinted across the patio and into the garden where Jessica and
Charles awaited. Arriving together, they stood stiff in mock
attention before the couple, who had been quietly drinking
coffee.
Returning the mock play, Charles said, “At ease! You two
ragamuffins.”
“Former ragamuffins,” Jessica said, coldly.
“Yes, ma'am,” Janz said, feeling an opening for
appeasement. “You and Charles have rescued us to this
wonderful life at this wonderful house, with you two generous,
wonderful people.”
Jessica glowered at the feigned compliment.
Charles, “Well, I don’t know about that, the wonderful
people part—”
“Boys! Charles and I need to go to the city for business.
We need one of you to accompany us. But here’s the dilemma:
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which one of you shall it be?” While looking between the
boys, she said, “The wonderful city? Or, to stay here, house sit,
do chores, till the garden?”
Her blank gaze came to rest on Janz. A smile crept upon
her lips, first in one corner, then the other joined it in the
tightening upward movement. She said, “Pesho. We leave after
lunch. You will clean yourself up to be presentable for the
journey.”
Still looking at the boy, she continued, “Janz. Charles will
speak to you concerning the chores we expect from you while
we are gone.”
After lunch, the three departed. The dogs followed them
down the track until the forest start. They sat before the
darkness of the forest, assuring themselves of the surety of the
parting. Janz had already made the trek from the shed to the
garden with the wheelbarrow. He was unloading the tools and
bags when the dogs bounded up. They laid on the grass before
him, each with a head on paws. Janz came over to the nearest.
The head lifted to receive the intended scratch. No change in
temperament occurred from the attention given.
The day carried on, elongating in shadow. The dogs had
moved out of the sun to escape the heat. Janz continued
diligent to work the garden until he got dizzy. He stopped for a
water break and sat among the dogs. They moved sleepily from
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his presence. One, the one that had received Janz’s attention
earlier, laid his heavy head on the boy’s leg. His eyes looked
up in sympathy, as though sorry for the boy’s situation. Janz
scratched the animal, misunderstanding the communication.
After a while, the dog closed his eyes, indulging the attention.
The sun continued lower, approaching the horizon.
“They haven’t returned yet, boy,” he said. The dog opened
its eyes. “Should I be worried? I am worried.”
The dog growled softly. Janz was startled. He moved to
stand. The dog reluctantly did as well, moving heavily.
Janz started for the house. Half way there, he thought
otherwise. Returning to the garden, he collected the tools and
the bags, which were loaded back into the wheelbarrow.
Pushing it up to the house was more work than walking it
down, though the grade was not great. Passing the tree, the
dogs were still gathered there. They were sitting, now alert,
paying attention to every movement of the boy.
Janz saw this and was a bit nervous for it. Attempting
bravado, he said, “Come on guys. Let’s get you fed.”
The dogs responded. Two sprinted ahead to the house. The
third came to stand beside Janz. He reached to scratch its head,
but drew his hand back quickly, as the dog again growled
softly at him. Janz bent to his burden, lifting to push the
wheelbarrow to the shed. The dog attended his heels with
every step.
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The dog feeding chore, Janz was adapt with this one.
Charles had shown the boys the routine on their first day at the
house. Pesho had never been comfortable with dogs, any dogs.
These in particular, he was afraid of. The dogs knew this and
enjoyed taunting him. He begged Janz to switch this chore with
him whenever it was his turn. Janz was glad to, though he was
wary of these animals as well. He was just more careful to hide
his feelings. The opportunity to switch was fine, but he made it
a two to one deal: Pesho had to do two of Janz’s chores to this
one. Unloading the wheelbarrow at the shed, Janz looked at the
attending dog and was sorry he had taken advantage of Pesho.
He hoped his brother was OK down in the city and that he
would return soon. He tried to imagine the funny stories Pesho
would tell of the trip. His brother could arrange words nice,
such that he could see pictures in his head from them. The
thoughts didn’t get much further before he realized his face
was wet with tears. He looked at the dog who stared at him
without expression.
Wiping his sleeve across his face, he said, “Come on. Let’s
see to your chow.”
He marched stiffly out of the shed, latched the heavy door
closed, and continued along the walk up to the house. Arriving
before the pantry door, he went directly inside. The attending
dog rushed before him, pushing into the house. Janz stopped,
recognizing he had made a mistake in forgetting to bring in the
dog bowls. He went back out, closing the door behind him.
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The dog bowls were on the patio by the picnic table from the
morning feeding. The attending dog recognized it was closed
inside the house. It jumped at the door, banging furiously. The
intensity startled Janz. He stumbled backwards, falling upon
the ground. The dog’s face was visible through the glass upper
of the door. Its hot breath steamed the window in pants. The
stunned boy and the dog stared at each other before it howled
in calling. Without a moment passing, the other two dogs
rounded the house, as though they had been waiting there.
Each looked at the boy, then to the other behind the window.
They jumped up to stand against the door, communicating in
dog-speak. Grunts and other utterances were exchanged before
attending to the passive boy. One grabbed at his collar, pulling,
indicating him to stand. After he did, the same pushed him
towards the door. Janz grabbed at the knob nervously, but his
arm wouldn’t obey to open it. Both dogs growled at him, not
softly as the attending dog had done earlier. This was a serious,
no nonsense growl. Janz’s arm responded reflexively to the
dogs’ command. The trapped dog came out and sat before him.
He licked at Janz’s hand, pushing it atop his head. Janz obeyed
this dog’s command as well, proceeding to scratch at it.
After the dog feeding chore, Janz made a small dinner for
himself of sausage and boiled potatoes. All the while during
the preparation and the meal he listened and checked
repeatedly out the window. The window into the dark of the
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night. He longed to hear sounds interrupting the forest’s
chatter, but hope was in vain. There was no return.
He had become sleepy. The dogs were let out, as was their
desire. He went upstairs. A last look out the open window of
his bedroom, straining into the night to detect sign of their
return approach. Nothing. Absolute stillness above the
background chatter.
Laying in bed with the covers pulled tight, he said, “It’s
more quiet than usual.” These were his last words before sleep
overcame him. It was a deep sleep. A sleep of dreamless
unconsciousness.
Janz was awakened suddenly. There was movement on the
wall. It came in through the window. A flickering light.
Grunting sounds were heard, irregularly repeated. A loud
crackling and popping was growing in intensity, becoming a
roar. He went to the window. There was a bonfire burning on
the grounds by the grassy area, away from the house. The fire
radiated such a brilliant intensity that he had to shade his eyes
until they became accustomed to it. There was more grunting
demanding attention. In the light, he saw a person, a black
silhouette before the fire. The image was moving around the
parameter. It was jerking with twisting movements, leaping
and spinning with much energy. The shadow was hugely
grotesque across the lawn, even more exaggerated than were its
movements, which appeared disconnected—shadow from
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individual. Circling around to the far side of the fire, the light
reflected upon them.
“Her hair participates in the dance,” Janz said, entranced by
the long wavy hair, swirling, shaking, jerking in response.
“You are a woman, but you are not Jessica. You are
younger.” She was nude, but that did not embarrass him. The
recognition was instant and without reservation: Her beauty
was stunning. He was drawn to her.
The next awareness Janz had after leaving the house and
crossing the grass, was of himself approaching the fire. The
woman had continued her dance of abandon as if unaware of
the boy. He stopped to stand outside the direct fire light,
remaining in the shadows. The next revolution of the fire
brought change to her dance. Focus was directed into the
surrounding dark, in his direction. But as yet, she did not
acknowledge him.
After another revolution, she stopped while on the far side
of the fire. Her body was illuminated. Attention was fully
directed to Janz. Her chest was heaving for breath. Feet were
poised, standing defiantly erect, legs apart in balance.
Unsure, he asked, “Are you Jessica’s daughter?”
Before he could reason further, she kicked up her feet and
with a single leap disappeared behind the brilliant fire.
Janz was anxious, longing for sight of her form. When she
emerged on the other side, he was relieved the vision of her
was restored. No longer nude, she wore a robe. She walked
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directly up to him in the shadows, taking his hand. He winced
from the contact, which was hot, almost burning. And wet, she
was dripping wet.
“Come,” she said.
Janz obeyed automatically. He was relaxed in obedient
happiness. To be commanded by her, to be in her presence, to
be in her attention. This was ultimate joy.
She led him away from the fire, but not towards the house.
The absoluteness of inky blackness was before them, but for
the starlight. Her pace was confident, which gave him surety
with his blind steps matching her, two to one. Their direction
was the edge of the meadow, where the valley’s forest began.
He was not permitted to go there without the couple. But he
was not afraid to break this rule. The young woman would
protect him. Of that, there was no uncertainty, no fear, no
doubt.
Not another word had been spoken since the first. Across
strides, she would look down at him from time to time. He
received the green glow of her eyes; they empowered him. Her
hand had remained hot, but he had adjusted to its severity.
Drips of liquid would roll from her onto him, wettening their
grip before falling to the ground. The dogs had come up and
were attending the march. Their eyes glowed too, though theirs
were yellow. It wasn’t the starlight that the young woman and
the dogs reflected, it was an inner energy. He wondered if his
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eyes glowed too. Holding his free hand up before his face did
not show any glow; indeed, the obscuring hand was invisible in
the forest dark.
The group continued the trail, walking over a pass, then
down, where they followed the long depression slash of a
draw. Janz had no comprehension where they were. He had
never been so far from the house in any direction since the
arrival.
They had stopped. There was a small wall before them. The
woman urged Janz forward. She steadied him as he climbed
over, following him immediately. The dogs did not cross. Janz
felt the firmness underneath, believing they were standing on a
rock paved area. The cold light of stars was before them. The
distant ridge peaks formed the horizon. The air was still.
Standing behind Janz, she took both of his hands, holding
them together as one. She broke the silence to say, “I am Iscah.
I lead you to the return of Karl.”
At the speaking of the name, a shadow detached itself from
the dark to stand before them. Stars were blotted out by the
shadow’s presence.
Iscah spoke again, “Karl shall return to me.” The firmness
of her hold of Janz’s hands remained unabated. Janz, in turn,
had no intention of pulling away from her; indeed, he had
worry that she would. He was afraid: To lose contact would
lose himself to the night. He would not see Pesho again. Of
these fears, he was correct.
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The shadow pushed against Janz, moving to embrace her,
causing the boy to step aside to maintain his balance. Janz
knew without knowing that the shadow was a man. But, was he
the Karl Iscah spoke of?
The man wore a robe of similar material as she. It felt
softly delicate, but of a sticky strength, as though it was made
of woven spider silk.
Iscah had kept ahold of one hand. Janz offered the other
before the man reached for it, knowing contact would be
required. Without understanding but for intuition, Janz led
them across the glade to a small column. They surrounded it.
Iscah and Karl joined hands, completing the circle. She
immediately began to utter mumbled words. Janz strained to
hear them, to break the sounds into a coherent flow; but the
more intensely he tried, the more effective they were at eluding
him. The man joined in, reciting words echoing hers. They
continued in harmony. As the words droned on, Janz’s
attention wavered. He had become dizzy, though his legs
stoically refused to fail him. The couple’s intensity was
pushing the night into his being.
The words stopped. A breath was taken and then she began
to sing. The words sounded like bird-speak. Janz was pulled
back into the moment. He mused playfully that her pitch was
higher than possible for a human voice. The focus of his entire
being was pulled into the notes. And then suddenly she
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stopped, as though cut off. All was quiet. Even the night
chatter in the distance was paused, as if in anticipation.
She and the man shouted a single syllable simultaneously.
The sound echoed off the mountain peak behind them. The
echo repeated beside them, distant, weaker. Again, even
further away, even that much weaker. A final time, barely
audible. The couple stood without movement, as though in
quiet expectancy.
And then it was fulfilled. Barely audible at first, the echo
came back to them, quicker, and with much greater force. Janz
cringed. The echo built, approaching peak to peak. From
across the gulf, from the sister valley driven twain, the echo
was beamed at them, striking the ridge above. The sound was
as though a giant crashed its gnarly hands together, clapping
directly before the couple and boy. Janz had closed his eyes.
He wanted to scream, and would have but for the lack of air in
his lungs.
In response to the din, a wispy orange fireball formed
above the column, which illuminated it. Janz saw its light
through clenched eyelids. He opened them timidly. The scene
before him had changed from black to illumination. The
column was revealed. Its shape was hewn from rock. Across
the glade, it was of the same. A single surface, flat but for the
connected pillar thrust before them. All of one rock.
The ball beckoned the return of his attention. Revealing
deep texture, like it was formed of glowing yarn, it pulsed,
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moving within itself. Twisting, pulling and pushing. The ball
responded to his focus, transitioning from dark orange to
yellow. The change within flowed to the surface. The brilliant
core remained visible through the outer layers, increasing color
frequency and density. Energy expanded outward onto the
surface.
The glow illuminated the couple. They were staring at Janz.
Their eyes were wide, but dead of expression. The man broke
his gaze, looking to the ball, which was now a depthless pure
white. It was a single glow of impossibly bright light. Janz
should have had to shield his eyes from such blinding intensity,
but closing his eyes made no difference. The scene before him
remained the same as when they were open. The light required
his fascination. No thoughts distracted him.
An itching began in his chest; it was a longing, which
became an opening of himself. The longing pulled at the ball.
It resisted, vibrating, pushing away from him. The more the
ball resisted, the more it was desired. He pleaded, begging
completeness. This did not bring appeasement.
Disappointment flooded in at failing Iscah. Janz resigned
himself to the fate of abandonment. At once, as though a
crossbow bolt had been released, the ball of light entered him,
piercing his chest. He received the containment, stumbling
backwards. But for the grip Iscah and the man maintained upon
him, he would have fallen. His attention was upon that grip.
Looking, there were no longer separate hands grasping at each
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other. Their bodies were fused at the wrists, each to the other.
Following up his arms, they were draped in the same material
as the couple had been. But now, they were nude: young
woman and older man.
The ball boiled within him. His chest was on fire from the
heat. It was spreading, engulfing his entire torso. The view of
the couple was fascinating. It brought him relaxed happiness.
Relaxation as the fire grew, continuing into the extremities,
entering his arms and legs. It did not traverse into his head.
The neck seemed a buffer. This was not the direction it was
seeking. The garment began to respond to the heat, melting
into his flesh, contracting, squeezing him as though the shape it
desired was a tube. The pressure from the heat inside and the
garment outside balanced against his boiling tissues.
All this while, there was no fear. Janz was observing
dispassionately, as though this phenomenon was happening to
some distant person.
The heat pressure raced down his legs, accelerating, drawn
to the megalith. At the moment the energy entered rock, all
became aglow surrounding them. His attention was consumed
by the terrifying beauty of Iscah. By watching this woman, this
young Jessica, satisfaction became fulfillment. Her smile
radiated with the glow. She personified the completeness he
desired. His humble self had brought her joy. He was happy
for that.
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Iscah was not aware of Janz’s attention. Her entire being
was engulfed in studying the man. Her intensity drew Janz to
follow. Looking to the man, his features were tightening. Lines
on his face flattened, absorbed by strength emerging from
within. Janz had an insight; the realization was known as truth:
He recognized the man. It was Charles. A much older man who
was now becoming Charles again, the man who brought him
here to his home, with Jessica. They had rescued him from the
street. From a life long beyond the short years he had passed.
The actuality flooded into him.
The change continued. Charles’ features became younger,
and continued younger still, until he was a young man: Karl.
Karl, matched to a young woman, Iscah.
They both looked to each other, radiating the intensity of
their love bond. Love Janz observed and was never to receive.
But, it was his happiness to contribute to. A gladness to
relinquish freely any and all of his being.
The couple together looked at Janz, acknowledging him,
observing in curiosity. The force opposing the crush of the
spider silk garment subsided as the last remaining energy had
been pressed out of his being. The garment won, as it always
did. The couple released their contact as Janz was crushed
down upon himself into a small cocoon. But from this wrap, a
butterfly would never emerge. What had been now was gone,
gifted onto Karl.
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The glow of the rock floored glade faded to reflection,
revealing the man and woman aglow in their glorious nudity.
The man picked up the cocoon of Janz. He walked with the
woman away from the column. They left wet prints on the
stone, each step glimmering briefly. Near the edge of the
megalith, another awaited. The woman lifted the cocoon of
Pesho above her head, joining the man in form. They together
stood at the edge of the earth. Below them, the vertical drop
was uninterrupted to the lake surface and its depths below. The
remnants were dropped simultaneously. Without ceremony,
without a look, without a further thought of the boys, the
couple turned. They walked across the square, matching steps,
in rhythm with their beauty. Janz would have appreciated the
sight, as would Pesho.
Before the couple’s glow in the glade high above was
obscured by their walk back into the forest, down upon the
lake surface, a single splash was formed from two. It was only
a small displacement of water, with hardly a wake formed.
However, the objects’ transformation had yet to come to an
end. With a movement barely discernible, the cocoons sank.
Through the depths the water mass built above, pushing down
with great force upon the settling of two leaves from the forest
above. Time passed without heed until the depths had no more
to traverse. The brothers settled on the bottom, laying one
beside the other.
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Light had not reached into this abyss for millennia. It was a
place abandoned, a place without time; however, in the
darkness, the boys were not alone. Scattered around and below
in layers as though laid down by sedimentation were pairs of
cocoons. Movement joined the newcomers. Responding to the
offering, they arrived. A group of creatures. Creatures, they
would rightly be called that: not descended from fish or
amphibian. In fact, their species’ incarnation predated such
newcomers. In size, they matched a cocoon’s length at double,
with a width similar as well. They possessed movement and
independent intelligent thought. There was purpose in action.
Each caused a paste to be secreted, manipulated from the
other’s form. The paste resembled in color and consistency a
certain salve kept in a glass jar wrapped in twine which was
bound with an intricate knot. They rubbed it slowly and
carefully upon the surface of the two forms. When the
covering was complete, they inspected the shapes before laying
them accordingly. With these two, a strata layer was
completed. They were satisfied in this accomplishment. Before
departing, the other nearby forms were reviewed. Pairs of a
more recent history were covered in a sparse fur of what some
would think mushrooms. But rightly, these organisms are of
kingdom fungi, though not of a type in any known taxonomy.
If there was illumination at these depths, those mycologists so
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inclined would be fascinated with the color of the fungi, a
green so dark as to be mistaken as black.

Before the expiry of Pesho, the night shadowed his tears.
Tears, the origin of which were emotions held simultaneously:
the loss his new brother, Janz, would suffer from his demise.
And, the sorrow for the missed opportunity to appreciate the
beauty of the moment they did not share together.

THE END.
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CHAPTER I
Lost

T

his is a true story in so far as related to the geographic
location. Concerning the events, my memory remains
a bit faulty with the accuracy of the telling. In regards to the
peculiar goings on, I leave it among yourselves to decide.

Pulling up before the house, Samuel switched off the
motor. The drive up today had been a harrowing one.
Dramatics had been expected, but that was awaiting at the
house. The road up through the forest was typically his favorite
part of the journey. This day though had been different. The
weather brought rain through the night. In the morning the rain
had continued. However, once out of the city, the sun started to
break through. The sky became the most outrageously vivid
blue.
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“Obnoxiously arrogant of the sky,” he had commented, to
the backside of the windshield.
Perhaps the outrageousness came more from Samuel’s
projection than from any atmospheric condition.
Nikki had been over. She came for dinner and stayed for
breakfast. The initial arrangement had been for her to come
over a few days earlier, but there had been some mysterious
drama of a business nature. She had been required to fly off
immediately to take part in some firefighting triage. An
apology had been offered. A promise followed to make it up to
him; something of a tease, a most delicious exotica to set the
hook. He put off the drive to the country house, awaiting
Nikki’s dangling surprise. If the delay brought complications
with Lenore, so be it.
When Nikki returned, the energy between them was
amazing. They were both left a bit sore for it. As she had
foretold, the reward proved most satisfying, well worth the
cost. Or so he thought at the time.

Sitting in the car outside the country house, memory of the
morning’s departure from the city flowed in his thoughts: She
pulled out of the driveway. The indicator came on. Her car
turned away from his direction and was gone, disappearing
into the traffic.
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“Aaah,” Samuel said, reflecting back upon the tryst.
With a sigh, he forced focus back into the present. Duties
awaited inside the house. He couldn’t sit out here all day
avoiding her. Lenore would be waiting, pacing back and forth,
annoyed he hadn’t arrived days ago.
“Time to face the music.”
The rear view mirror was adjusted for a hair check. A bit of
fluffing at the locks had it back to right.
He laughed, “Some riotous fireworks out your ears would
have ensued, my dear Lenore, were you two to meet. Maybe
that could be arranged someday. Accidentally, of course.”
The gap between his teeth was checked. Nothing unsightly
remained.
“See, Lenore. See what your kind, passionless love has
driven me to? Into the arms of another. Nikki. She knows how
to love a man. I mean like really love a man—real good. So
good that it makes one sore in all the right places for days.
“How’s that, Nikki? You require more? Again? How long
has it been since the last time? Four hours, or so? I’m still
vibrating like it’s only been 4 seconds. How’s that? Shall I be
over for a hot lunch rendezvous? Naturally, your loveliness.
Your need is my command.
“Why can’t you make me feel that with you anymore,
Lenore?…”
He left off at the speech practice in mid babble after getting
out of the car to pause at the sight.
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“That isn’t right.”
There was a large roller suitcase on the porch. The suitcase
was familiar. It being on the porch was also not an unusual
sight. Lenore’s routine after packing the suitcases was to roll
them outside. It then became his role to hump their weight over
to the trunk. The car would sag in complaint, but he never
would.
“Well, to be honest, maybe sometimes, on rare occasion.
Such comments are expected, are they not? What was not,
however, was that a suitcase had been left out on the porch,
exposed—beyond the roof. Like it was purposefully left in the
rain. That was odd.”
It was broached to her that the plan had changed. That he
wouldn’t leave for the country house until a few more days.
The explanation was flatly spoken as a matter of fact: Work
had been crazy. His boss needed him to babysit the new clients
who had just arrived in town. It was unavoidable.
Lenore had responded quite upset.
His words were a slight adaptation from what Nikki’s had
been, as Lenore required more placating than he had.
Eventually she did calm down. The anger dissipated to reveal
what was actually troubling her. She was nervous to remain
longer at the house alone. The dreams were back, more vivid
than before.
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“Her suitcase had been left on the porch. Was she expecting
me earlier? Did I get the date wrong?”
Lenore couldn’t be reached this morning. He had wanted to
hang up after a few rings, but dutifully waited for the
answering machine to pick up. A short strained message was
left, that he was leaving now, and to call the mobile if there
was anything she needed him to pick up.
Nikki had been all over him during the call. Clingy, kissing
at his neck, and other parts—a lot of attention directed at the
other parts—unbuttoning, trying to distract him. An excellent
job she did of it too.
Closing the car door brought another distraction into view.
“Damn. My poor car. This will be an expensive repair.”
A crease ran the length of the left side, starting from the
front quarter panel, continuing along the door and the rear
quarter panel. There were scratches as well. But for the
irregularity of the scratches, it looked like the crease was part
of the car’s body style. In actuality, the crease was body work
courtesy of a tree the car ran against when it slid off the muddy
road.
He said, under his breath, “Impossibly greasy road.” A
hand ran through his hair again, fluffing at it.
Approaching the house, he called out, “Lenore?! Hello?”
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The dripping suitcase was rolled across the deck to shelter
under the roof.
The screen door was shut, but the inner door was not. He
stepped inside and called again, “Lenore, honey? You left the
door open. Hell–o?”
At that moment, the clock in the hallway rang out, startling
him. The stiff cuckoo croaked three times before disappearing
with a jerk behind its little door. He drew in a breath and blew
it out in an attempt to calm himself.
Looking at his watch, it was well after three.
“Silly clock. Not only are you irritating, but you can’t even
keep the time proper.” Reflexively, he corrected it. The weight
chain was pulled back to re-power the mechanism.
The kitchen was investigated. It was spotless. She always
kept it so. The refrigerator was stocked. Milk, several white
paper wrapped meats. Half a bottle of her rosé. A six-pack of
his favorite beer was in back.
“You always keep me in mind, don’t you dear? Thingwise.”
Closing the door, he called out again, “Lenore? Where are
you?”
Approaching the top of the stairs a naughty thought
flashed. “Are you in the bedroom waiting for me? You are,
aren’t you? Such the minx!” He sprang into the room. While in
mid-flight he said, “Boo! Got you!”
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Empty.
He was disappointed that the antic went unobserved.
“Ah. Are you hiding in the bathroom?”
He crept quietly up. Pulling back the curtain suddenly
revealed only the dry, empty stall of the steam shower behind
the spotless glass wall.
“Where is she?” he asked the void.
Back in the bedroom was the perfectly made bed. He went
directly to the grand window and out upon the balcony. The
meadow. Wind and rain had compressed its long grass into
swirls of random shapes, nonsense patterns to catch one’s
attention. A smarter man, he had thought, could have made
sense of it. Unfortunately, he was not such a man. That was
well understood. He had rationalized to instead compensate
with good looks and flash style. At least that is what he
repetitiously told everybody, ‘Looks make the man, for all
practical purpose.’
What pattern in the grass that did make sense today was
this: there looked to be a trek made through recently. It led
away from the house in the direction of the old manor house
ruin.
Proud of himself for the insightful discovery, he clapped
his hands and said, “A clue! Have you made a game for me,
my darling Lenore?”
He clomped down the stairs two at a time and into the
muck room. The loafers were flipped off. They bounced on the
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floor. Sticky mud knocked out of the soles in clumps. Dirty
steps were visible into the room. “Whoops. Guilty. Sorry about
that, babe. I’ll clean up my tracks later, I promise. But first, the
adventure!”
Bursting out the door, he looked ready to weather the next
deluge, dressed in rubber boots, oil skin duster and matching
hat.
“Oh dearie, I like this. Such fun, your little hide-and-seek.
Olly olly oxen free!”
Running further into the grass, “Come out, come out
wherever you are! I know, I know you aren’t very far!”
The bright sunshine and steaming vegetation drying in the
heat proved no distraction. He kept running, exaggerating the
comicalness of the long coat flapping behind.
Approaching the ruin, optimism began to deflate. There
was an oppressive feeling here, more so as each step brought
him closer.
The disturbed grass led straight into the roofless center,
which was where he now found himself, in the shadow of two
exterior walls. They held each other up in defiance of time.
The other walls were in various states of decomposing into
their final state, rubble mounds. Grass grew deeply
everywhere.
Timidly, he asked, “You aren’t hiding in here, are you,
dear?”
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Investigating the far side of the ruin found the grass not
disturbed—only the swirl patterns of noise continued. Beyond
was disturbing blackness where the woods began.
“I am glad you didn’t go there. They’re not the same merry
forest that the road up carries through. Glad indeed. These
trees have an oppressive feel to them. Not unlike the ruin
itself,” he said, speaking to the walls.

After the country house was first built, curiosity had gotten
the better of him. He had explored the ruin grounds, even
remained there for a while. It was on a day the sun was out
bright and warm. The sounds of insects buzzing about made
for an orchestra performance for him, the audience within an
amphitheater. The slight wind provided a rhythm through the
grass and trees. The world hummed repetition in a song of
peaceful relaxation. Propped upright against an inviting wall,
his attention flowed outwards, sleepiness flowed inwards. A
deep sleep quickly overcame him.
He remained there undisturbed, paused in a peaceful dream
of inaction; eventually, something called into his dream. In the
distance, quite faint, began a singular sound. After a moment,
it repeated as though in echo, relaxed and soothing. The sound
flowed wonderfully with the mood. And then in an instant, it
became disruptive. Each call rather than fading instead became
stronger, grew louder as the period decreased. Inexplicably, his
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sleep-self was not confused by the disorienting inverse echo.
His body accepted the approaching sound, and was confident
for it.
Awaking with a start, his eyes were wild in bewilderment.
Just before in the dream, a giant’s hand clap occurred directly
before him. The wind from the strike blew sharply at his face
as the impact from the sound faded. In waking, he had jerked
backwards involuntarily, hitting his head soundly against the
wall. A swoon of dizziness pressed in, joined with voices.
They chanted with mumbled words in an incoherent language.
The more he tried to focus upon the sounds, the more effective
they were at eluding him, and the more intoxicating they were
becoming. The orientation inside his head was spinning
backwards. The firmness of the wall had dissolved. Assurance
of its solidness was no longer, neither was the ground beneath.
A fear came that he would lose himself without their contact. It
required him to relax into a state of obedience. No alternative
was possible.
Lenore rushed up, calling for him, “Where are you?!” Her
voice was desperate.
“Ah, Samuel! I found you. Are you OK? I was so
frightened. I looked all over.”
He was disoriented. It took a moment for words to organize
into wagon trains of thought. All he could manage was,
“Lenore?”
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“You were screaming. I heard you from inside the house. I
ran outside but didn’t find you. And then you screamed again.
It echoed in this damn valley. I went the wrong way before I
figured out it was coming from the ruin. I came as fast as I
could. Are you OK? What is wrong?”
Samuel tried to stand, but collapsed against her. She caught
at him, causing them both to almost fall.
“Sorry,” he said. “My legs must have fallen asleep.”
“What was that noise? Why were you screaming?”
“Huh? No. I wasn’t. I was sleeping. I got tired and had a
nap.”
“You most certainly were. I heard you repeatedly. You did
it again when I found you here asleep just now.”
She looked around at the ruin. “Come on. Let’s get you
back to the house. I don’t like it here. There is such a creepy
vibe.”
She moved to encircle his waist. “Are your legs OK now?
Can you walk?”
“Stiff a bit. Can you help me?”
“Of course, Samuel, my love. Lean on me.”
His arm found her shoulder, leaning weight on her, step by
stiff step.
By the middle of the field, sensation had returned for the
most part. His arm had slid down to her waist. His head found
her shoulder. They leaned softly into each other.
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Approaching the house, he stopped and pulled her before
him. He embraced her deeply. She was stiff at first, but only
slightly. As the kiss progressed, she melted into him.
Discarded clothes were left in a trail. He led the way
upstairs. The remainder of the day passed without notice,
intruding thoughts were far away. Coupled as one, each orbited
the other. They remained nestled in bed until the demands
from another hunger drove them downstairs. Together they
made a light dinner, eating from each other’s cutting board. A
plate was made and a bottle was opened; both were taken
upstairs as their playfulness continued. And continue they did
until late into the night.
The sleep that followed was deep and dreamless. Morning
passed into afternoon sharing tender coupling.

The memory faded to reveal the present. Before him, the
foreboding woods remained.
In a strained voice, he pleaded, “Lenore, babe, where are
you?”
Wisps of steam rose out of the vegetation, straight up
before being caught by the wind blowing across the ridge
beyond the hanging valley. Their streaming patterns did not
catch his fancy during the walk back to the house. His attention
was instead solely upon the boots pushing through the grass.
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Each step furthered the disappointment of the spoilt imagined
game.
Coming in through the muck room door, the intention was
to go directly to the refrigerator and fetch one of his special
beers. The sight of muddy steps the loafers had made earlier
stopped him. He pulled off the boots and the coat, and got to
cleaning the floor. Lenore kept the house pristine. It was
important to help maintain it so. If magic could be found in
ritual, the cleaning act was an incantation to draw her back.
Anything to fill the vacuum from the lack of her presence.
Samuel had been through her address book. Calls had been
made. With the first few, the conversation tone was light and
cordial. But as the book’s alphabet progressed, the tone
became more desperate. Or perhaps that was him. All
responded that they had not heard from her recently. None had
since the last couple of days. Some responded to his further
queries disinterested. More than a few feigned concern but
were actually secretly relieved, believing Lenore had finally
found the courage to leave him, The Louse.
Her mother was left for last, hoping this was a call he
would not have to make. It was regretted from the start.
Sensing the woman’s impending panic, he assured her not to
worry. All was OK. Lenore was most likely on her way home
to the city house right now. That she didn’t answer her mobile
was easily explained as carelessness. The phone’s battery was
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in all likelihood dead. Forgetful. That’s what happens with her
—happens a lot of late. The woman replied curtly that he was
describing himself, not her daughter. Not her Lenore.
The rebuke rolled off his back like water on a duck.
Meanwhile, the specter of Lenore’s car loomed out the
window, reflecting the passing sunlight of the fading day. He
asked himself aloud, “Why didn’t she drive herself home?”
“What was that?”
“Oh, nothing. I said the plants needed watering.”
“Then you should water them. Don’t rely on Lenore to do
all the work—”
She kept going. The words all translated the same: blah,
blah, blah.
He was finally able to quit with the old woman, promising
Lenore was alright and would call her first thing when she got
home. A good evening was wished.
Hanging up, he said, “As though you would be capable of
answering the call. The world will pass the night unheard by
you from the soon to be induced pharmaceutical sleep. Doctor
prescribed.”
Dropping resigned into the stuffed chair with a beer did not
bring solace. This was her chair. Her shawl was draped across
the back of it. It was pulled down and fluffed over himself. He
snuggled into the warmth imagining how it had shaped to her
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form in this chair. A slight perfume was in the air. Hers. The
smell played around in his nose, in his thoughts.
The beer was not satisfying. He sank deeper into the chair.
The clock was visible across the room. The pendulum rocked
its period. To the closed door, behind which the cuckoo puppet
lurked, he asked in a whisper, “Where are you, dear?”
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CHAPTER II
Feckless

T

he next morning was lost in memory over wisps of
coffee vapor. The words last spoken kept echoing.
She told him of the fearful reoccurring dream. He dismissed
her as prattling and could not be bothered to hear her out.
She had kept on anyway. The dream of children, no, it was
boys.
“They were crawling out of the lake to scale the cliff. Each
night, the ranks grew; what started as a few became many.
They climbed the cliff. They were nearing the edge.”
She was afraid. She pleaded, “What would happen after
they crossed the meadow and came to the house? Could they
find a way in? Defenseless, she would be laying in bed asleep
when they climbed the stairs, when they entered the bedroom.”
He hadn’t heard her. He hadn’t listened. Nikki occupied all
his thoughts.
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Coldly, he had assured Lenore that nothing of the sort
would happen. “Dreams are not real. You are working yourself
up.”
“It keeps coming back. I’m afraid to sleep for what happens
next.”
Then the tough talk began. He regretted the words and
wished they could be taken back. “This indulgence needs to
stop right now before it really does make you ill. Is there any
of your prescription there from the last episode?”
“Yes. I think so. But those pills are so strong. They leave
me groggy the next day. Please, I don’t want to take them.
Can’t you come up tonight? Can’t you come up now? It’s only
a few hours drive.”
“A few hours there, a few hours back, and all the inbetween. No. You know I can’t, Lenore. I would if I could.
The client meeting is early tomorrow. I have to get a good
night’s sleep to be on my ‘A’ game. You want me to do well,
don’t you, babe?”
“Yes, Samuel, it’s just—”
“Now, shush. We won’t hear anymore about this. I’ll be up
in a couple of days to fetch you back.”
A pause of silence.
He continued, “You’ll be fine. Enjoy the lovely sunshine.
It’s just been fog, fog, fog down here for days. Can’t
remember what the sunshine was like. And, no more worrying,
you—getting yourself into a state. Alright?”
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“Yes,” she said, meekly.
“I’ll make you an appointment with the doctor for early
next week. You two talk. See if he thinks you need to start
sessions again. Perhaps you should if the dreams continue.”
Resigned, she said, “I took a pill.”
“That’s my good girl.” He sang the next words in two-tone,
“Love you.”
“I love you too, Samuel.”
“I am sorry for the delay, babe, but the boss…”
“Needs you.”
“Unavoidable.”
At the time, the discomfort of the lying was easy
reconciled. Ah, the anticipated pleasure of Nikki’s return…

Nikki, the flash thought returned to him in the image of her
form and the acts she did with it. And there his thoughts
remained, distracting from the morning, sipping coffee,
replaying memory of her touch.
The car wheels rolled off the crunch of gravel onto the hum
of pavement. The way down had been without incident. The
tree was passed, the one with the fresh gouges. Thoughts
became distracted. The insurance agent would have to be rung
soon. Today, perhaps. Get the process started. Such a pain the
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formalities they intentionally make one suffer; the debasement
of jumping through their tediously rationalized hoops.
No other cars were along the curvy road to the village.
There was a construction crane. Something new was going up.
The optimism of youth. In the old town, nothing had changed
for a very long time. Expectations remained satisfied. People
plodded on.
What had finally got him up and out of the kitchen was the
sudden awareness of a different hunger—hunger of a caloric
nature. A heavy meal at the Gasthaus was required; though,
companionship would also be nice. The parking lot was empty.
Walking up to the door brought the realization that the time
had become late in the afternoon. The church tower confirmed
it: nearly 14:00. Lunch, for the most part, was over in the old
town.
Nobody was in the lobby. He went directly into the
restaurant. The proprietress greeted him reluctantly from the
back. She nodded in acknowledgment. The long table in the
middle of the room was indicated. There were two old timers
seated at the far end. Each were working on a flaky pastry
confection, with coffee. Greetings of a local form were spoken
between them and Samuel as he took a near seat. The men
leaned in to each other to exchange words. They both leaned
out eyeing Samuel who pretended to be studying the menu.
The food was standard fare, so the ruse was obvious. There
was nothing new to be gleaned and hadn’t been for years.
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His order was placed. The men had gone back to their
sweets. The room remained silent but for the mechanical clock
on the wall. The pendulum swung its period; gears dutifully
clicked forward. Coincidentally, the clock was identical in
manufacture to the one in his hallway—siblings separated in
time.

But the identicalness of the clocks wasn’t an accident.
When he and Lenore were looking for a property in the
countryside, one of the first contacts was met at this restaurant.
From the start, the realtor had Lenore entertained by his local
knowledge, which he went on about at length.
His name was Penrod, but he insisted they call him Pen.
The man bored Samuel. In passive protest he had wolfed
down his lunch. After coffee, he had begun drumming
rhythmlessly on the tabletop. Lenore had placed her hand upon
his. The distracting fingers were silenced; however, the hint
had been received.
They left shortly after, following Pen’s car out of the
village and along the curvy road. After leaving the pavement,
the climb up the gravel road began. The way was seemingly
endless. He had remained annoyed from the restaurant and was
about to tell her this property was too far out, that it wouldn’t
do. Then they emerged from the forest darkness into the
brilliant sunshine illuminating a hanging valley. Before them
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was an open expanse of green, ending in a breathtaking view
of the separating gulf and the lake below.
Pen was good at his job. Really good. The skills he had
acquired had been passed down from his father, and his father
before him. Such as it is in the back country, he could read
people. This city couple, for instance. He knew if he could get
them up the mountain, the view would sell itself. Naive, they
would be stunned by avarice to possess such a wonderful sight.
There would be no concern for the practicality of the location.
No such thought would cross their minds. And best of all, they
would have no knowledge of the property's history. Nor would
they have the opportunity to hear of it. Within the village there
was an agreement not to talk about such things with outsiders.
Outsiders this couple would remain, even after the ink of the
purchasing signature was dry.
Lenore was sold before getting out of the car. Samuel was
as well. Though he played at being reluctant, the ruse was
obvious. As was his role, Pen played along. He circled
Samuel’s stratagem all the while back upon itself. Smiles were
flashed at appropriate times. He pushed at the couple: If they
really wanted the property, they best move fast. Other
interested parties were eager to review the property as well.
The couple proved an easy touch. Samuel proposed
triumphantly that no further negotiation was necessary. The
price seemed reasonable to both parties. Shortly after, a verbal
agreement was made.
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Pen, playing the realtor game, had invented the other
interested parties’ existence. In reality, there hadn’t been any
calls on the property for some time. He had about given up
relisting the property, and thought to take it off the market.
The timing of this couple’s contact had been fortuitous. Over
the phone they sounded like the perfect candidate. Perhaps they
might need a few pushes to close the deal. His family instilled
intuition was rewarded by a signature later that same week. As
great-grandfather Valdemar had taught with regard to cityfolk: do not underestimate the heights their arrogant naivety
can be assisted to reach from just the smallest application of
reflected hot air.
To Samuel’s sensibility, the local style of building was not
of interest. Naturally, the services of an architect from the city
would be enlisted to build a modern construction. He knew just
the man. In fact, it was the man’s tip that led to the property’s
discovery.
The architect was of a mind to build them a fabulous
mountain house of glass and wood. The driving goal, Samuel
echoed to Lenore, was to bring the panorama inside.
As the project planning proceeded, local workers proved
difficult to find. The project was all but frozen out. This had
not been unexpected. The architect had experience with the
eccentricities of people who lived in remote places—the
hostilities they harbored to outsiders. The cost would be
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greater to bring labor in from the city. That was OK with
Samuel. Together, they enjoyed having a laugh at the locals’
lost opportunity.
The gravel road was improved to support the heavy trucks
and trailers brought to the site. On weekends, Samuel and
Lenore would visit their small town up on the mountain.
Construction carried on. Issues did occur with local material
suppliers, but they were overcome by transport from the city.
There was a delay and a cost, but Samuel was OK with that as
well. He remained ever quick with the checkbook.
Finally, winter closed in. The season called for a pause in
the endeavor.
Late spring the next year found the small private town
repopulated. That second year brought completion to the
project. The couple took possession of the threshold.
They began a new ritual, that of sitting on their deck in
attendance to their view. The sun performed a dazzling show
of colors as the light faded. Just for them. King and queen atop
their mountain.
Pen was invited up for the first dinner party. He
represented the local population. All others in attendance were
city-folk, mostly business colleagues of Samuel. A few were
friends of Lenore. All but for one were appropriately
awestruck. It was Pen who seemed cool to the show. He had
arrived bearing a quaint gift though. Not a common potted
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flower or plant. Not even some trendy kitsch left duteously
upon the entryway table. His gift was presented in hand to the
couple. It was a cuckoo clock, of local manufacture.
“Traditional in the area,” Pen said. “Diligence rewards a
fortune of good luck.”
To their credit, Samuel and Lenore recognized the sincerity
of Pen’s words.
The onlooking guests were beside themselves in thinly
veiled bemusement. To their immediate confusion, and
regardless if some thought the act a taunt, the gift was
gratefully accepted in the spirit in which it was given.

The heavy lunch at the Gasthaus had been accompanied
with a heavy beer of local brew.
To the waitress’s annoyance, Samuel inquired, “Might
there be any of that lovely flaky pastry left? If so, would you
be so kind as to bring me one, please? Oh, and a cup of coffee
with that lovely aroma as well.”
The woman turned away in a huff. The two old men had
been staring blankly at the interaction. After she left, one of
them offered introductions.
“Hello. I am Mans. My partner here is Alfred.”
Alfred was stiff at being included in the introduction, but
politeness required of him to nod in confirmation.
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“Hello, gentlemen. Pleased to become of your
acquaintance. My name is Samuel. I have the house in the
hanging valley above the lake.”
Mans eyes narrowed before answering. “We know who you
are.”
“And your wife,” Alfred added.
Samuel, “Yes? Well, I see.”
“Do you now? I wonder.”
Alfred reached across to his partner, who pulled away.
Mans went on, “Do you have the feeling that people in the
village are cold to you? Perhaps you have wondered why?”
“Ah…”
“—It’s the history of the land. That accursed land where
you had your house built.”
“Now come on. Accursed land? Do you truly believe such
things?”
“It matters not if one chooses to believe, nor does it matter
one’s whims.
“Samuel, you should know the history of that land, the pain
that has been wrought there, the shame brought upon the
village. I am going to tell you the story.”
Alfred sat back. “I really do not care to hear this spoken
aloud.”
“Leave then. I’ll see you later at home.”
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They grasped hands. Alfred turned to Samuel. “Mind
Mans’ words. He isn’t much for speaking. When he does,
people listen. At least those with any sense do.”
With that, Alfred departed before Samuel could prattle out
a quip to lighten the mood.
He instead came up with one for Mans, “Well, it’s just us
then, old boy. What words would you like to enlighten me
with, sir?”
Mans ignored the bromide, continuing, “There used to be a
manor house on the land. It was known, even before the village
was established. Possibly it existed before the first mill house
by the river. It was said the manor was built upon a foundation
laid down by the Romans.”
“I know there was a house. It burned down. The ruins are
still there.”
“Yes. Of course you think you know, but actually you have
no idea. None at all.”
“I suppose you are about to enlighten me on what it is I am
naive about?”
“I shall, or try at least. But first, a drink. We will need the
spirit’s brace.”
As though on cue, the waitress placed an ornate mug before
each of them. The old man nodded, “Thanks, daughter.”
“Father.” She ran a hand across his bent shoulders. A
concerned smile was upon her face. For Samuel, she only had a
cold look.
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“The manor burned, yes. My grandfather was but a boy
then. It is the words learned from his father that I pass to you.”
He said, raising the mug, “To your long health.” He took a
pull, Samuel did as well.
“Sweet nectar,” he said, taking a second pull.
“See Samuel, at that time there were but two people that
lived at the manor, a couple. The man, he was the lord of this
valley and the surrounding lands. The woman was his wife.
They were odd. Eccentric, I mean. Private. They kept to
themselves, neglecting their dominion. This was a fine
relationship for the villagers. Left to themselves without the
aristocratic meddling, the village and the surrounding area
thrived. Prosperity remained in the people’s purse, not pickpocketed by a noble.”
“What happened to the house? How did it burn?”
Mans eyed him up before continuing, “Some who were not
distracted by labors, idlers, had thought the couple cruel. But
to hear the acts spoken aloud, that was too limited of a
judgment. For the price of a pint in this Gasthaus, words would
be spoken against the nobles. That the couple were evil in
thought and in deed.”
“Such as?”
“Much nonsense, light on fact. Their known actions are
what I will relate to you. Traveling abroad to remote locales in
the eastern countries would they. These were not holiday
leisure, but had a specific purpose: the kidnap of children,
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boys. Always they would return with two. Their passage
through the village was discrete; however, nothing passes
unobserved. Brought the young ones back did they. And did
away with them most foul.”
“How were the murders known if they were private up
there in the valley?”
“It was my great-grandfather, Valdemar, who learned their
secret, of which murder played but a part. He did occasional
work for the couple, he and other men from the village. The
way up to the valley in those times wasn’t as nice as it is now.”
“I well know that. It was horrible. We spent a lot of money
on improvements.”
“I bet you did. You weren’t the first. The village spent a
small fortune getting the road into the shape you thought was
horrible. In the time of the manor, the road required constant
upkeep. That was Valdemar’s concern, earthworks
engineering. Your improvements build upon much of his
construction. Modern heavy equipment continues the strongback work of yesterday.
“There were occasions where Valdemar would be required
at the house. He had discretely noticed there were boys about.
Frequently they would be in the extensive garden the couple
maintained. On the first sighting, he thought they were
laborers; however, as their clothes were not shabby and with
access to the house private, it was obvious they resided there.
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“At a later time, the couple had departed for another of
their travels. During their absence he and several others came
to the house. They found no one there. They expected to find
the boys acting as caretakers. The men had wanted to talk with
them concerning their situation. Not finding them about was
odd. The departing carriage had been seen in the village with
the couple alone but for the coachman. The men searched the
surroundings thoroughly. There had been a bonfire upon the
field near the house. Light from this fire had been seen a few
nights before the couple’s departure. Another fire of a strange
color had occurred further away. The men searched by the
bonfire remnants where were found many tracks. They had
been made by a barefoot woman or boy repeatedly circling the
fire’s perimeter.
“The mystery peaked their curiosity. They followed the
tracks to find they were joined by another set. This was a
slighter track as though made from house shoes. The direction
led into the forest below the slight ridge which defined the
valley edge. Perhaps you are familiar? That forest is still
there.”
“Yes. I know where you mean.”
“But you haven’t explored it, have you? Not the pass into
the adjoining land?”
“No. I tell you, Mans. That forest gives me the willies.”
“Trust your instinct.”
He took another pull. Samuel matched him.
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“The men followed the tracks. There was a slight way
through the forest, almost unrecognizable; however, the
direction was obvious. The pass. That was the only way over
the ridge. On the other side was a tight draw which led down.
The men had lost the footprints in the loose rocks, but now in
the soft earth they were found again. More sets had appeared.
The prints were confusing, such that they could not sort them
out. Two sets of barefoot prints. One as before, small. The
other larger, of a man. Both had come and gone at least twice.
There were other small prints, the small house shoes, and a
new set that were of small boots. These prints went down the
draw, but they did not return. It was Valdemar, my greatgrandfather, who deciphered the patterns.
“The men continued down the draw. The way ended in a
most curious construction. A short wall of perfectly laid
mortarless stonework. The rocks abutted without any gap; they
were so tight that even a knife blade could not be inserted into
the joint. The wall formed the perimeter of a glade with a floor
of stone. A single stone, flat in length and in width. The wall
formed a circle, but for a gap.
“Valdemar was bold. He stepped over the wall and strode
across the glade. The others would not. He continued until the
gap in the wall. The view was expected. He was a man of the
mountains. Precipices were known to him. When he came
before the edge, however, he was stunned and could not help
but stumble backwards. It wasn’t the drop, he explained later,
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it was the magnitude, the sheer energy of the mountain. It
seemed to be focused at that point. Immensities pulled at each
other. The gap called, spanning onto the far ridge.
“The men saw Valdemar stumble. They called to him from
behind the short wall. He waved. All was OK. It was then he
saw the pillar. It wasn’t much. Taller than the wall, it stood
away from the drop, nearer the glade edge. He was surprised at
himself not to have noticed it before. Though Valdemar waved
at them to attend him, the men still refused to enter the glade.
“The pillar was insignificant, though an oddity in itself. It
was a sculpted protrusion of the same rock the entire glade was
formed from. There was a blacked residue atop the pillar.
Streaks of it ran down the side in layers, new upon old.”
Mans stopped the recounting. He eyed Samuel, observing
him while taking a pull.
Samuel was completely involved with the story. They were
alone in the big room, which had remained silent but for the
man’s voice and the incessant ticktock of the cuckoo clock.
“There’s more, isn’t there?”
“Oh yes.”
“Valdemar found the boys dead?”
“Oh no. He didn’t. Nobody did. A caution before I go on.
The next part of the story will be implausible to those with
city-sensibilities. Dismissed as lunatic ravings. But be assured
there are strange goings on that lesser folk do not have the
depth to perceive. That can include many mountain-folk as
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well. They remain all well and good with suffering their selfimportant goings on that the day burdens them with. To such,
the implausible is rendered invisible.”
“Present company excepted?” Samuel asked.
“Remains to be seen…”
Another pull drained the mug. Mans looked around. Seeing
his daughter was not present, he returned to Samuel. “Remains
to be seen. Next I will tell you what Valdemar’s companions
saw before I continue his words.”
He looked around again. “She is ignoring me. Jarvinia!”
“What did they see?”
“Just a moment. Daughter!”
Jarvinia came in through the lobby door. “Yes?! What is
it?”
Mans held up the mug, wagging it back and forth.
“Argh,” she said, exasperated. “Just a moment.”
She went in the back and returned with two mugs. They
were placed down before the men. She cleared off her father’s.
Lifting at Samuel’s mug, which had not been drained, she put
it back down and asked of him, “Everything to your
satisfaction then, is it?”
“Oh, yes.” He took up the mug with a long pull draining it.
There remained foam on his upper lip. “Oh, yes. Thank you
very much,” and proceeded to belch loudly.
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Her stern look melted. She chuckled friendly before
pointing to her lip and moving off, empty mugs in hand. Her
swagger was attended by Samuel’s attention.
Mans set his fresh mug down and wiped at his face as well.
“The men watched Valdemar from afar. Inexplicably, he
wiped a finger at the pillar top and stuck that same finger into
his mouth. He then took a few steps away from the pillar. He
staggered a few more steps, then directly collapsed in a swoon
—as though he had been struck dead. The men rushed over,
their fear forgotten. Valdemar’s eyes were wide open, staring
blankly into the dark blue sky. A foam spilled slightly from his
mouth which was lolled open. It was said his tongue was black.
They were relieved to find him breathing.
“The men carried him between them over the pass, not
stopping until their wagons. Then they made their way down
the mountain. But before they met the valley road, Valdemar
was back among them, sitting up alert as though nothing had
been amiss. He asked for water. Then he asked how he found
himself there. They were greatly relieved.
“‘What had happened?’ they asked.
“‘After licking at the black tar the world spun around. All
faded to black. Next I was aware was just now, in the wagon
and thirsty.’
“They brought him home to lay at rest.
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“The next day found him spry, ready to carry on the road
work to completion.
“That is how the companions, his men, saw Valdemar. That
is how he wanted to be seen. In actuality, a tempest had been
blowing inside the man. Saying all had become black
unconsciousness was not truthful. What had really gone on
inside his head was a bizarre scene he could not make sense of.
Nor did he know what to do.
“With time, he puzzled some of it out with his wife’s help.
Heloise. She was a strong woman. A matriarch, practical in her
thoughts and all matters pertaining to her family. Valdemar
described the images that had appeared during the swoon. They
had been as real as if a play had been performed for him, an
audience of one. The noble couple were the actors, but it
wasn’t them as now. They were much younger. Not children,
but young adults.
“He did not tell Heloise that both the man and woman were
nude. And that the sight of the nude young woman’s form was
painfully attractive. The arousal that followed the image of her
bothered him until he could again relief himself.
“What made the further images so horrible was what she
and the man had done to the boy, murdering him upon the
pillar. He was wrapped in a shroud which burned as it
contracted. The life was crushed out of him. A dizzying light
passed into each. The woman became even more beautiful as
light entered her, overpoweringly so.
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“In a waking dream occurring on more than one occasion,
the face returned to him. Her body caressed him when he laid
with Heloise. The movements were no longer his wife’s; they
had become those of a wild animal thrashing, tearing. The
animal demanded his essence, all of his precious bodily fluids.
He tried to talk with Heloise in the passion aftermath. She had
no awareness that anything strange was going on with her;
however, she thought he had been rather enthusiastic. She
enjoyed this passion. From her admission, guilt was brought
onto him.
“He could not maintain this secret any longer. Words
describing the dream image on the mountain flowed out in
their entirety while she listened silently. The beautiful nude
man and woman killed the boy. After the ceremony, they took
the body to the edge. Another wrapped body was already there.
Each lifted one. The bundles were presented as an offering to
the sky before releasing them to tumble the distance to the lake
surface below. The lake was used as the boys’ sepulcher.
“It was never clear to Valdemar which enraged Heloise
more: the murder of the boys, or the young woman’s specter
she had been sharing her husband with in their bed. But
regardless, there was no clear action for them to follow. Those
times weren’t as now. There were no police to involve. Justice
was metered out by the lord of the manor. Also, the children
were not local. But even if they were, the villagers would not
suffer the retribution that would fall upon the village, were
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they to act against the couple. It would not end well. Valdemar
and Heloise resolved to keep the knowledge among
themselves.”
“In due time, the couple returned. Passing through the
village, their carriage again carried two boys; they were not the
same ones as had been seen before. Once upon the mountain,
both remained secluded.
“Seasons passed. The master was in the village
occasionally on matters of business. The wife was seen as well;
however, both not at the same time. Valdemar happened upon
her once in passing. She nodded curtly at him. He kept his eyes
down, averting the draw of hers. Upon returning home he told
Heloise of the encounter. That night as they laid together, she
was worried to ask of him. Worried the specter of the beautiful
young woman had again appeared. He answered truthfully that
she had not. Her presence had since waned. The enthusiasm of
Valdemar for his wife Heloise had not, however, to their
pleasure.”
“The dilemma resolved itself. Here we get to the subject of
the manor’s demise. It was one night, there was a frantic
knocking at the door. It was a neighbor of Valdemar. He said
there was a fire of a strange color upon the mountain. It had
grown in size similar to the bonfire already burning by the
house. They all went outside to see. My grandfather was a
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young boy then. He remembered the fires vividly. And what
happened after.
“The strange fire was brief until it faded. After it had gone,
Valdemar said to Heloise, ‘Who weeps for the dead but we?’
“Shortly after, the intensity of the bonfire grew. It spread.
Seemingly, the entire hanging valley was aflame. More of the
villagers had joined their group on the hill. They all continued
to watch in silence. On the night went. On the fire burned. It
wasn’t until early morning, with the waning of the fire, did the
people return to their homes.
“The next morning a group from the village, Valdemar and
Heloise, my grandfather as well, walked the distance to the
hanging valley. There they found the manor house a
smoldering ruin, burned. The intensity of the fire had scorched
the valley for the most part. The garden was but blackened
earth. Amazingly, the forest remained unscathed. The couple
were searched for. They were not found. Grandfather remained
with his brothers and sisters while Valdemar led Heloise over
the pass to the glade. She was a fearless woman. They found
footprints, barefoot and not, big and small, as had been found
years before. They came upon and stepped over the short wall
without a pause. Valdemar pointed at the pillar alter, but
Heloise wanted to see the gap in the wall, the edge before the
abyss. Together they stood, wind in their hair, fearless of the
twin mountain’s pull. The lake surface was far below. The
village, off a distance beyond.
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“‘I’ve seen enough. Let’s go home. Are you hungry,
husband?’
“‘I am, wife. Hunger for your fixings and for yourself.’
“‘Then you shall have them, dear man. In that order.’”
Mans pushed back in his chair. A long pull was taken of the
mug.
Samuel had become hypnotized by the man’s story. The
vividness of the telling had played as a movie in his head. The
clank of the mug on the table woke him from a stupor.
“That’s a sad story, Mans. History is but a collection of
atrocities. We would drown in the depths, were they dwelled
upon at length.”
Mans was silent, staring. He broke the contact to take
another pull at the mug.
“My wife is missing.”
“I have heard.”
“Eh?”
“You called the police this morning.”
“Ah.”
“It’s a small village.”
“Yes. I guess so.”
“If it was truly spoken that your wife went missing from
the property—”
“It was.”
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“Then, she will not be found. The lake never gives up its
dead.”
“How is that?”
“There are creatures in the lake that covet the dead.”
Samuel’s mouth was open, not knowing how to respond to
such an explanation.
Mans took a final long pull of the mug before returning it
to the table properly. “I hope you are mistaken, Samuel. That
your wife has just given you the slip for a tryst, or perhaps
some other indulgence. That would be the happier ending.”
He stood and leaned briefly against the table. Samuel stood
quickly, raising a hand to steady him.
He brushed it away, “No, no. Thank you, but I’m OK. I bid
you a good day,” and made his way out the door. Shortly after,
a policeman entered, making his way over to Samuel.
“Sir?” he said.

The report had been dutifully taken. The officer’s attitude
all the while had remained disinterested.
The vivid story of Mans accompanied Samuel during the
drive back to the city. The strangeness was hard to digest. To
distract from the man’s departing morbid thoughts, he had
called Nikki. The passion in the energy of her words was
contagious, cheering him up.
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When he arrived she was there, waiting outside. She
followed him into the garage, then into the house. She
remained his silent shadow until they sat on the couch.
“I heard your mood when you called. I didn’t want to
distract you from the drive, so I was babbling on and on with
fun talk. Did I succeed?”
“Yeah. Knowing you would be here got me the rest of the
way.”
“You have arrived. Now, unload. Tell me details,” she said.
“Lenore is missing?”
“The last days have been horrid. Simply horrid.”
“Oh, my poor man.” She pulled his face into her open
cleavage.
Though he had been resistant, the warmth of the woman’s
contact melted his resolve to do right by the missing spouse.
He wanted to remain in this moment forever. Embracing the
oblivion of her comfort.
“Samuel. Are you crying? You are making my tits wet.”
He sat up revealing a wet face to her.
“Not that I mind you making them wet, or those other
things you enjoy.”
Her lips fell upon his wet saltiness.
Two weeks had passed with nothing of Lenore, not a hint
of her continued presence in the world. Samuel distracted
himself with his work. The diligent automaton traveled back
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and forth, recharging at home before beginning another
repetition. Nikki had been with him in the evenings, distracting
from his concerns. A key had been provided to her. There had
been a gap of days when she had been gone on travel and the
entertainment of foreign customers. In her absence, the
housework had been neglected. Plates piled up in the sink and
empty fast food containers accumulated on the counter. The
refrigerator was on the path to becoming a horror show. He
had apologized for the state after her return. The next day she
took off from work. The house was scrubbed to perfection, the
refrigerator restocked. She toured him through the results of
her labors.
“This was a special gift of my dedication to you, Samuel;
however, for the future, you should contract a cleaning
service.”
A business card was presented as her recommendation.
“They do good work. I’ve recommended them to clients in
the city. They come regularly by my place. I’ve found them
most reliable. The premium service works out best. Their girls
do and excellent job.”
“For you to reference them, I am sure.”
“And they will do extras for the right tip.”
“Oh?”
“If you catch my meaning.”
“Ah. I see.”
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“I am not possessive of you, my dear love, Samuel. I don’t
mind you exploring with a little extracurricular activity. In
fact, I encourage it. There are some thoughts I have had;
perhaps we can follow up on a few of them. However,”—she
grasped him firmly by a sensitive body part—“you will always
keep in mind we remain primaries.”
Lips followed to relieve the pressure her contact induced.
“And Lenore.”
She stopped and came up for air, staring at him. Her face
was neutral.
He looked at her with puppy dog eyes. “Lenore. She’s a
primary as well.”
“Of course she is a primary. That goes without saying.”
With that cleared up, she got back at it with enthusiasm.
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CHAPTER III
Found

T

he month had gone by without Lenore. From
Samuel’s insistence, Mans and his friend had
reluctantly gotten involved. They hadn’t found anything
interesting pertaining to Lenore within the village or on their
alpine wanderings.
The police had been at the mountain house and at the city
house. A return meeting had been arranged the following day.
Nikki’s recommended service had paid a call beforehand. They
had provided a thorough job, finishing well into the evening.
All had been polished and dusted and attended to, including the
residents. The next day the officials were greeted relaxed.
Nikki was of course absent from the meeting. Samuel had
been alone with the police, a man and a woman. The past
history of Lenore’s emotional instability had turned up. They
were seeking confirmation and the observed effect of his
reaction.
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The woman asked, “Is it correct that your wife was not
currently seeing a doctor, nor on prior prescribed medication?”
Samuel nodded in confirmation, saying,“Yes.”
“We’ve run out of leads. And to be frank, our resources are
exhausted. At this time we must propose a conclusion we have
all been reluctant to hypothesize: Could it have been she went
to the cliff edge to enjoy the view? And perhaps, she happened
upon misadventure? Whatever befell her, we believe she met
her death in the lake below.”
The man added, “The lake does not give up its dead.”
Samuel’s response was honest and frantic: he broke into a
hyperventilating panic.
The policeman had sympathy for Samuel’s state. He tried
to calm down an obviously bereaved man. Matters of
practicality were brought up.
The policewoman’s role had been to observe while
remaining detached. At first, she suspected Samuel was
playing up an exaggerated state. But as he did not calm down,
she changed her mind, concluding his state was genuine.
That evening, after the police had left, Nikki let herself in.
Samuel was still on the couch. Bleary eyed. He had worked
himself up into a state much as when Lenore went first
missing.
She said, “The mountain house has remained exclusive to
my personal attention, it being too far for the service girls to
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travel just for the day. Perhaps we might make some special
arrangements. I could organize it. Would that make you
happy?”
He didn’t respond.
“Come,” she said pulling him to his feet. She led to the
bathroom. The steam shower was started, set to blisteringly
hot. Nikki took off her clothes, giving the G-string a wiggle
show before it too joined the pile in the tiled corner. Samuel
remained dressed standing before her, as though a doll. He was
stripped of his clothes. She played at being disappointed, but
smiled a grin before kissing at his flaccidness. Meanwhile, the
steam was doing its thing building thick clouds.
“Come along big boy,” she said. Pulling him into the
shower and into her embrace. “Let me take care of you tonight.
You deserve some deep attention. Your Nikki knows what you
need.”
As he began to respond to her attention, she whispered,
“Now there you go. Your body knows. You just need to listen
to it. Problem solved.”
The morning was late when they managed to depart for the
country house. It was Nikki’s insistence that got them on the
road. There had been eagerness in her movements pushing at
him.
After they arrived, she flew about the house raising
shutters, opening windows.
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“The air is so crisp fresh outside. Let it push all the
staleness out of this house.”
She came back to Samuel who was still in the hallway,
before the clock. The weight chain had been pulled back up,
the mechanism re-powered. The clock time was correct, as he
had reset it.
“Did you hear the clock call out the time when we
arrived?” he asked.
She was still animate jumpy. “Huh?”
“The clock. Did you hear the time?”
She looked at the clock face and the closed door before the
cuckoo puppet.
“No. I didn’t, Samuel.”
“It was three. The cuckoo croaked three times.”
She looked again quickly at the clock face, then back at
him.
“I reset the time correct.”
“Ah. I was going to say that we haven’t been here that
long. Not unless we’ve fallen into a time-warp.”
“I don’t understand why this clock keeps time so poorly.”
“Well, why don’t you get rid of it? It doesn’t go with the
rest of the house. It is really so local kitsch.”
“It was a gift from Pen.”
She looked at him blankly.
“The realtor. It is sentimental.”
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“Fine. Then take it to a clocksmith.” She grabbed at his
hand, pulling him. “Come on! I want to be naughty outside in
the brisk sunshine. And you, sir, are just the man to help me
achieve that stated goal.”
Pulling him towards the french doors, she sang, “Let’s do
the time-warp again!”
A trail of clothes was left behind as they ran out of the
house and onto the grass.
“Risk it!” she taunted, “and you can have me!”
She ran fearlessly across the grass. He was concerned for
bees. There would be an instant sting from any they might
tread upon.
Her movements were much too fast. “Come on. I want
proof of your manhood. Don’t you want to explore my
womanhood again? That really drives you insane.”
He reached out, touching her briefly as she glided by.
“Oh baby. Now I know the words to speed you up. It’s just
a jump to the left.”
Again, another touch in passing. And another, spinning
around. “And then a step to the right.”
They were moving further from the house, nearing the far
corner of the maintained yard. Further on, the grass grew
naturally wild. The tallness provided an arena boundary for
their antics. The ruin was visible in the distance.
She stopped in the corner and turned back to face him
panting. “Whoo–hoo! This altitude has me out of breath.
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Feeling a bit faint. Put your hands on your hips. You wouldn’t
take advantage while I was in such a state, would you?”
He moved a step closer.
“Maybe if I asked you nicely? Oh would you, pretty
please?”
He took another step.
She burst by him on his off-balance side. A little shove was
given in passing. He fell in a crumple.
Spinning back to see him, she said, “Ah, too slow. Are you
nesting? Look at me! Not out of breath actually!”
She came over offering a hand up. The collapse had been
fake. She let herself be pulled down upon him, laughing. The
wrestling commenced with a twisting of legs and arms
intertwined. Moving atop with little resistance from him, she
pinned his shoulders. The energy was animal wild that she
drew out.
“Come, I require you here,” she said, directing him behind.
Flowing with the command he grasped her hips.
“Pull my hair.”
He complied.
“Put you hand against my ass.”
Again, he complied.
“Harder. Convince me you mean it.”
More force responded to the rhythmic pulling thrusts.
“Yes. That’s it,” she cooed. “Now I believe you. I really
do.”
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The movement continued. Her flesh filled all his sight. She
laughed between panting breaths. The outline of the ruin walls
became traced in by imagination. The gaps were filled.
Curtains hung in the windows, moving to the rhythm of the
mountain’s breath.
She whispered, “And nothing can ever be the same.”
The afterwards bliss found them twined in the grass, the
sun heat deeply penetrating their nude forms.
She broke the balance of silence, the first to recover the
power of speech. “Mmm, lover. That was wonderful. A
satisfactory start, I’ll give you that.”
Words weren’t ready to operate for him as yet. In
understanding, a kiss was offered.
“Being here brings me into a high state,” she said,
stretching her length in enjoyment. “The sun has made for us a
warm bath beneath the chill air.”
The demonstration affected him. “What is this?” he finally
managed, drawing a thumb down her chest to tummy. “I tasted
sweet flavor mixed with your saltiness.”
She squeezed at herself. “You like it? The cream, I mean. I
can see you like these very much. Astounding recovery, if I
may be so bold as to comment, sir.”
A quick caress in instruction commenced upon herself
while she said, “The cream is something. It’s reputed to keep
the skin young. Maybe preserve what’s underneath as well.”
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“I am just slowing down from my head spinning.”
Her movement broke off. “Slowing down? I don’t think so.
Let’s spin that top of yours back up. I require more turns from
it presently, Samuel.”
Rolling him above her, she commanded, “Do me, lover.
You will give me your all.” She sat upon his lap, pushing at
her cleavage and pulling his head down into it.
“Lick me, baby. I need the texture of your tongue.”
He complied. Her sweet saltiness melted into his flesh.
They had remained in the grass, observing the sunset and
the fading colors. All the while she had remained internally
alert, vibratingly so. But externally, she had maintained
stillness. Sounds and smells flowed over the senses. Movement
of the day’s passion remained deep within tissue memory.
When the last color had passed to black, she shook him
awake from a twilight slumber. “Come,” she said simply.
His eyes opened startled and disoriented.
“Easy. Softly,” she said. Her enveloping hug tightened. The
pressure calmed him.
A moment was given before they rose together and walked
hand in hand through the darkness. Entering, house lights came
on, proceeding their progress through the rooms; they
remained aglow after their passing.
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Nikki had remained in a state similar as the day had found
her. Rather than wilderness surroundings, her senses now
observed the man laying beside her in bed. Samuel was still,
lost to the timelessness of sleep. From a focus of will, he
twitched. A leg jerked, and then the other. Lips moved with
unspoken words. Satisfied with the progress, she moved to
calm him, “Shush. Sleep.”
Samuel had been so tired. The sunset. He had wanted to
share the enjoyment with Nikki, but could not manage to
remain awake. The world had become so dark. Walking back
to the house had flowed into the dream, joined with the
invigorating shower. Nikki scrubbed them both with the luffa
she had brought. It left the skin aglow in song. From several
soft leather bags objects were pulled out like a stage magician
performance. A jar was produced. A clear glass jar with twine
wrapped around it, tied in an intricate knot. She rubbed a slight
amount of greenish yellow unguent onto him, paying extra
attention to certain parts. Those certain parts responded eagerly
to the attention. She continued until the balance of relief was
found. The cream was shared back with her.
In the kitchen he could barely keep his eyes open. The
dinner that night was light. They nibbled on olives and cheese,
with thinly sliced smoked meats before she allowed him to
bed. All his skin tingled. After his head hit the pillow, that was
it. The time passed.
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Sometime later that night came a dream. Lenore. It began
with her emerging from the lake. She climbed the cliff. Shortly
after, the edge was scaled. Her night dress billowed in the wind
as the grass was crossed. Next, she was in the room. Samuel
saw himself asleep. Nikki wasn’t there. Lenore stood at the
foot of the bed motionless. Now nude, she was dripping wet.
The covers were pulled back. With animal movement, she
crawled atop. There was no controlling himself. He was
aroused, painfully so. Lenore took him inside. From the start
her eyes were manic. The sex was violent. It did not stop. He
could not release himself. And he could not wake up. Finally,
relief: his climax was allowed to arrive. The spasms burned
flowing into her as though she was drawing it forcefully out of
him. Lenore stopped grinding the moment his ejaculation
subsided. Dismounting him, she walked out of the room.
Samuel followed her outside. She continued across the lawn
and into the wild grass. It was wet and compressed with
swirls. Lenore turned.
She stopped him, saying only the words, “You cannot
follow me. I am not in the lake.”
Samuel woke instantly. Looking around, he found himself
alone on the bed—the soaking wet bed. He began to scream.
Nikki had been in the bathroom. “What is it?! What’s the
matter?”
“It was Lenore. She was here.”
“Where? What do you mean?”
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“Right here in this bed. She rose from the lake and came to
our bed. She was wet. The bed is completely soaked.”
“This bed?”
“Yes!”
She touched the sheets. “But it is dry. Feel it.”
He did. It was dry. “But she was here. She made me have
sex with her. Wild, crazy sex. It hurt.”
“Sex with her?”—a laugh—“No, darling. That was me.”
“You?”
“Yes. And it was you that initiated it by the way. I was
sound asleep until you woke me. Oh, such a ravenous one is
my big boy.”
“I did?”
“Not that I’m complaining. You were wonderful, as
always. Hugely so. I’m feeling a bit sore though, but in a good
way.”
“She wasn’t? Lenore wasn’t here?”
“No.”
He sat before her perplexed.
She pushed at his shoulder. “Back to sleep, my man. Unless
you have other, ahem, ideas in mind? Look at you!”
The last of breakfast had been cleaned up. Toilet had been
attended to. Samuel stood outside the open french doors, nude.
Though the morning was chilly, he was not. In fact, over
breakfast he had been sweating. Nikki had been as well. Both
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had felt it: a strong stimulation, calm, relaxed energy. The dew
covered lawn sparkled. Its shiny movement beckoned for
attention. Nikki came up. She stared at his glistening chest as if
calculating the moisture content. Satisfied, she looked outward
to what he beheld.
“In the old Manor house foundation there is something I
want to show you,” she said. “Something of interest. We’ll
need a lantern. Get one.”
He turned away to comply, moving through the house
automatically.
His progress was reviewed with approval, leaving her alone
at the door in contemplation. A slight breeze blew by. The
cooling effect was welcomed into her hot flesh.
They walked together along the grass path to the ruin. She
stopped before a section of the ruin that was unfamiliar.
Samuel said, “That’s curious. I haven’t seen this planking
before.” Looking to her, his attention became distracted. Light
reflected through the slight steam raising in the chill air from
her wet flesh.
She noticed his distraction. “Later, lover. Toss these boards
aside.”
Under them were revealed stone stairs leading into a
foundation. They started down.
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The sun shone against a wall reflecting light into the
depths. After passing into the shadow, she stopped. “Look at
this stone work. Isn’t it amazing? This is Roman.”
He touched at the rocks. Their solidness was warm.
Fingering a joint, he looked at her.
“I know. Exact fit. No mortar. Maybe this predates the
Romans.” She continued down the spiral while he lingered.
“Come. I’ll need your help with the door.”
The daydream transitioned into the next, following her
down, lantern swinging.
At the bottom landing was a door of old wood. It was solid.
A stout key was produced from a bag she carried.
Smiling mischievously, she said, “Never mind where I got
it. Perhaps I found it?”
The door unlocked and swung open smoothly. Before them
was total blackness. The air had a musty smell, like rotting
vegetation.
“Light the lantern,” she said.
A catacomb became illuminated as they entered. The walls
and the floor were dry. Stepping quickly, she was already
several paces ahead. Her shadow was thrown long.
“Come on. It’s not far.”
As they walked, hallways were passed on the left and right.
The space was too vast for the light to illuminate. Overhead,
the vaulted arches spanned one to the next.
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“It’s really big down here. Best not to get lost. Multiple
levels too. Whoever the builders were, great effort was
expended constructing all this.”
They came to a squat fat pillar. “Over here.”
Past the pillar, set in the wall, was a door. It was also of
stout wood. After throwing the bolt, she turned and gripped at
him. “You’re gonna like this. Perhaps you’ll recognize it as
familiar.”
The door was flung open with hinges grinding in protest.
Light spilled into a long room. The lantern slightly
illuminated the far wall.
“Go in,” she commanded.
He walked forward automatically. She followed behind.
The door swung shut behind and the latch thumped back into
place. Orienting into the space, the room was large, vaulted in
several arches. There were murals that ran the length of the
walls.
“Look at them. Tell me if you understand.”
He walked up, holding the lantern higher.
“They are old, aren’t they?” he asked.
“Quite so. The original on the end wall was painted not
long after the grotto was constructed. Not sure about how long
ago though. The time period predates me. The others were
done later.”
He looked at her.
“Go on,” she urged. “Tell me.”
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“The lake is there. So is the hanging valley. The ridge is
above it. I don’t think the ridge is right though. This has it
depicted bigger and more ominously jagged.”
“Yes. Time eats at all things. Look at the other wall.”
He turned and took a few steps. The light shined across the
length of it.
“It’s the other ridge, the other hanging valley.”
“Good. Now look up.”
“Is that the sun? Is it portrayed to be moving across the
sky?”
“No. The event is hard to represent in picture form, I think.
Never mind about that. Tell me about the far wall. What do
you see there?”
“Wow. A massive mountain. I don’t think I’ve seen it
before.”
“I’m just speculating here, but this is what I think. This was
the mountain as it was before the glaciers, before they gouged
out the long valley separating the two ridges.”
“How is it you came to think that?”
“I trusted words somebody spoke to me here, long ago.
They had worked it out.”
While tracing the outline of the peaks with his eyes, he
asked, “Who?”
“A dear lover. We spent much time in this grotto together.
Explored it to exhaustion, playing in most all the rooms and
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nooks and crannies. At least that’s how I recollect. This room
in particular.”
He was staring at her, mouth agape.
“It was you, silly. Gosh. You really don’t have the slightest
remembrance, do you?”
She reviewed his strained attention before saying, “Your
body remembers even though this flesh has never known this
place. It’s your thoughts that are lost. I know, but”—glancing
down—“this has to wait. Focus energy upon my words. Let
yourself travel with them.”
She took his hand and walked over to stand again before
the mural of the hanging valley.
“We are here. This fresco was begun with a focus upon the
valley. The rest of the work flowed outward.”
Taking a long breath her breasts heaved up. “When you
brought me here into the grotto the valley above was different.
The surrounding mountain’s heart had long been carved twain
by the mountain of ice gouging the deep valley. Massive as
that glacier was, it had already begun to wane leaving smaller
glaciers upon the ridge remnants. On this ridge the glacier was
slight. A fissure had formed. Within it there was an ice cave.
We had traversed the depths, retracing your prior wanderings.
This grotto had been found, well, rediscovered by you. As we
traversed the steps together, you explained of the warmth
within the mountain and of the construction below. Heat
passing out and up the stairs had formed the ice cave. The
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builders had directed water into the sump below the stairwell.
Had they anticipated the glacier to come, preparing for the
eons?”
She stopped to kiss him briefly, relaxed. “On the first visit
you led me directly to this room. The mountain fresco was
there; however, the other walls were without the twin ridges.
The surfaces were plain. As though prepared but not elaborated
upon, awaiting a future hand. This insight inspired you, and
here we made our plan. Well, your plan really. I was ecstatic to
be included. We were already bonded accepting each other, but
from that day we became sealed.
“The hanging valley section of the fresco was started first.
You showed me how to be your assistant. With patience, I
accelerated, proving to be a master of technique. You declared
me your peer. The other wall was in want of starting. It was to
be the other ridge of the mountain split twain. We required
assistance. Two others were brought here, a woman and a man.
Joining, they soon became bonded to us—”
“I don’t remember any of this.”
“Still? Nothing is familiar? Really?”
“Sorry. No.”
“Have I been overeager? Is it still too soon?” she sighed.
“Come. Follow me.”
“Ah. What’s this here? An alcove?”
“A side room. Go in.”
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It was a small circular room. Opposite, there was a shelf.
He walked up to it.
She came to stand beside him.
There was an object upon the shelf. They both looked long
at it. The lantern hissed, consuming a mist of fuel in the
glowing white hot socks of ash.
“What do you think? How do you read this, Samuel?”
He looked behind them. Their steps were visible on the
stone floor. Wet prints from naked feet. One set small, the
other larger. He looked back at the object in front of them, and
then to her.
“Well?” she asked.
“By reflex I should be upset. No. Cultural temperament
says I should be out of my head with grief. But as I look at
this…”
“Yes?”
“I don’t feel anything.”
“Nothing? Nothing at all?”
“Relief, perhaps. And this picture—the mural on the oval
wall—it is surrounding. This was her dream. From the water of
the lake, the boys climbing up the cliff, crossing the meadow.
They are here, focused here.”
“Yes.”
He touched at the object. It rocked slightly. “These aren’t
cobwebs?”
“No.”
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“How did she come to be here?”
“Well, that was me, Samuel. The covering claimed her
sleeping body, freeing her energy. What was left was brought
here. She is here for you.”
Silence.
Letting him have his time to catch up, that was the
direction necessary.
Finally, insight. “We shared her energy yesterday.”
“Yes. Some. You felt her, didn’t you? She joined us in play
during what you thought was a dream.” With a hand on his
shoulder, she said, “Look. Your girth has grown. You realize
that, don’t you. It will grow more from the cream before the
balance is refound.”
He looked down. “It hurts. Aches.”
“I understand. In time, it will become less tender. We’ll see
to that.”
She reached out. “Give me the lantern. You take her. She
must be interned in the lake. It is required.”
He lifted Lenore’s form from the shelf. She rolled forward,
cradled in his arms. “There is almost no weight.”
“That is from the wrap. It leaves but a hollow shell of ash
within.”
He took a step back. She said, “We will go now. I will talk
as we walk.”
“I will listen to your words.”
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“I know you will. You hear me. Karl saw potential in your
iteration. He brought you to my attention. Here,” she said,
reaching out, “I’ll get the door.”
“Karl?”
“You remember. The architect? He built the house for
you.”
“Ah.”
“He arranged for Pen, for the property to be available.”
“Pen? The realtor?”
“Exactly him. It’s funny. Mans looks nothing like
Valdemar. But Pen. He’s the splitting image. Time has limited
resources recycling the past into the future. Anyway, Karl
pointed you out. I introduced the Nikki.”
“The Nikki? You?”
“Persona, yes.” She turned before the stairwell door.
Leaning forward over Lenore’s form, she kissed him strongly.
“Pleased to meet you, Samuel. I am Jessica. Privately, between
us, I am Iscah. Charles is Karl. Would you be Samu, or
Sampo? Perhaps Sami?”
“Ale.”
“Ale! That’s an old name returned—a remembrance. Ale
and Iscah created these frescoes. They were bonded, thus we
return: each to the other.”
Her eyes had become wildly intense. “Your Iscah has got
the door, Ale.”
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It was well after sunset, and the moon had risen. The
mountainscape was brilliantly illuminated. Iscah and Ale stood
together, coupled by the short pillar in the glade. They had
given themselves to the vista of the far ridge. The distance
span was surreal brief in the night glow.
Time and events had passed since Lenore had found the
final journey, traversing to rest within the lake abyss. The
cocoon had been visited. A fine fuzz of fungi had formed and
been harvested as was the pattern. Tonight, a new cocoon had
begun the descent. Several denizens were approaching,
anticipating the offering’s arrival within the depths.
Ale had finished applying a greenish yellow unguent to
Iscah, touching with special attention. As truthfully spoken,
she had soothed his transition. Karl emerged from the black
shadows of the trees, stepping over the short wall to join them.
He was not alone. A female form followed, similarly attired in
nudity. Attending to the sharing, their movements joined the
rhythm of night. The pillar provided a moondial for time’s
brief passage.
THE END.
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CHAPTER I
A Passing

H

um of rubber on metal decking. Tires rolled off
onto the concrete ramp. One solidness of a
temporary nature was traded for another: gritty paint for slick.
“I’m glad to be back on land.”
“You think?”
“Well, yeah. Glad to be done with that crossing anyway.”
“So you say.”
“Am I sniveling? Guess so. There weren’t many vehicles
on the ferry. We were first on, first off!”
“And you are complaining?”
“No, no.”
“What are you thinking then?”
“That the customs officer will be waiting for us, eager for
conversation.”
“Just keep a vacant look.”
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“I’m good at that.”
“I know you are,” she said joking while pushing at his
shoulder.
“And there he is, as foretold.”
“Waving at us to pass.”
Watching the rear-view mirror, “I thought he was a
construction mannequin. You know, like one of those with
only an arm that moves, mechanically waving a caution flag
back and forth.”
“His arm did look like it was attached by a hinge.”
“Gray face matching his uniform.”
“No complaints.”
“None from me either. We would have been there for an
hour while the camping gear was gone through, the spare tire
taken out. It would have been first off, but last on the road for
us.”
“And Kara.”
“Yes. We would have had to get into the whole explanation
thing if she would have been found out. The paperwork…”
Silence. A turn signal came on and the car turned.
Let us introduce Zuni and Darren. Their partner, Kara, was
the reason for the trip. The three were off to Kara’s favorite
place. End of the World, she had called it—always cheerfully.
The name stuck. The most northern point of a continent.
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Where a sea meets an ocean in turbulent play, with a spit of
land jutting into the mix.
Kara had passed away recently. Her cremated remains were
in a nondescript metal cylinder. A container within a
nondescript box. Zuni and Darren had promised her they
would take the remains to the end of the sandspit, that she
would be committed to the churning mix in joy, in celebration
of life. This had been Kara’s request. Her partners’ reply had
been solemn. Through tears the promise was spoken. They
would celebrate the visits shared there, the memories of sun
and fun enjoyed in the lonely isolation that was an end of land.
In joyous play, it would be done.
Shortly after the promise was sealed, the trip was
undertaken.
“So foggy. It has been like this since we rolled off the
ferry. Wasn’t it sunny out at sea?”
“Well, we didn’t see when the fog started as you wanted us
in the car before the ship entered the harbor.”
“I wanted to get off before the trucks.”
“I know, Darren. I am as anxious about this trip as you
are.”
He looked behind to the empty seat. Gone was Kara, her
energy. The contagious smile leaning forward over the seat,
her cheery words. The teasing she and Zuni would tag up on.
His eyes met Zuni’s. “I know,” she said.
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A sob started; his eyes began to water.
“Celebration. Remember, Darren. Joy.”
He wiped at his face. “We don’t need to stop in the town,
do we? Nothing was forgotten?”
“No.” She looked again at the back seat.
“Good. It is so early anyway. The shops won’t be open for
hours.”
“It really is quite deserted here.”
The road carried on through the village.
Approaching the far side, the houses were spaced further
apart. A familiar intersection approached.
Both their faces lit up in a grin. Looking at each other, they
said, “That’s the signpost up ahead. Your next stop, the End of
the World!”
A turn signal came on. The car turned.
Along the highway, the white line segments emerged out of
the fog. Trees were passed; their summer foliage heights
disappeared into the mist. The sun glowed slightly, with an
obscured halo.
Inside the car it had remained silent. The two occupants
were lost to inner-space reflection.
Zuni asked, “Are you OK? Would you like to stop for a
sandwich or something?”
“No. We would just get cold out there in the dampness. I
would rather keep on. Is that OK for you?”
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She leaned over. Her head found his shoulder. Hands found
each other. She said, simply, “Yes.”
The remainder of the highway drive passed like this.
Approaching a graveled road, a turn signal came on.
Zuni had been asleep, her head still against Darren. She sat
up, feeling at a stiff neck. Darren became roused from the
drive lethargy.
There was a change in the light. It was Zuni who
mentioned it first, “Fog seems to have burned off.” She opened
the glove compartment. “Sunglasses?”
Darren held a hand up against the glare, dropping the visor.
“Oh, yes. Please.”
The car rocked, splashing through water filled chuckholes.
She was jostled against him. “Oh, sorry.” He turned into her
kiss as the car kept on.
Before them was The Lighthouse. This was the road end.
The car pulled into the small parking lot, stopping in a spot out
of the way.
The Lighthouse was an oddity. Upon their first discovery
of it they were amazed. The building was quite old, historic. It
was reputed to be one of the first in the area. But the
ancientness of the structure wasn’t what had them curious. It
was the huge sand dune mountain between the lighthouse and
the ocean. It was as though the light passed into the night for
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the wayfarers crossing the dunes rather than for seafarers
approaching the cape. Kara had been deeply taken by the place.
She had explored each brick in the building, climbing up and
down the stairs repeatedly. Though Zuni and Darren had also
been impressed, Kara’s enthusiasm exceeded them both. But
that was Kara. She was a force of nature, contributing energy
into a system and beyond.
Thoughts were pregnant within Zuni and Darren while the
car was unloaded. Silently, the cart had been assembled, the
camping gear piled on. Kara’s urn cylinder was snuggled
within the middle.
They began the path towards the pass between the sand
mountain peaks. The beach was just beyond. Darren was in
front, pulling. Zuni was in back, pushing. Initially, she had
pushed from the side; adjusting to the middle, it was a
reminder that their partner was not present to assist. The way
up was work for the two of them. The wheels were bogging
down into the sand. A few stops to catch their breath were
necessary. No complaints; neither one would be the first to
utter any. But they kept on, reminded of the silent cheers of
Kara’s missing laughter.
The pass was met; they had made it to the top. The view
below was of beach stretching off into the distance. Ocean
filled the remainder of the infinity.
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Zuni, “It has gotten really hot, hasn’t it? I am like totally
soaked through. I totally overdressed.”
“Who knew? It had been so wet cold during the drive.”
“But not here. It’s like desert hot. I’m gonna strip down.”
Darren looked to the beach, “Don’t see any people down
there for you to thrill.”
“Dang. That is disappointing. It was Kara’s and mine best
sport.”
“I know it was. You girls, such the combo tease.”
“Tease?” she said, as the shirt pulled over her head. “I think
not. We were totally serious. The right personality would have
the key for our lock.”
The last of the clothing had been put in a bag.
“And what about you, mister? Will you be my companion
tease in this adventure?”
“Naturally, miss.”
“And yet you seem to be awkwardly overdressed. Do you
want me to be embarrassed? Naked? Exposed to the wild
elements?”
“Wild?” he chuckled. His clothes also found the bag.
The downhill trek was begun. They took to the front of the
cart, restraining its energy potential.
Darren, “Kara would have run down the hill letting gravity
overtake her, laughing the whole way—”
“Her lovely blond hair streaking behind.”
“Your blond hair is lovely as well.”
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“You like my curls?”
“Love ‘em.”
“Would you be OK with the cart if I streaked with them
down the hill?”
“I would love that sight of you. Show me. The cart and I
will be OK.”
“Well, sir, my Mr. Active Imagination, I believe you,”—
pointing—“Ahem.”
“Yah! On your way, Ms. Vixen.” A palm was applied to an
ass cheek.
While rubbing at that cheek, a grin came to her, “See ya at
the bottom, lover.”
“Long time.”
And she was off, legs flailing with abandon, down the sand
mountain face. Over her shoulder, she shouted, “Promises,
promises.”
She made it most all the way down until the planned trip
occurred and the roll began. It was carried on, exaggerated
comically, onto the flats, where she ended up, spread-eagle.
She began to make a sand angel.
Darren continued down along the less steep route, laughing
at her antics. He joined her to make a second sand angel.
They continued to lay side by side. The sand heated them
through to the core. There they remained, sweating the poisons
out in this dry sauna until neither could take it anymore.
Without a cue, both sat up and leaned arms atop each other’s
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shoulders. Foreheads touched, eyes closed. Each breathed
deep, holding their breath before releasing a sigh.
Zuni sprang up and pulled Darren to stand. Reaching back,
she gave his ass a big slap. “Ouch! You hurt my hand, Mr.
Buns of Steel.”
“Aww, you just didn’t do it right. Give it another go, but
this time, with feeling.”
“No way. You are too into it and I’m too sandy.”
“Off with us then!”
They began sprinting towards the water. “First one to surf a
wave cooks, last one cleans.”
“I’ll accept that challenge!” Darren said, getting ahead.
“Hey! No fair! I don’t have a jogging bra on.”
He stopped and looked back. She ran by laughing and
leaped into the water, porpoise diving ahead.
Darren put on a good show of it, but Zuni body surfed the
first wave. She surfed it back to the shore. It was a lovely
sight, her emerging from the water and awaiting him on the
beach. Both were grinning like maniacs when he surfed in.
Later, at their camp.
“Tomorrow, right?” Zuni asked.
“Yes, after the tide. When the water recedes, the tip of the
sandspit will be exposed.” The last stake was pushed into the
sand. “Tonight is a night for nice BBQ and bubbly, followed
by a long lay-out under the stars.”
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“There will be the moonrise later. It will be a full one. The
first since…” She paused for a breath, “We will share the
celebration with our Kara.”
“Yes. We will remember a lot of the firsts with her.”
She perked up. “My roommate, sharing her cool guy with
me, for instance.”
“She set me up!” he pleaded.
“Come on. You knew. You were just playing along.”
“No, I actually was clueless. We didn’t have the talk until
after she brought me home. You weren’t there at the time, by
the way. Strategically so.”
“You two could have had the talk earlier.”
“It was too noisy at the club. Great band that night.”
“Afterwards? During the stroll scrambling the jetty rocks?”
“Too busy.”
“Yeah. Those lights reflecting off the water can be
distracting. Pretty erotic, as I remember the telling.” Retrieving
a tray out of the ice chest, she asked, “Would that be one wurst
or two? They are the big ones.”
“Two, please, as you require.”
“At least. I’ve an appetite.”
“Yes, my dear.”
The meat sizzled on the grill, which flamed up.
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The meal was finished in silence. Surf break provided the
backing tune. As Darren cleaned up, Zuni said, “I was just
thinking. When I came in on you two—”
“Are you still on about that story?”
She looked at him with a pout.
“Alright, I’ll play along. You came right in and turned on
the light—in a dark room.”
“Hey, it wasn’t dark. The lava lamp was on. Anyway, the
bed was a wreck. You two looked rather ragged and totally
sweaty. Remember what I said?”
“Kara and I were blinking from the glare. You were
standing in the doorway, hands on your hips, nude. Yeah. I
remember what you said. ‘Hope you left some of him for me,
roomie. I’m hungry!’ You pranced across the room to the bed
in a few leaps and dived between us. Then, you introduced
yourself, ‘Hi! I’m Zuni. You are going to like me.’”
“And? There was more.”
“There was, wasn’t there?”
“I said, ‘Kara and I share, so that’s gotta be hip for you too
if we’re gonna keep you around as our pet service unit.’”
“So it was, eh? Second wind, as I remember.”
“Yes, Darren. So wonderful, you proved to be a worthy
unit.”
He gave her a playful swat, leaving a red handprint behind.
“Oh! Now you’ve done it, mister!” she said, pushing at his
shoulder while rolling atop him.
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“But Zuni,” he meekly protested in fun, “the moon has yet
to rise.”
“Man-rise is what I need for the moment. Service!”
The daylight found the couple entwined within a blanket.
They woke together.
Darren asked, “You didn’t get cold during the night, did
you?”
“No. I stayed warm beside you, my heater.”
“Yes, Kara kept the heat up. You, the sandwich—”
“Meat! I want more protein. Gimme!” she said, leaning
across him for the remaining wurst. Taking a big bite, the roll
had gone stale. Bits flaked off.
“Want some?” she said, through a mouthful.
“Could never resist your offer,” he said. “I did like you
from the start.”
“Naturally. She wouldn’t have brought you home
otherwise. Kara’s got good taste,” she said, licking mustard
from the corner of his mouth.
She sat up, her face had gone flat, “Had, I mean.”
“I keep imagining her as having just stepped away, gone
off down the beach out of sight to pee. She’ll come back,
sneaking up. With a surprise yell, she’d jump at us sitting here
—knocking us over with a tangle of tickles. Finally, the
wrestling would stop after we could no longer breathe from
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laughing so hard. She would say with a Looney Tunes cartoon
voice, ‘What’s with all the seriousness, eh?’”
“Mel Blanc. Bugs was her favorite.”
Zuni became silent. Darren as well. There was nothing
verbal left to be said for the moment. The next was about to
begin.
Together, they both got up. Darren retrieved the metal
canister from the cart. The point was down the beach, distant
but visible. The wet sand was hard. Water rushing up to meet
their feet was briefly icy. After a distance, the temperature was
a comfortable balance with the sun heat.
Zuni said, pushing at him, “I can’t take it. This is much too
solemn. Come on. Remember the tickles!”
He looked at her, but didn’t say anything.
She ran ahead backwards. “Come on! Fun, yes?”
Still, nothing.
“Alright, sourpuss. How’s this then: if you catch me, you
can have me!” She sprinted ahead, laughing.
Darren remained quiet, but began to jog along behind her.
When the surf ran up, his feet splashed the water, kicking and
throwing it before him. Sometimes he succeeded in getting
Zuni wet. As her role, she would shriek in appreciation. When
the water receded, feet pounded onto wet sand. Footprints were
left behind for the water to erase, one set of prints, one break at
a time. In the distance behind, there were none remaining.
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The curve of the point was ahead. Zuni was already out a
distance on the sandspit. The low tide revealed a finger of land
at this meeting point of ocean and sea. She had continued until
the end. When Darren came up to stand beside her, they were
knee-deep in the water. The current pulled. The spit carried on
a distance, inviting to wade further out; however, the water
here was dangerous. Depending on the direction of the tide, the
current carried into the deep ocean or sea. Either direction was
quickly away from land.
Her eyes were expecting, awaiting his next action. The
canister was cradled in his arms.
“No, Zuni. It is not yet our time.”
She replied firmly, “Isn’t it?”
He said, his voice soft and resigned, “No.”
“You are wrong, Darren, but I indulge you, my love.”
In answer, the canister lid was unscrewed. It took many
turns before coming free. The lid fell into the water, sinking,
ignored. The gray contents were inside, staring up at the couple
above.
Together, they tilted the canister, spilling the first into the
water.
Darren said, “My love. Pass well.”
Zuni said, “My love. Until we are rejoined.”
The remainder was spilt. It clouded the water, carried away
in a plume—a letting go.
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Now empty, the spent canister was dropped. It floated,
trailing behind the plume, which had dissipated. When the
metal canister sank, the last physical trace of Kara was gone,
released back into the unbound universe.
They turned to the beach. Darren’s foot brushed against the
lid. He retrieved it, showing it to Zuni, and had a brief crying
laugh.
“Chuck it,” she said.
He obeyed. It skipped across the water until its energy was
dissipated; then it too disappeared beneath the surface.
Darren didn’t see. He was running back to the beach and
continued on. Zuni was slow to follow.
Time had lost cohesiveness of one moment gliding into the
next. Without knowing, he had stopped running. How long had
he been standing there? He was covered in sweat. The heat had
become stifling. The cool water was just there, however, it was
not inviting. There was a curiosity before him. It wasn’t there
when they had passed this way to the point, or was it? It was
up on the dry sand. Surely, he would have noticed. Touching at
its solidness, in the sun, it should have been hot. But in fact, it
was cold, as though it had just emerged from the icy ocean
depths. He touched it again as Zuni came to stand beside him.
She too was dripping with sweat. Her hair was matted to her
shoulders, stuck to her back.
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“Binoculars,” he felt the urge to explain to her, “mounted
on a tripod.”
She looked at him concerned, reaching to brush wet hair
from his eyes.
“This is antique. Made of metal with brass eye cups. And
the tripod is some ancient hardwood. Rather stout.”
He leaned forward to them.
She said, “Don’t. Darren, you shouldn’t.”
“But why not? I want to see where they are pointed. Look
at the rigid mount. The angle is fixed.”
“I don’t want it to end.”
“Nonsense,” he said, putting his face to the eye cups. She
touched at his hand.
The lenses were clear. It was his eyes that were blurry.
After a moment, they adjusted to the change in light.
“There’s a ship. I can see a ship.” He pulled back and
looked across the ocean distance. “I don’t see it, do you?”
She said, reluctantly, “No.”
“These glasses are really strong. Take a look.”
“I don’t want to.”
“Suit yourself.” Peering back into the glasses, he said, “The
ship is there again, but closer. The profile is sharpening.”
She had moved to the other side. Her hand found his, but
released it to grip his thigh. Fingers were pressing into the
muscle tissue. Pressure.
“Ow! That hurts!”
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“Sorry,” she said, stepping back. “I love you, Darren.”
Not hearing her, he dictated the vision, “The ship’s color is
white overall with blue at the water line. It has red trim. The
stacks are also red. The image is growing quickly; it must be
making really fast time.”
Realizing he had neglected to say, “I love you too,” he
turned away from the binoculars. She was no longer beside
him. Looking long down the beach, she wasn’t there either.
He shouted, “Zuni?!”
Nothing.
Again, “Zuni!”
Only the surf drummed in reply.
“Did you go back to camp?”
In that direction, the dunes and haze across the distance
obscured the way.
Speaking into the wind, he said, “I love you. I love you
both.”
The binoculars were before him. The white and blue image
of the ship was in the lens, upside down. Putting his face
forward, the image reverted.
“It’s a ferry.” The moment he said the words, the world
changed. It was pulled within itself into a point with a roar. As
the point was achieved, the world rushed back out with the roar
reversed.
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CHAPTER II
Obscured by Trees

A

fter they came aboard, while in the corridor leading to
their cabin, they had a moment of crisis.

Darren had insisted they go below to the car deck before
the ferry arrived at port.
“It’s not allowed, Darren.”
“I know, but the ship was completely booked out. We have
to be ready to get off, or we will get impossibly stuck in traffic
at the customs. It will take forever and there’s such a long
drive ahead.”
Zuni had offered to drive the distance. Like a guy, he
insisted on driving; he would take care of them. She worried
that he couldn’t even take care of himself.
His mind was made up. Zuni understood not to argue.
Kara’s death had him on the point of crazy since the day of her
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passing. He had remained the suppressed calm one: there for
her, and reassuring to Kara.
But from the moment the doctor came into the room and
spoke the words, “Kara is gone,” so was he.
As the key slotted into the lock of the cabin door, the words
replayed in her head.

The week crawled by while the hospital processed the
remains. Darren had taken time off from work. Zuni couldn’t
manage it. The company where she worked only allow
bereavement leave for death of a spouse or other immediate
family member. The boss knew of Zuni’s relationship with
Kara and Darren. It was no secret. She was openly out to the
world. He begrudged her for behavior he thought was immoral,
saying, ‘I only keep her on because she is the top in the field.’
When she came home in the evening, Darren was on the
couch where she had left him. The day’s detritus was scattered
across the table—the remains of the meal she had arranged for
him before leaving for work. Some soup and bread had been
eaten. Dregs floated in the bottom of a glass tea pot.
Seeing the sorry state of her man, she asked, “Love, have
you been here all day?”
“Yes.”
“Did you watch TV, or read, or something?”
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“No.”
“You just watched the lava lamp, like, all day?”
The dark room was aglow in monotone color from the large
lamp.
“Yes.”
“I miss her too, you know. But I don’t get time to grieve.”
Darren’s eyes awoke startled. He looked at Zuni and pulled
her to sit. Returning among the living, he said, “I know. I’m
sad about how they treat you at work. It’s not fair your boss
punishes you for being out. Our lifestyle is none of his
business. Just hold on, love. You will have all next week off.”
She buried her head into his chest. Holding tight, he said,
“This was my last still day. Tomorrow I’ll do the shopping and
organize the camping gear into the car.”
“And Kara? Will you pick her up in the morning? Do you
have the address where they took her?”
He took in a sharp breath. “You only need to worry about
what to wear. I will take care of everything else.”
“That is what I worry about: your need to take care of
everything. It is too much. I do the best I can, but please, allow
me to help take care of you too. I need that. We need that.”
He kissed the back of her head and stroked at her hair,
running fingers through, stretching the curls out their length to
rest on the curve of her hip.
“You do, Zuni. You do take care of me.”
“But today on the couch?”
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“It’s my last day of stillness. I chose to pass it watching
Kara’s lamp. It carries me away, back to meditate on memories
of her, and of you, of us.”
She looked up to him, her face wet with tears. “You have
earned some hefty frequent flyer miles this week.”
“Oh, my love,” he said, brushing a cheek, eyes tearing.
“You’ve got me started as well.”

The ferry had been booked. It was full of people traveling
on their summer holidays. As luck would be, they rolled on
near the front. That would make them among the first off when
the ship offloaded at the destination port. As they exited the car
deck, Darren was calm. The distance across the water would
take 24 hours.
After an early dinner, they retired to their cabin. Before the
echo of the closing door faded in the hallway, clothes were
tossed to the floor. They showered together in the impossibly
small stall. Tension held dearly tight was allowed to be
released, flow through the drain, and pass into the beyond.
Eyes were each for the other. The bliss they disappeared into
was the first occurrence for this sad week. Afterward, they
cuddled, intertwined on the small rack bed. Sheets had been
long lost to the floor. Only a pillow remained with the couple,
reclaimed from a corner. Their nude forms passed in time
through the night.
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As the crossing progressed and morning arrived, he awoke
nervous, anxious to land at port and continue the journey.
Yesterday’s clothing was bagged. As a prank reboot, they
decided not to shower. Instead, to pass the day with the
perfume aroma remaining from their passion.
‘Let those who pass close know of what we share, and of
the possibilities of life.’ These words Kara had spoken on the
morning of their last ferry crossing.
Zuni had teased her that she was just too lazy to shower
again, and that they all were too hungry for breakfast to
protest. Darren enjoyed going along with the girls’ prank.
This morning, standing in line for the breakfast buffet
queue, Kara’s presence stood with them. Zuni and Darren
smiled, knowing what was on the other’s mind. A woman had
come up behind Zuni. The energy of the couple’s smiles
radiated, gifting one to her as well. Zuni saw Darren
acknowledge her.
She turned around to the woman and said, “Hi!”
Saying back, “Hi!” she checked them out before
continuing, “you two look to have had a nice night.”
Zuni, “Yes. It was very, ahem,”—Darren visibly nudged at
her—“restful.”
The woman looked to Darren and then back at Zuni.
“Shame we didn’t run into each other last night. I take it you
two made an early evening of it?”
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“Sir?” There were no people remaining in front of them.
The breakfast chef was trying to get Darren’s attention. “Sir,
how would you like your eggs? Fried or omelette, perhaps?”
“Oh, no. Sorry. Actually I had wanted a crêpe.”
“I can make that for you. Sweet or savoury?”
“Order savoury for me too, will you, Darren?”
The woman offered her hand, “I’m Jillian.”
“Zuni,” she said, accepting. “Will you sit with us, Jillian?”
“I think that would be most fun.” Speaking to the chef,
“Spinach omelette, please.” Turning back to Zuni, “I love the
smell of your perfume.” Bringing her head in closer, she
whispered, “I believe in unicorns, don’t you?”
“Oh. I do, Jillian. I most certainly do. Darren as well. In
fact, we consider ourselves connoisseurs, rather adept—alert
for those occasions when one might grace us with its rarefied
presence.”
At that moment, a pan chose to flame up. The chef quickly
moved it aside. He smiled to the two women giggling before
him, and shrugged.
The women crossed the restaurant floor to join Darren.
Passing a couple who were deeply involved with their meal,
Jillian nodded and waved a greeting. They nodded in return.
The woman gave a thumbs up. Zuni looked to Jillian, who
explained, “Fellow truckers.”
Taking a seat beside Darren, mystic serenity projected from
Zuni.
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Jillian, “Might this be a quick breakfast, if you don’t mind?
I would be interested in trying a sampling of your perfume,
Zuni. Would you indulge me? That fragrance really does
something.”
Darren, “I think we have time before port, don’t you,
Zuni?”
“Certainly, at least for a sampling. Jillian, if you are so
taken, perhaps on another occasion we could follow up when
time is more at a leisure for exploration?”
Smiles were shared around while the remainder of the meal
was consumed. Jillian and Zuni ate single-handedly, as their
other remained occupied. Darren enjoyed the luxury of his
crêpe.
After a brief stroll through the ship, the second course was
begun.
Jillian moved to leave, needing to return to her cabin. She
drove a long-haul truck. This ferry crossing was a regular
route: a load dropped here, another picked up there, she had
earlier explained.
The couple watched her at the sink as she washed. “I have
found the perfume most agreeable. You know, on the return
leg, I could be available for a meet-up, if you two are so
inclined.”
Zuni propped herself up on an elbow, serenity across her
face. Darren had been sitting up. He managed a, “Hmm…”
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Zuni, “Could you make a weekend of it?”
“A proper exploration of fragrance at the source? Yes!
Definitely! Let’s sort that out after I get my return scheduled. I
will contact you.”
They departed the cabin, bidding a fond au revoir. Jillian
turned down a hallway leading further into the ship. There
remained a light bag to pack, and paperwork to be done before
the landing. Darren and Zuni went down the stairs that lead to
the vehicle deck.
Zuni, “That was a surprise encounter.”
“Eyes open as opportunity presents itself before us—
fleeting, but profound.”
“Your energy brings smiles to those around you. You know
that, don’t you Darren.”
“If you say so. To me, I’m just responding. You are the one
who takes me there.”
“I really enjoyed watching you with Jillian.”
“You watched? When did you have the time?”
“Well, I did. We all did, watching each other, I mean.”
Darren thought, reliving a moment, then said, “Yes. There
is a connection, don’t you think?”
“I do. She realized it too. The light bulb came on for her.”
“That’s what I meant. The moment, the actual moment, we
were all present. But you know, Zuni, she connected with you
as well.”
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“Well, yeah. That’s a girl-girl thing. It happens quickly,
either on or off. With girl-guy, the hormones mess with us,
maybe revolving as a playful fencing match—back and forth.
However, with you two it just clicked. I had thought it would
be so, back at the breakfast table. That was fascinating to
watch in our cabin, and erotic as hell to participate in—”
Turning against the bulkhead, he stopped the babble,
trading with her a deep, intimate kiss. They remained pressed
together until eventually coming up for air. A quick adjustment
was necessary.
“I love you, Zuni. Your compersion is beautiful.”
“It is, isn’t it? We are alive, you and I. We celebrate the
present by striving to remain enthralled in the moment. The
yesterdays pass in brilliance to light the way into the promise
of tomorrow.’”—Darren matched the words Zuni spoke, eyes
focused to each other—“‘Clinging to possess material or
person or time puts lead into our balloon, limiting the heights
of our ascendance. In freedom, we grow. In love, we bond. As
plural, we are no longer one.’”
“And, we remain to celebrate the spirit of Kara’s beautiful
words.”
“We do.”
They entered the car deck, the latch had been ajar. The
solidness of the hatch closing echoed briefly above the deep
hum vibration of the ship’s engine. There were no other people
visible as the couple made their way among the cars. At the
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ship’s bow there was greater vertical movement; the cycle of
ocean swells was apparent. The design of this ferry was such
that vehicles rolled on from the stern and rolled off from the
bow. Both ends opened by lifting the structure, a giant mouth
pivoting open upon huge hinges. Vehicles were eaten before
the voyage, and vomited out at the journey's end. The
massiveness of the bow structure was before them.
Darren pushed at the key fob. The car chirped awake. Their
bag was put on the back seat, the seat absent of Kara’s
corporeal form. Her absence was deep in their minds.
Entering the car, their eyes met. “Zuni, what do you think
if we were to sell this car? Would you be OK with that?”
Automatically, she clicked herself into the seat belt. The
action gave her a moment’s pause. Brightening, she said, “I
was thinking exactly the same thing. Memory of her doesn’t
belong to stuff, but some things bear too strong of a reminder.”
“This has been a good car. It has always been faithful to
us…”
“But let’s give some other people the opportunity to
appreciate the faithfulness of this car.”
“Decided. We will sort it out upon our”—a loud screeching
sound vibrated strongly, transmitted through the deck.
Zuni, “What was that?!”
Again the sound, louder, intensifying into the sound of
metal being tortured, screaming in terror.
“Darren?”
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The nearby vehicles were all riding their suspension,
oscillating up and down, slowly at first. But as the sound of the
second hit intensified, so did the movement. It had become
violent. He turned to look behind, but could not see beyond the
nearest; their small car was surrounded by bigger ones.
Momentum of the ship jerked, slowing rapidly, as though a
giant brake pedal had been mashed to the floor. They were
lifted from their seats. The slowing was now joined with a
strong movement leaning to the side. A strong turn was being
committed. The far side of the car deck lifted, as had the rear,
putting the front corner low.
Zuni reached over suddenly, grasping in terror at Darren.
From the car’s movement, the seat belt mechanism had become
confused. It didn’t release; instead, it held her rigid in place
against the seat.
She cried, “What is going on?!”
Darren gripped tightly at the steering wheel with a hand;
his other was with Zuni. The rear of the car began to slide,
coming around in a spin as though on ice. He looked at the
corner of the ship where the bulkhead was jointed with the bow
door as the car slid into it.
Zuni screamed, “Ah, No!”
Darren turned just in time to see the front corner of an SUV
collide into them. Their car door was pushed in slightly. Then,
the SUV lurched, as vehicles on the other side slid into it, each
amplifying the force. Zuni groaned as the door compressed her
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seat inward. The seat belt held firmly against the force which
was crushing her chest. There was a gurgle noise and her hand
grasping Darren’s fell limp.
The horror of the scene, of Zuni being cut twain by the
belt, was all Darren could see in the collapsed tunnel of his
perception. The steel rod that had speared the car and drove
through his thigh was not apparent. Detritus rained into the
corner, caroming across vehicles to fall upon the couple’s car.
Another shriek of metal and the front of the ship was torn
away. From where the bow had been, only open space pressed
into a cliff face. A small avalanche of rocks were tumbling
down. Some were bouncing inside the deck, bouncing upon the
forward cars, crushing the thin metal of hoods, shattering glass.
There was movement. As the ship retreated from the wall,
several cars slid forward and out, falling into the water. The
couple’s car remained pinned, crushed into the corner. More
distance was gained from the cliff. There were no longer any
sounds from the engine, but the ship was vibrating from
another source: it was grinding deeply against the submerged
rocks.
The deck swooned. This was Darren’s vision distorting. He
felt at his leg, discovering that it had been pierced.
“Harpooned am I, Ahab,” he managed to say. “Curse you.
By your own rope I will pull you down to drown in your
private death.” The chuckle was cut off by a hacking cough of
blood.
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Uncounted time had passed. Had it been a few minutes, or
many? By remaining still the leg didn’t hurt, but there was so
much blood. The car interior was saturated with it. Mostly, it
was not his. He reached out for Zuni; she lay dangling beside
him. The seat belt had cut most of the way through her, like a
cheese knife. Earlier he had managed to close her eyes, but the
mouth couldn’t be managed.
Breathing shallowly of the air heavy with gasoline fumes,
he awaited the inevitable—wishing the finale would hurry
along and get it over with. For a while, the calliope of ship
noises had been joined by a chorus of human voices, but then
they stopped. The light swirled in his head as he became
overcome with black. “Zuni,” he gasped.

Darren felt a hand grasp his; it squeezed firmly. He pulled
back from the brass eye cups of the binoculars. His eyes
painfully adjusted, blinking at the light before they could
focus. There was a form. A woman.
“Kara?”
She smiled deeply.
“Oh, Kara,” he said. Reaching out, he hugged at her. The
firmness was returned without hesitation; she pressed her
whole body into his.
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“Easy, boy,” she said. “I’m here. It’s like you missed me,
or something.”
“Hey! I want in on this too!” said another.
He turned from Kara’s shoulder to see Zuni was standing
before them, hands on hips—her classic pretend pout.
They offered an arm to her. She jumped into the hug; each
disappeared into the other as the singularity was formed.
“I love you both with all my being,” said Darren.
“I love you too,” said Zuni.
“As do I, love us,” said Kara.
The sun was warm on nude flesh, adding to the heat of
their embrace. Surf broke on the beach carrying a slight salt
smell on the breeze.
“If you are done with this distraction,” Zuni said, indicating
the binoculars, “I’m getting a bit hungry”—she leaned back,
arms around her partners’ waists—“for food, Kara.”
“Ahh,” Kara said, feigning disappointment.
Zuni continued, “Let’s go back to the camp and get
something on the BBQ.”
Exaggerating an Australian accent, Darren said, “Put
another shrimp on the barbie?”
Both girls sang out, “Prawns!”
THE END.
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CHAPTER I
Foremath

A

chirping filled the air. It rose up to swirl around,
floating in the sky briefly before the cycle repeated.
Among those present there remained silence. No words had
been spoken since the campfire settled down into a relaxed
burn. The fire had reflected and perhaps fueled the energy they
exchanged. A full moon illuminated from low on the horizon,
staring unblinking at them from across the ocean’s break.
The foreign sound had disturbed a mood of blissful
aftermath.
The man spoke first. Idly, he said, “We are happy.”
“Hmm…” said the woman to his left.
“Yeah,” confirmed the other.
There was no intention to speak more; the moment did not
require it. Surf was the provider, playing an orchestra
movement upon the beach.
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It began again: the chirping. After the third cycle, he said,
“That is odd, you know.”
“What is?”
“That a phone could have signal here. Being unreachable,
that was the fun of this spot.”
Zuni, “Well, Darren. Progress. They have simply put in a
new tower.”
Kara, “You could choose to ignore it.”
The sound remained insistent. The partners’ look soured to
disappointment as he reached into the bag. Damage to the
mood had already been done.
Acknowledging the screen, he said with restrained
excitement, “It’s Jillian.”
“Don’t answer.”
Kara said, snuggling in, “It has remained his choice, Zuni.
Accept that it has already been made. Be at peace.” She moved
to require the other woman’s embrace. “We remain here, you
and I. We will await his return.”
Darren looked at the women. Their peace flowed with his.
A finger swipe answered the phone. The connection must
have been good as the call switched to video. He looked at the
screen. The bright blue sky in the background pulled in his
attention.
“Darren?!! I have been trying to reach you, like forever!”
He opened his mouth to speak but found it painful. Breath
had become painful.
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She continued without waiting for him to respond, “Where
are you? I have looked up and down the deck but couldn’t find
you or Zuni. They won’t let us leave here. I am at the orange
station. What color are you at?”
He hadn’t heard most of the words. Thinking about
breathing brought awareness of pain. His leg throbbed. A
cough brought on piercing sharp pain.
“Are you injured?”
No response.
“Darren, what color station are you at?”
He managed the sound, “Orange?”
“What?!! No. I am at orange. What color are you and Zuni
at?”
“Color?”
“Yes. What color?!”
Darren looked around. The beach was gone. Kara was
gone. Zuni was here, but the image was horrible. The
nightmare had returned. He turned away, closing his eyes, and
pressed into the seat.
He said aloud, “Please, let this go away. I want to be back
at the beach. I want to be back with Kara and Zuni.” The
distant sound of surf began to return. Light was brightening.
Pain was receding.
The sound of Jillian was jarring, interrupting the soliloquy.
“Darren! What are you talking about? What beach?!! I don’t
understand you. Is Zuni there? Can you give the phone to her!”
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No response.
“Darren, where is Zuni?!!”
His eyes opened. The cracked windshield was still there, he
sighed. The moment had been lost. His partners were left on
the beach without him.
He said, “Oh, Jillian,” and turned the phone’s camera
towards Zuni.
Silence.
Jillian took in a sharp breath; it was transmitted through the
phone.
After a moment, she said, calmly, “OK. You are on the car
deck. Can you pan the phone around so I can see where?”
Darren complied.
Though she had willed herself calm, the words blurted out,
“Oh my! The ferry has lost its bow door!”
In the background, a man’s voice, “What?! Who are you
talking to?”
Another, a woman, “The ship has lost its bow?!”
Jillian, “Hans, shush. I can’t hear. You too, Claudia.”
Turning back to the phone, “OK. Darren, I know where on the
deck your car is. You are injured. Remain there. I will bring
help. We will get you out.”
She paused to observe his face on the phone. His look was
disoriented.
Firmly, she spoke, “Do you understand?”
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He had wanted to laugh at being told to remain, but the
sound came out as a wet cough.
Panic flickered across Jillian’s face before it returned to
calm. “Darren, hold on. That’s an order. Do you understand?”
“Yes, Jillian.”
“I am going to end the call now; my battery is low. We are
coming for you, Darren.”
The screen displayed: Call Ended.
“Oh Zuni,” he said. He clutched at her hand; it was cool.
His vision had become blurry from tears. “I love you.”
Hans and Claudia waited.
“That was Darren. He is still on the ship.”
Hans, “Where? We didn’t see them anywhere on deck.”
“He’s in their car, on the car deck.”
“What?!!”
Claudia, “Where’s Zuni?”
“She’s in the car with him.” Looking around quickly,
“Where’s the station officer?”
“By the railing, fiddling with the boat rigging.”
Making her way forward, she said, “Stay with me. I need
you two.”
Approaching the man, “Officer,” she said, calmly, “There
are people trapped on the car deck. I was just in contact with
them by phone.”
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He turned to look at her. The crewman assisting said, “It’s
OK. I’ll finish with this.”
“People trapped? Everybody is accounted for at this
station.”
“Yes. I’m sure they are. However, these people were to
report to another station.”
“Which one?”
“Surely that I do not know; however, I am sure of their
present location. They are on the car deck, by the bow door,
starboard.”
The crewman came up, also an officer. “Bow?”
“Yes. The missing bow door.”
Chief, “I cannot leave the station. I advise you remain here.
The order to depart ship might come at any minute.”
“Chief, the rigging is repaired.” Glancing a Jillian, he said,
“The ship is stable at present. I’ll go with them.”
“Right. Keep your radio handy. If the order comes, I want
you back up here pronto. No argument.”
“Will do, Chief. Let’s go…”
“Jillian.”
“I am Ron.”
Chief was on the radio as they began to make their way.
Ron led through the crowd, “Excuse us. Let us pass, please.”
As they emerged from the group, Ron saw the other two
following. “Whoa. Where do you think you are going? You
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two will remain here.” He looked at Claudia, then back to
Jillian. “What the…”
Jillian, “My twin sister, Claudia. And he is Hans, our
partner. We will be in need of their help.”
“Sha–zam! You two are identical.” Studying the sisters’
features, he said, “Well. More’s the merrier, eh? But you will
follow my direction. Understood?”
“Yes, sir!” Jillian said.
Ron looked at her cross.
“Reflex. I’m ex-military. Army Ranger Medic.”
“I was a Seabee, Steelworker Second Class.”
“Glad to make your acquaintance. We will be in need of
your competent expertise. First stop, the infirmary for two
litters and a triage kit.”
“Right. This way, through here. Fast walk. No running.”
They moved quickly across the ship and down to the
infirmary. Materials acquired, they carried on. The men toted
the litters between them. Jillian had the triage bag slung across
her shoulder. Nearby was an entrance onto the car deck, by the
stern. They entered.
Claudia spoke first, saying aloud what they all thought,
“Oh my! Most all the vehicles not strapped down have slid
forward to the bow.”
Hans, “Our truck is still in place. So is yours, Jillian. Heavy
strapping.”
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“This is what was on the monitors. It was the captain’s
concern that the shifted vehicles would destabilize the ship.
Seems to have remained true though.” He waved at a camera
hanging off a beam, before giving it a thumbs up.
The radio barked out, “Right, Ron. Things remain stable up
here. Proceed with the rescue.”
A second thumbs up.
The camera wagged back and forth once in
acknowledgment.
Hans said, turning away from the carnage. “Cars don’t
weigh as much as they used to—flimsy built.”
Jillian, “I need tools from my truck.” Handing her phone to
Claudia, “Call Darren. Say: we will be there shortly. Keep him
talking.”
“This battery is almost dead. Hans, let me have your
phone.”
Jillian unlocked the truck. From storage, a stout pry bar
was retrieved. She handed that and a canvas bag to Hans. Then
followed a metal box, which went to Ron, who almost dropped
it.
“Jeez! What is in this?”
“Yeah, everything we need, I think,” she said, patting him
on the shoulder. “Channel your inner Seabee.”
That got a smile out of him—the first.
Asking Claudia, “You got signal?”
“Still ringing. Come on…”
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As if on command, Darren answered. He spoke out a weak,
“Hello?”
“Darren!” Jillian said, from over her sister’s shoulder.
“You have been holding on as ordered. Good soldier. We are
coming for you. Be ready for us.”
She said quietly to the others, “Let’s move out. Starboard
hatch, down the way to the forward hatch.” Ron fell in behind
her. The serious face had returned. Weight of the box had
become light as a feather, balanced with the litters he toted
with Hans.
As they crossed the deck and exited out onto the way,
Claudia said to the phone, “You listen to her, Darren. Believe
what she says. She’s a combat-tough chick.”
“I believe. You are from breakfast?”
“I’m Claudia, Jillian’s sister. Hans is with us. He was
sitting with me this morning. Our partner. Do you remember
him too?”
“Yes. You both had a nice smile for us.”
“And you did in return. Jillian moves fast. She had
excellent instincts—sees what she wants and makes it so.”
“Compersion.”
“Huh? Oh, yes. Right.”
They came back into the deck through the hatch. Before
them was the car jumble.
Claudia added, “We also have Ron with us. He’s from the
ship. A metal see bee, or something.”
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Ron winked at her, “Stay here, just inside the doorway,
where the camera can see you. It’s up there. See it?”
“Ah, yes. OK.”
“You are to be the radioman,” he said, handing it to her.
“Stand right here. Relay the words if there’s communication on
it for us. Clear?”
“Yes. I understand.”
He squeezed her shoulder, “Excellent.”
Jillian had made her way past the first car. Climbing up and
over the roof of the second, she called back, “Let’s move it,
gentlemen. No dawdling talking up the pretty lady.”
Claudia, “Go on. I got this handled.”
Hans hopped upon the trunk of the car, which promptly
complained from his weight; the boots left twin dents. Ron
joined him. Jillian was already far ahead. She scampered from
car to car like a deer bouncing across a meadow of high grass.
The red cross target of the triage bag remained tight against her
back.
Ron to Hans, “You good?”
“Yeah. You?”
“Affirmative. Safety first. Slow and steady gets it done.
Move out.”
They followed Jillian’s direction, leaving a trail of bent
hoods behind.
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There was an open space behind the car. Jillian hopped
down from the SUV. The corner by the driver’s door was
clear. She slithered over into the gap. Darren looked up from
the phone. The window was cracked, streaked with a bloody
smear. Through it, his eyes met hers—a little boy pleading for
rescue. She tried the door. It was bound tight in the bent frame.
“Darren, can the window be rolled down?”
“Aah, I don’t know.” He pulled at the rocker and the
window dutifully responded.
She bent over into the car, keeping her attention carefully
focused only on him. “Give me your wrist.”
Claudia, from the phone, “Jillian? Is that you?”
“Yes.”
“They asked on the radio how we were proceeding. If we
need assistance?”
“I do not know as yet. Tell them we have just arrived and
are evaluating. Where are the men?”
“Not as fast as you, of course. They are making the way,
but the gear is tricky to carry over the wreckage.”
“Got you. Call back on the radio with our status. Tell them:
stand-by on the assistance.”
“Will do.”
She finished the count and released his arm. “Darren, look
at me,” she said and drew the flashlight beam across his eyes.
“Can you move your head? OK? No sharp pain?”
“No. But breathing hurts.”
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“Ah,” she said, and reached in to release the seat belt. The
movement distracted her for an instant, drawing to Zuni. Her
stomach immediately prepared a response. It was willed back
into submission.
“How does that feel now? Is there pain in your lower
back?”
“No. My leg.”
“Yes. I saw that.” She went to the bag, returning with
trauma shears. “Let’s have a look-see.” The pants were cut
back, exposing the rod. Blood weeped from the wound. “Keep
it still. Understood?”
“I’ll just stay put then, shall I?”
She flashed him a smile, in reassurance. “If you don’t
mind.”
At that moment, the men climbed upon the SUV at the rear.
Jillian met their look, and said, “We are good here for the
moment. Leave the litters on the hood. We will focus on this
side of the vehicle. The space is too confined for egress. We
will use the hatchback.”
Ron, “Understood.”
They climbed down behind the car.
“In the case, Ron, you will find bolt cutters. I need those.”
“Here you go,” he said, reaching across to her. He got a full
view into the car. She gave him a stern look, shaking her head
slightly: no.
He nodded in reply.
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Hans had been looking into the car through the back glass.
Ron caught him up and talked quietly. Hearing the words,
shock grew across his face. Jillian was watching; he dropped
his head.
Ron, “You still with me, Hans?”
“Yes,” he said, his voice shaky.
“Jillian and I need you. We will keep busy through this.”
“Yes.”
“Jillian, we will remove the gear from the back and drop
the backseat. Agreed?”
“Good. I need a few minutes here before he is ready.”
She said to Darren, “I am going to give you a local. The leg
will feel nice and sleepy. That work for you?”
“Yes, Jillian. Kara. Take care of Kara too.”
She looked at him confused, not allowing a side glance at
Zuni.
“Box with yellow tape. Her urn is inside.”
Ron, “Got the box, Darren. She will be with us on the
exit.”
“Thank you.” He took a breath. “Do it, Jillian.”
Without hesitation, the needle found its mark. “Let’s give
that a minute. I will tie your thigh now, then the cutters will
make quick work.”
She proffered a leather strap. “Bite into this.”
“Mmpfh,” he grunted, as the rod end parted smoothly from
the shears.
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“One more.”
“Mmpfh! Aagh!”
“Sorry. You are free now. Move a little aside, so I can get
this other bandage around.”
He took a breath and held it before passing the air out
slowly between his teeth.
“You are a hardy guy, Darren.” She looked back over the
seat. “How’s it going back there, guys?”
The pry bar levered at the rear seatback, which popped
forward.
Ron, “Ready back here.”
Hans was looking at her, his face wet with tears. She raised
her eyebrows at him. He turned his back quickly, and wiped at
his face with a sleeve.
Speaking at the phone, “You still there Claudia?”
“Affirmative.”
“Good. Call this in. We are going to extract Darren now.
This is going to happen quickly. The guys will bring him
across in the litter. He has an injury to his leg and blood loss
because of it. Possibly some broken ribs. Also, a hard crack to
the skull. He will be brought to the infirmary. The ship’s
doctor needs to be informed to meet there. You got that?”
“Affirmative. Relaying.”
“Right. Ron, can you drop Darren’s seat back? Easy now.
Perfect. You ready, Hans?”
“Yes. What shall I do?”
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“I want you and Ron to reach into Darren’s armpits and lift.
Pull him straight back. Be careful not to put pressure on the
ribs, if you can help it.”
“Darren, I want you to bite into that leather. Feel the
texture grit between your teeth.”
“Let’s move, guys.”
With a single movement, the guys lifted Darren, and crab
walked him out and into the litter.
Jillian had him strapped in the basket with a single fluid
movement.
“Careful now. Get him to the infirmary. Then, I want you
both back here pronto. I will need your help. Do you
understand me clearly?”
Ron, “Yes, ma’am.”
Hans nodded.
Darren, “No. I need Kara.”
“I’ve already strapped her in. She’s between your shins.”
“Can’t feel.”
“That’s the second shot. You’ll feel sleepy. Do not worry.”
“OK, Jillian. I won’t. You take care of me and Zuni.”
“I shall, with the help of these fine gentlemen. Off with you
all. Back pronto.”
Ron, “Understood, ma’am. Ready Hans? And, lift!”
The men disappeared towards the starboard hatch, leaving
Jillian alone with Zuni.
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After pulling on coveralls, she crawled in through the back,
pulling the canvas bag behind.
“Dear Zuni. You are not the first soul lost to damn cruel
fate I have medic’d, but I hope you are the last.”
Tin snips were retrieved from the bag. Jillian began at the
grim task.
Claudia called out over the phone, “Captain has relaxed
protocol at the lifeboat stations. The ship is stable. There are
tugs nearing with another ship to disembark onto.”
“Understood.”
“How you doing?”
“Done here.”
“The guys are on their way back to you. Ships doctor is
with Darren now. There was a surgeon onboard; more than one
responded to the captain’s call, it turned out. They have given
him blood and were evaluating if the rod should be removed,
or to wait.”
“Strong guy.”
“You know how to pick ‘em, Jillian.”
“Can smell it on them, Claudia.”
“Hans said Darren asked them, ‘As they were going to the
beach, could more fire wood be brought along? The cart was
left at the base of the dunes.’”
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“Delirious. Pain avoidance.” Jillian looked up to see Hans
crossing the roof of the SUV. He and Ron hopped down. They
looked at her, and then at the wrapped form in the litter.
She said to them, “Ready here. Bear the litter back. I have
the rest.” Ron raised his eyebrows. “Yeah, I got it.”
Hans was staring at the bloody coveralls wadded up in the
back of the open car.
“Let’s go!” she said.
Claudia radioed: they are on the way.
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CHAPTER II
Haus Ambiguous

P

ropped up on the bed, Darren watched Jillian enter the
room. His eyes brightened in acknowledgment. She
looked at his leg while approaching.
“Sawbones got the metal out of you, I see.”
He reached for her hand, pulling it to his chest. Her head
followed, resting lightly, looking up to him.
After listening for a few beats, she said, “You got a strong
heart, Darren. How’s the head?”
The words resonated in the room’s silence.
She continued, “I saw you off in the ambulance helicopter.
You were out of it on pain meds, so you probably don’t
remember. We were evacuated later.”
“I had gone back to the beach. Talked with Kara and Zuni.
We had a family meeting about you.”
“Did you? Are you there now?”
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A curious look crossed his face before continuing, “They
agree. As you have brought me back, I am your problem now.
They share me with you.”
“I see.”
“I was happy to remain there, but Kara told me, ‘No,
Darren. It is not yet your time.’”
“Delirium. The mind plays fun when reality has become
unbearable.”
“You have brought me to a reality where I have lost my
family. In just two weeks, both gone. Yes, that is unbearable.”
“Selfish of me,” she whispered before lifting her head, so
she could speak the words and judge his reaction, “I am here,
Darren.”
“You have laid claim to me.”
“I suppose I have. The papers are signed for your
transportation back home. The hospital released you to me;
otherwise, you’d be here another week arranging the
ambulance ride home.”
“In your truck?”
“Yeah. Loaded in back with the freight. No, silly. We came
in a van. You can sit or lie. Whatever is your comfort.”
“If the van’s a rockin’…”
“You think you are up for that?”
He pushed to sit up straighter, wincing from a flash of pain.
“Maybe not quite yet.”
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“Smart guy. That head of yours had them really worried.
Diffuse axonal injury.”
“‘Decompressive craniectomy,’ the doctor called it. Skull
skylight. Sexy, huh?”
“DAI is dangerous, Darren. The pressure had to be
reduced. Luckily, that surgeon passenger had head trauma
experience. He recognized the emergency. Saved your life. The
ship’s Love Boat doctor had no idea. I told him your head had
shattered the door window. Impact like that, there’s bound to
be internal damage. He thought you didn’t have any sign of a
concussion—‘just a hard bop on the old noggin.’ He and I had
quite a row. The surgeon came in and shut the man down. Sent
Dr. Clueless away to apply band-aids to skinned knees among
the passengers. You were that first helicopter’s exclusive
passenger. They brought you straight to hospital here. Quite a
sprint.”
“Nurse told me how lucky I was.”
“Amazing, actually. Admitted with severe DAI, most never
regain consciousness.”
“A bit of a nap though.”
“Coma.”
“I am feeling well rested.”
“You look good.”
“Shoulda seen me when the bandage came off. Bad hair
day. I was a bit depressed. Nurse Crawford, Judy, brought in
Bettina. She gave me a trim, snip here, buzz there.”
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“Nice look. She did a good job of it.”
“Beauty college graduate. Total sweetie. I think Nurse Judy
was trying to hook us up.”
“Oh–ho! You got Bettina’s number?”
“She comes by most every day. Already had her visit this
morning.”
“Hospital love affair?”
“Actually, I’m part of her job rounds. She’s the hospital
massage therapist.”
“You don’t say.”
“I do. I do. This morning was more of a social visit. One
last alignment before the road.”
“You don’t live so far away as to not keep the visits up.”
Darren looked at her, his face beaming, and then it crashed
down.
Jillian, “Your house. Yes. I know. I have thought about an
arrangement. A proposal. Would you hear me out?”
Tears were running down his face.
“Ah, Darren,” she said, as tears also began to well up. “I
was so strong on the ship. I totally kept it together, bottled up.
Kept busy. Kept useful. After you were seen off, I helped
evacuate passengers. Captain gave me an honorary crew hat.
“The next day, the three of us rented a car and drove home,
non-stop. We hardly spoke a word. Along the way, we stopped
at a diner. The ferry accident was on the TV. You were part of
the story, your rescue. Zuni. Kara’s urn, and the circumstances
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that lead to her death. She was that Karissa! The sacrifice she
made, a hero! I hadn’t put it together before. You didn’t speak
of her.”
“She was just Kara to us.”
Jillian waited for him to continue, which developed into an
awkward pause. When it was obvious he didn’t want to talk
about Kara, she prattled on—providing distraction.
“My picture was flashed up as well. Some people at the
diner recognized me. I didn’t want to talk about it. Hans got
me back outside while Claudia ran interference. She drove the
rest of the way. Hans sat with me in the back. I totally lost it.
Crying. Bawling, actually. Didn’t know we were home until
Claudia asked if I would get out or wanted to remain in the car.
See, we had already been parked for a while; they had been
waiting for me.”
Darren looked through tears at the bleary image of Jillian,
before blotting his vision clear. She remained looking down
into the bed, pulling at the sheet.
After they had finished a box of tissues, emotions settled
down. Jillian drew herself up. “Claudia was worried that the
PTSD had come back. Catatonia. That’s why I was discharged
from the Army.”
“Oh.”
“No ‘oh.’ I won’t indulge myself that. I’ve learned to beat
it. Had the privilege of excellent teachers. Patient teachers.
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And I wasn’t too dense to receive the message: Live this life.
Build from what is known, bitter ashes and all.”
“I lost a few days to the coma.”
“More than a few.”
“Nurse said you had come by, returning regularly for a
while. But then, you disappeared. You weren’t here when I
woke up.”
She held his hand, “Yes. Sorry.”
“What happened?”
“Life distractions. Our trucks were retrieved from the ferry,
but had been impounded at the harbor dock. The ferry
company was slow to release them. My shipping agent was
furious. He got the insurance broker involved to push for the
release; otherwise, the trucks would still be there. My cargo
and Claudia’s wasn’t perishable. If it had been, the release
wouldn’t have mattered; it would have already been a total
loss. Our loads were manufacturing robots and computer
equipment controls, or such. High value. We weren’t to know
the details. The release remained a ‘no’ from the harbor
master. And then, we got a call to claim our trucks: get them
out of there immediately.”
“What did you do?”
“The client had been pushy. They had called the agent early
that morning to say the harbor master was going to release the
trucks. There would be bonus pay if we could be on the road
that day. My response was, ‘No problemo.’ The friend I was
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visiting works at the airport, which is near the harbor. Hitched
a ride in with them. Claudia and Hans flew in later. There was
an arranged shuttle to the harbor—a limo van. Really
luxurious: leather seats, bar, TV. No markings. It was just us
they picked up. Strangest thing. My RADAR was pinging a
hard signal. At the harbor, our trucks were there, waiting by
the gate: washed, fueled, and ready.”
“Who were the clients?”
“Don’t know. We dropped the load at the destined freight
depot. Being off schedule, we had lost the prior scheduled
return load. The agent said not to worry about it. All will work
out. A return load had been already arranged. Don’t ask
questions.”
“So, did you? Worry about it?”
“Nah. Trucking’s like the military: don’t ask questions if
they are not asked for.”
“Claudia and Hans?”
“They aren’t vets, but they get it. We were happy for the
business. The agent continued to keep us busy-busy, pulling
loads here to there. I visited you. Sometimes it was a bit out of
the way for the route. But you continued to pull the sleeping
beauty. Until one day, you didn’t.
“I was on the road. When I called, instead of connecting me
to a nurse, they put me on hold. Said they wanted to connect
me to a doctor. Oh my, Darren, what ran through my head.
Those were the longest several minutes since leaving active
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duty with the rangers. The truck and I went rolling along a
deserted highway. Each white line took forever to pass. A hill
was approaching. Had to downshift for it. And then, Dr.
Ramos came on the line. He confirmed who I was. I had told
them I was your partner—significant other. Otherwise, they
would have excluded me.”
“But that was truthiness, Jillian: I am. You are.”
She stared at him for a couple heartbeats before continuing.
“Waiting for the doctor to come on the line, I tried to have no
expectations. But when he began to talk in platitudes, despair
flooded in. Fearing the worst, I felt the world crash. There was
a roadside ahead. He waited patiently while I pulled the rig in.”
“Dr. Ramos is nice. He prefers to be called Dr. Joel though,
or just Joel. You really had to pull over?”
“Yes, Darren. I can’t explain it. That’s how I felt.” Her
eyes flashed. “Dr. Joel said you had awakened earlier that
morning. Your condition was guarded but good. Really good.
Like you had just awoken from a long nap. You impressed
him, saying you were starving, and asking for a cheeseburger
and fries. Did you really ask him that?”
“I did. I was. Sadly, it was hospital food only, at first.
Later, Bettina snuck me in some real food I craved.”
“Did you get your burger?”
“Yeah, and then some. It was OK. Dr. Joel was in on it. We
shared a pizza with him.”
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“Yeah. He seems a pretty hip guy. I left Claudia and Hans
talking with him in the cafeteria. Hans was asking all sorts of
questions about brain stuff, cognification, Artificial
Intelligence. Dr. Joel was into it. I think he enjoys our Hans’
tech fetish. Claudia was bored, rolling her eyes at me when I
left. She wanted to come up too, but I told her to stay put; that
we should chat lightly at first. And there was a question to
pop.”
“Oh. Did I answer your evaluation satisfactory, doctor?”
She drew her head back with a blank look. “I’ve been
going about it in a round about way. Though Dr. Joel described
you as completely here, I had to be sure myself.”
“And am I?”
“Here? Seems so.”
“Your question?”
“I’ve had a bit of time, a bit of a think. That is what
happens on the road. So, I have prepared a bit of a
monologue.”
“Excellent! Start at the beginning and carry on until the
end.”
“I will, if you give me the chance. This is a ‘something’ to
me.”
“Sorry. Please elaborate upon your ‘something.’”
She gave Darren a smirk, and then began, “See, I’ve been
solo since my service days. After the discharge, I was such a
mess. I didn’t want the responsibility, no, that’s not right: I
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couldn’t handle the responsibility of other human beings.
Claudia was there for me, as was Hans; however, they did not
flip it around and require from me. Those were rough times.
The PTSD demon haunted me. You understand?”
“PTSD? Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder? Yes. I’ve heard
of that.”
“Heard? OK, well more about that later. I”—a woman
knocked on the doorjamb and walked in. But for her hair
length—which was long—she was a mirror image of Jillian.
Even her clothes style was similar.
Darren’s mouth fell open.
Jillian had her back to the door. She saw Darren’s
expression and watched him a moment before saying, “Hi
Claudia.” She turned to face her sister. “I thought we agreed? I
would call before you came up. Where is Hans?”
“Still talking up Dr. Ramos. I couldn’t hear Hans any
longer.”
“Read a magazine.”
“I did.”
“Go to the news vendor’s stall. There will be more
magazines there.”
“Have you asked him? What did he say?”
“Nothing. He hasn’t said anything, as I’ve yet to ask him.”
“Well, what have you been doing all this time?”
“Talking.”
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“Talking. Yes, talking is good. Asking. That would be
good too. Stalling, now that would be less good.”
“You are right. The stall warning indicator has been on for
a good long while. This is hard for me, Claudia.”
“I know it is, sis. That’s the real reason I came up.” She
pulled a chair out of the corner and slid it over to the bed.
Darren had been turning his head, looking back and forth
between the sisters.
Claudia, “I see you haven’t told him you have a twin.”
“Darren, stop. You are going to make yourself dizzy.
Claudia and I are twins.”
“Identical, in fact.”
“Yes. Identical.”
Darren, “I saw you and a man—”
“Hans.”
“—Hans, in the ferry restaurant, at breakfast. I didn’t
remember…”
“Well, they were clear across the restaurant.”
Claudia, “And, you were quite infatuated, at the time. I
have heard this tale told upon many an occasion.”
Darren, “Amazing.”
Claudia, “Quite. So, I will blurt it out for my sister’s
convenience—the ranger who has been in the shit, but who has
become tongue-tied in the presence of a lovely man. You are,
by the way, a lovely man. I understand why she was smitten
from the first.”
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Darren looked to Jillian, who was staring intently at him.
Her eyes trapped him, startled him.
Claudia, “That’s her war face. You’ll get used to it, or
maybe you won’t. Hans hates it: spooks him.” Pause. “Darren.
Darren! Look at me.”
He complied.
“Jillian wants you to stay with us. I concur. It will be good
for you, for your ongoing physical healing, and your pending
psyche recovery. Your presence will also be good for Jillian.
The events have bruised her psyche as well, whether she
admits it or not.”
“I acknowledge.”
“Good, Jillian. You’ll be less work. What say you,
Darren?” Now Claudia turned on her war face.
It was too much for Darren, these twins staring at him. He
wanted to melt into the pillow, seek oblivion. The sheets
twisted in his now sweaty palms. Within closed eyes, he
counted heartbeats.
“Oh!” Claudia and Jillian said, simultaneously.
Darren flinched. With his eyes still tightly closed, he said,
“Before you came in, Claudia, Jillian was telling me she was
solo.”
“I know. Voices carry. Heard her in the hall. And, it was
‘solo poly,’ she meant to say, actually.”
Darren’s eyes flashed open. “You heard?!”
“Well, sometimes I hear Jillian not with just my ears.”
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“A twin thing?”
“Yes. Thoughts. Emotions. Sometimes even stimulation,
when they are strong.”
“Ah…”
“That too, if it’s strong.”
His eyes panned two smiling women, each a mirror of the
other: fiercely intense, not with anger, but with compassion. A
compassion, he realized, focused upon him.
Claudia, “Jillian was working up to say, though she has
remained solo poly for some time, the encounter with you has
her presently in a re-think. It is your decision if you want to try
us on for size. Our house is open. We have room in our lives, if
that is your direction. For the short while, there is no question
of it. You will stay with us. The term of your discharge today
is on condition that Jillian continues your nursing. But after,
when your physical and mental fitness returns, it is up to you.
There is no door to open as no fetters bind you.”
“Jillian, I—”
“Shush. Relax. Float with Claudia’s words.”
He looked down at his hands, how tightly they had been
gripping at the sheets. “I do not want to go back to my house.
Even if I was physically able, I do not want to be alone. It
would not be healthy. But I do not want to be a burden for
others.”
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“No burden. You will carry your weight when you are
ready. Jillian is good with her list of chore orders, aren’t you,
dear?”
“Somebody’s gotta keep discipline, and it certainly won’t
be you lazy civilians.”
“I see how you are looking at my sister, Darren. You have
made your decision.”
“And Hans? Will he be OK with me?”
“We don’t have a hierarchy. It was Jillian’s say. When I
told you I concurred, that was for your consumption. But I will
tell you, Darren, Hans would be happy to have you.”
Jillian nodded and said, “A word of advice. You might
want to express boundaries with Hans. You can tell him flat
out. He is used to that from us. Otherwise, he tends to push
until he feels an ahem…”
“Push back,” Claudia completed. They both laughed.
Darren looked quizzically between them, “O–K?”
“Up to you,” Jillian said, stroking his cheek. Claudia rose
to stand beside him. She stroked his other cheek, offering her
hand to kiss. Jillian did the same. She then loosened her hair
and shook it. It fell long down her back.
“Really?!” Darren asked. “Hair too? In my head, you both
are identical. How will I tell you two apart?”
Jillian started, “If we are truly identical—”
“—does it matter?” Claudia completed.
Together, “We are Sis.”
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“Your room is back here,” Hans said, leading the way.
“Sorry it’s at the other end of the house. But it’s big and
private. This section was built as maid’s quarters.”
They entered the room. Hans continued, “Nice, don’t you
think? It has its own bathroom”—turned on the light—“with
shower. That switch turns on the steam. And, bonus! An access
door to the backyard patio.”
Opening the door, “See? Pool. Jacuzzi. That’s the guest
bungalow back there. It has a kitchen. Two bedrooms. Fully
self-contained. If the urge arises to escape us, or entertain
exotic guests.”
Walking back through the house, he said, “Jillian keeps a
calendar in the kitchen, if you have bungalow booking needs.
The shopping list is on the refrigerator. Do you have any
dietary restrictions, or preferences?” he asked, hands on hips,
with one thrust out. A sister snuck up behind and gave him a
mighty slap on it. He closed his eyes and squeezed his lips
tight.
Turning to her, he said as he left, “You tart! Don’t break
him.” He leaned back in from the doorway mischievously,
“Darren, you do know which one this is, don’t you?”
Darren looked at the woman smirking before him. “Jillian.”
Hans came back into the room looking confused. “Why do
you think Sis is Jillian?”
The woman’s smirk grew.
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“Because Jillian wears two ear studs in her left ear. Claudia
wears two in her right.”
“Oh.”
The woman lifted Darren’s hand to her right ear. It was
also pierced; there were two holes.
Hans, “Welcome to the Sis mind games of ambiguity.”
“A girl’s got to have some fun. Don’t you think?”
“Best relax and enjoy the ride. They will, regardless if you
like it or not.”
“Come on, Hans. Don’t play with Darren. Tell the truth.”
“I love it. Every minute with these wonderful ladies. Sis
takes me there.”
“Well spoken. You are released. Now run along.”
Hans kissed her. He looked at Darren with a sigh, and left.
“You are Jillian, aren’t you?”
“Would you like me to be?”
“Then you aren’t?”
“Maybe I am. Kiss and see.”
So he did. Their tongues danced. His breathing grew
sharply, as did hers.
“You are Jillian. I know your kisses. I remember how you
responded.”
“Do you now? You remember how I responded upon our
first kiss? I’m impressed. You’ve quite a memory, Señor,
seeing as how that was our first kiss.”
“Claudia!”
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“Would you like me to be? Try that kiss on me again, and
we’ll see, won’t we?”
He paused.
“Huh. Your circuits are fried. I can help with that.” She
took his hand. “Your room is back here, isn’t it?” she asked,
pulling him along. “I forgot to check if there was fresh linen on
the bed.”
Entering the room, she went to the windows, opening one.
“Stuffy in here.” She turned back to him. “You are worried
about Hans, how hard I spanked him. Well, he likes it like that.
Less doesn’t work. Just so you know, for future reference,” she
said, observing, “should the need arise.”
Crossing the room to him, “With you, I am gentle as a
kitten, as your condition dictates.”
“Kittens have been known to scratch and bite.”
“Do they now?”
“Playfully so. Little tigers.”
Lowering him to the bed. “Well, how about that. A handy
tip. Have to keep that in mind.”
Darren woke in the bed alone. A gentle breeze was playing
with the curtain. The air smelled wet. In the distance, quietly, a
pool pump cycled on.
He got up stiffly. Wobbling into the bathroom, the image
came to him of Bettina splashing water in his face and
adjusting his styled hair. Stretching his back, he thought that
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was a fine bed. More images of Bettina followed. The stiffness
from the drive had melted away. Perhaps Sis had a hand, or
two, in helping. But something deeper lurked, requiring
attention. “Masseuse home visit?” he mused.
Entering the kitchen, the three were at the table. Dinner
remnants were before them. Each had a glass of wine.
They looked to him in greeting.
Darren said, cheerfully, “I know those glasses. Mexican
bubble glass.”
“We wondered how long you were going to sleep. Hans
was worried Sis had broken you—and on the first day too.”
“He told me kittens scratch and bite.”
“Did he now. Good to know. Oh wait. Forgot. Did I know
that before?”
“Perhaps you were never acquainted?”
“Ah. Good point. Could be. But we did dress appropriately,
didn’t we?”
“You were right. Good call.”
“Sis! You really will break him keeping this up.”
“Just having a bit of fun.”
“Lightening the mood.”
“You did make me wear all this clothes at table, as though
we had the neighbor priest over for dinner.”
“Mm–hmm. Yummy. Priestie’s a hottie.”
Hans, “Darren, the girls are teasing you about keeping
dinner clothing optional. Sometimes on hot evenings”—Sis
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laughed, each mouthing ‘hot evenings,’ while Hans looked
across them—“That’s what they are on about. All this clothes
has got them in a rather silly mood tonight.”
“Something else had got to my mood earlier. But just now,
I find myself a bit more… How do you say, Sis?”
“Relaxed?”
“Thank you. Yes, that’s it, exactly. Relaxed.” She pointed:
two ear studs, left ear.
Hans, “There is no priest next door.”
“But wouldn’t that be fun if there were?”
“Right, you two. Go for a swim. Cool off.” Hans turned to
Darren. “Are you hungry? I’ll fix you a plate.”
Sis got up, leaving a trail of clothes behind on the walk to
the pool.
One called back, “A little problem with your suggestion,
Hans. How are we to cool off when we know Darren here is all
over us with his eyes?”
The other, “He is, isn’t he? And what do we do with
naughty thought’d boys?”
“Scratch and bite, like we heard kittens have been known to
do?”
Both sisters shouted together, as they jumped into the
water, “If we are asked nicely!”
Hans, “They are in quite high spirits—really excited you
are here. I am very happy about that. You bring some kind of
chemistry to them.”
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“Catnip?”
Hans doubled over with laughter. Darren joined him,
careful of the tender ribs.
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CHAPTER III
Lattermath

D

arren’s hair had grown. On their last video chat,
Bettina had mentioned the length was in need of
attention. An invitation had been offered to visit Haus
Ambiguous, as Hans had named the place. She accepted for
some weekend to come, but they had yet to set a date; work
schedule at the hospital kept her at long hours.
She rushed out the words nervously, “Finally, it’s come.
Next week, I can arrange to be free. See to that raggy hair of
yours. Would that work? I didn’t want to come for just a short
stay. We need more time than that.”
What had only prior been a game of innuendo between
them now had the promise of consummation.
He visibly caught his breath. “I would like that very much,
Bettina.”
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She had played through so many possible responses. His
simple reaction was unexpected. It brought a wave of relief.
The suspense was over.
“Settled. The weather is forecast to be warmer. I thought to
moto over on the bike. Take a slight detour through the hills
along the way. Two day ride. Would Monday work for you?”
“Monday? Next week?”
“Oh. Is that too soon? Are you busy? Sorry. With my crazy
schedule I didn’t know earlier. Colleagues have been on
vacation. But now that school is back in, routine is returning.”
She took a breath, suddenly nervous, almost pleading, “I didn’t
know until just now. I called soon as the possibility arose.”
He had been watching her sparkling eyes, and open lips
exposing white teeth, “Bettina, of course it’s OK. I am happy.”

The rumble of a motorcycle grew in the distance. Darren
was alone at the house, reclining on the patio. The last of the
morning sun played across him. He had fidgeted through
breakfast attending to Jillian.
After a thermos was filled with coffee, Jillian took it under
an arm and said, “Today will be a local haul. Ron is in town.
You remember him, from the ferry? He wants to hang out. If
he’s a good boy, I’ll stay over: give you and Bettina space. I
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would be back after tomorrow’s run. We can catch up then.
Suits?”
“Really? You don’t need to stay away.”
“Hey, Darren. No heroics here. Ron has been trying to get
Sis in the sack since we got off the ferry. He’s found these
tough chick sisters really turn him on. We have been teasing,
playing coy—kinda like you and Miss Bettina, but much more
graphically stereo. The compersion I’m feeling about her
finally paying a visit has got my juices going. You know how I
get. Needing to take it out on someone, Ron seemed the likely
victim.”
“Offered himself willingly for the sacrifice? You are going
to give him 100% Sis for the first time?”
“Nah. An all-Sis encounter would probably break him. It
will just be me. Start slow, then turn up the volume.”
“I am very happy.”
“We know you are. Your happiness bounces right back to
us. Show Bettina that; she will respond.” Coming around the
counter, they embraced, pressing hips. The kiss continued
deeply.
Jillian leaned back and said, “How can she not, with such a
cute guy?”
“Hmm…”
“You taste of strawberries, by the way. Gotta run!”
Darren put the thermos into the tote. Zipping it shut, she
took it from him.
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“Have fun, gorgeous,” she said, looking at him closely
before giving a parting kiss.
He followed her to the door, where she paused and turned
back, throwing herself into his arms. Her lips found his ear, “I
love you, Darren. We all do.”
With that said, her body, which had been pressing deeply
against him, stepped back and crossed the threshold. The door
closed softly behind.
The nervousness from Bettina’s impending arrival had
melted away: Jillian’s parting gift. She had spoken the exact
right words—words he needed to hear.
The coffee was finished. Drip was not his drink. That brew
was for the sisters, who called it: the beverage of choice for the
truckers they were. While he washed up, the coffee machine
cycled off. It was taken apart and cleaned. The rituals of the
morning provided continuity of purpose. It was a pleasure to
contribute to the family—each did as they could.
For him this morning herbal tea was what he craved.
Something flowery. A steaming cupful was brought along to
the patio. He reclined on the lounge chair and attended the bird
performance. They were noisy today, flying back and forth. A
humming bird arrived at the feeder, punctuating the
performance. Another came along, alighting by the first. Their
stillness was but a moment’s pause to us, forever to them. With
a squeak they were back in the air, chasing each other across
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the yard. Their piercing little calls faded into the distance,
replaced by the barely audible rumble of a motorcycle. As the
sound approached, Darren’s pulse increased.
The garage door had been left open after Jillian’s departure.
Darren stood in the shadow, just inside. The motorcycle made
its way along the gravel road trailing behind a cloud of dust. It
slowed. A hand came off the bar to wave in reply. Rolling into
the garage, the rider switched off the motor and pushed the
side-stand down. She leaned back. Opening the dark visor
revealed a smiling face.
“Darren!”
“Hi, Bettina.”
She pulled off the helmet. A rope of red hair was braided
tightly down her back. It swung behind like a tail.
They moved to each other automatically. He leaned in to
kiss her cheeks, but she would have none of that. She directed
his lips to hers before hugging him tightly against stiff leathers.
“Wow!” she said, leaning back. “I’m here! Can you believe
it!”
“I am so happy to see you.”
“Me too! You weren’t kidding about this place being off
the beaten path. It is way out here. The GPS had warned me
when I left the pavement that beyond this point there be
dragons.”
“Just past the black stump, turn right—”
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“Yes. By Farmer John’s shed, the one that burned down
back in ‘86.”
“And yet, you found the way.”
She stood before him, having removed the bags from the
bike. “I did! Technology can be such a wonderful thing.”
“Let’s go in.”
“Please. Without air flow, these leathers get hot. I am
already sweaty.”
“You good with the bags?”
“Sure. Lead on.”
“I can’t believe you are here!”
He led into the house. “Your room’s ready. Back here.”
“Nice kitchen. Marble counter tops? Spotless too.”
“I clean when I am nervous.”
“Nervous? About me? Aah, that’s so sweet. I don’t bite.”
Darren expected her to follow with, “Unless you ask me
nicely,” but the words didn’t come.
“This is it,” he said, panning his hand across the room.
“Sweet. Is this the bathroom? A steam shower? How fun!”
She turned back to him. “This is a great room, Darren.”
“I’ll be in Claudia and Hans’. They are away on a longhaul. Not sure when they’ll be back. Maybe next week.”
She looked at him, her head tilted slightly, “I am so totally
melting in this suit.” She pulled the zipper long and stepped
out of it. A thin white cotton shirt hung from her shoulders; the
leggings were painted on. “See? Sweaty.”
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His tongue didn’t work.
“Are we alone?”
“Yes.”
“Good.” She smiled at him knowing what her look was
doing to his brain, and elsewhere. “What’s for lunch? Only had
a piece of burned toast this morning at the motel. Got on the
road early. I am like totally starving.”
He snapped out of it. “Ah, egg salad sandwiches. Fruit
salad. I can toast the bread burned, if that’s what you like.”
“Would you? That is so sweet. Raw bread is so boring.”
“I’m on it,” he said, leaving the room, unsure if she had
been joking.
There were words on her lips, but he had departed too
quickly. She didn’t utter them to his back. The sight of him
wiggling away drew her attention. She said to herself, “OK,
Bettina. Way to cover it, saying you were hot rather than
explaining the nervous sweat to him. He’s nervous too. Calm
down. You are gonna say something goofy. Try to relax.”
There was a moment’s thought before coming to a
conclusion. She took the leggings off and pulled on shorts—no
underwear in between. The thin shirt was left as it was, braless
underneath.
“Feels good being naughty,” she said.
Placing the sandwiches on a tray with the drinks, he looked
up to see her enter the kitchen. “Va–voom!” he thought.
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“Good!” she thought back.
After clearing his throat, he said, “Let’s sit outside. Is that
OK?”
“Suits,” she said, stepping out the open door. Crossing to
the glider bench, she sat.
He looked at the table, then at her.
She asked, “Is this OK? More comfy floating.”
“That’s fine,” he said, and pulled over a side table.
Taking a sandwich, a pouty frown crossed her face, “Ah,
you didn’t burn the bread.”
He was taken aback, “I thought you were kidding! You
were, weren’t you?”
After letting him suffer a moment, she turned the frown
upside-down, “Of course! Silly. I am a redhead, you know.
I’ve a reputation to keep, among other things.” She pointed to
the word printed on the shirt below the cleavage, between the
mounds of her breasts.
He stared.
She looked down, the smile now becoming a mischievous
grin. “Oh, it’s all bunched up. You can’t read it.” She pulled
the loose shirt tight against her definition.
“Better?”
When an immediate answer wasn’t returned, the pout was
back. “It says, ‘Brat.’ You aren’t gonna have a heart attack, are
you? Just having a little fun.”
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Continuing to eye him, she took a sip of the drink. “Look at
you. Can’t talk, but the communication is clear: you are
enjoying this too.”
She sat back. “OK, alright, alright. So I am a little excited.
Can you blame me? I will tone it down. Let’s finish our lunch.
I did tell you I was starving, right?”
“Yes. You did.”
“He speaks. Great! Reward!” She leaned in and gave him a
quick kiss before taking a bite of sandwich. Over the mouthful
she said, “Let me tell you a story.”
“I like stories. Will this be a good one?”
“Leads us to here.”
“Then it is a good one. Please, carry on.”

“I had been at Eastlands Hospital only a short while before
Dr. Ramos and Nurse Crawford started. Dr. Joel and Nurse
Judy, as you know them. They had been at University Hospital
before then. He’s well known in the brain field. A bit famous
actually, academia-wise. Eastlands had heard the rumor he had
wanted to get out into the real world. They made an offer and
snatched him up quick. The esteem was flattering, but it didn’t
turn Joel’s head. Judy keeps him honest.”
“They are really good together, like they complete each
other.”
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“Yes. That’s a nice way to put their relationship. I liked
them immediately. They became very important in my life.
Especially through all the turmoil when the Catholic Church
took over Eastlands Hospital. They renamed it Saint Louisa.
The reformation was really hard, on me in particular. I
wouldn’t have made it through emotionally were it not for Joel
and Judy, and my guys.”
“He and Judy have been by here, you know?”
“Yes.”
“‘Checking up on me. See how I am making out,’ he had
said. They stayed in the guest house.”
“Ah–huh.”
“Their first night we were up late, sitting here like this by
the pool—chit-chatting like teenagers. There was a lot of
energy. But eventually I got tired and excused myself for bed.
The sound of them going on drifted in through the open
window while I drifted off to dreamland, punctuated
occasionally by Hans’ laughter.
“The next morning Joel confided that they had accepted
positions back with University. Hans insisted they stay with us
as long as they needed, while the relocation was being settled.”
“Amazing coincidence, huh?”
“Life can be like that: happens all the time around us, if we
have open eyes and hearts.”
“Well spoken. I’d like to carry on with my story, if I may.”
“Oh yes, please. Sorry.”
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She picked up his hand and laced their fingers together.
Observing this new apparatus, she said, “But first, a digression.
Did Joel explain why they were leaving St. Louisa?”
“Something about wanting to refocus on research.”
“Yeah. Something like that. But really, he was bored with
having to continuously navigate the profit and loss politics
between the hospital and the insurance board who dictated
treatment parameters.”
“Death panels run by insurance suits.”
“Exactly. Health care is a for-profit business, thus the
church’s interest.”
“When you said, ‘reformation,’ what did you mean?”
“When the hospital’s name was changed, it wasn’t just a
rebranding. They brought in their edict on what care meant.”
“Like women’s care?”
“For instance. Any care that was at odds with church
doctrine was heresy—forbidden.”
“And the community?”
“Could go to another hospital.”
“Was there another hospital in the area?”
“No. Only a doc-in-a-box, out-patient surgery.”
“Nasty business against patients.”
“Not just patients, but staff too.”
“Wasn’t there protest?”
“Of course.”
“But it didn’t help?”
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“The purple suits had it all worked out before. They knew
exactly how to manipulate the situation to neuter dissent.”
“Couldn’t you join together to complain to the state, or
something?”
“We did. The union got the state involved. They came in
strong, offering protection. That there would be an
investigation.”
“What came of that?”
“Nothing.”
“Nothing?! Really?”
“It was all a show. The government representatives were
stooges, actors. They showed up already paid off. My
colleagues that were the leaders, or were involved in the
protest, were fired. Every single one of them. The entire
gynecology group was sacked. Can you imagine?”
“Horrible.”
“One, a woman who was the chief nurse of the
cardiovascular department, didn’t accept the termination. She
fought it.”
“Good for her.”
“No. Not really. The purple frock show continued to turn
the crank. In the end, she was blacklisted. Ruined her. She
works now as a cocktail waitress at a silly dance club.”
“That is terrible. But can’t she move somewhere else?”
“Eastlands is where she is from—lived there her whole life.
All her family is there. Even if she could leave, try a start
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somewhere else, the hospital saw to that. They got her license
revoked with prejudice. Tainted credentials means her medical
career is over.”
“Argh. Poor woman.”
“Linda.”
“Is that her name?”
“Yes. She is very nice. A sister in the redhead tribe. We’ve
stayed in touch; we take coffee together sometimes. I’ve been
out with her, met her family, and been to the bar where she
now works—though I’m not much for the social thing. I didn’t
care for the bar: the place was such a pick-up joint.”
“Aahh.”
“I did like talking to her family. They were really nice, but
probably found me dull.”
“Dull? You? I can’t believe that.”
“I was different then.”
“I can’t imagine you as introverted. It takes no imagination
to know what a tease you are, flashing your goods.”
“You’re sweet. I’m not really flirty. The Brat, that’s for
you, Darren. You perceive the world around you. I enjoy your
attention.”
“It’s on you a lot.”
“Yeah,” she said, holding the smile. “I know what that does
for you, and it’s right back at me. We got a feedback loop
thing going on. It’s fun.”
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He slid over against her and rested his head on her
shoulder. He said quietly, “It is.”
“A last thing about Linda and her family. They are poly.”
“OK. How did you feel when she told you that?”
“I was confused. It was still Eastlands Hospital then. We
had finished our shift together and were chatting in the parking
lot. I get really wired after work. She was hungry and wanted
to keep our talk going too. The sun was going down. There’s a
nice restaurant with a patio on a cliff above the river that runs
through town. We went there. I don’t think before that night
we had talked much personal. She asked me if I knew what
polyamory was. I said I hadn’t realized she was a Mormon.
After a laugh, she explained the basics, and then sat back.
She’s a good listener. That’s good, as the words, the questions,
kept bubbling out of me. The short of it was, for her, being
poly was having multiple intimate loves simultaneously in her
life.”
“Yeah, that’s essentially it.”
Her hand found his cheek. “I told her I understood. That
there were three men in my life. They were everything to me:
Manny, Moe, and Jack.”
“Oh–ho! You are doing it with The Pep Boys?”
She nudged him playfully off her shoulder, “Oh–ho
yourself, Darren. The Boys are my horses. Between work and
them, I haven’t had the time for any others.”
“OK. Peace. I was just teasing you back, Miss Cleavage.”
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“I know you didn’t put your head on my shoulder just
because you were sleepy.”
“Well…”
“Come on. Put it back. I like your head here.”
“How is it you came to have horses named for an auto parts
store?”
“They aren’t actually. Just another one of those random
things. Manny came into my life when I was in my preteens.
My best friend, Sabé, introduced us. She had invited me over
for the weekend. They kept horses on a big pasture at her
house. We were both having a hard time of it. Our parents
didn’t understand. It wasn’t school. Our grades were OK—that
was all parents seemed to care about. It was our bodies that
were difficult, changing. Sabé and I were going through that
together. Getting curves where before there were none. Boys.
They can be so stupid. And girls, they can be worse. So mean.
She and I would run away and hide from the world. That
meant hanging out at the barn, being with her horses.”
“I like horses.”
“That’s nice,” she said, squeezing at his fingers between
hers. “Still OK? Not fallen asleep?”
“My fingers? No. I like the contact. Keep going with the
story.”
“Before I had met Sabé, the thought of horses, these huge
animals, had intimidated me. But her horses were nice. I liked
them from when we were first introduced. I wasn’t scared at
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all. Being near them felt natural. Sabé showed me how to care
for them—feeding and brushing. They responded and were
gentle, calm. But oh man! The first time they took off across
the pasture running, playing with each other, I saw how fast
and agile they were. Sabé said they were happy and were
showing off for me.
“Right away I learned to ride. Sabé taught me. She said I
was, ‘A natural.’ That was it. Hooked me deeply. I was over
frequently after that. Sabé’s parents would have me for dinners
and sleep overs. Like, I became their adopted daughter. I think
they were glad to have me there. Their only child was not a
dour mopey teenager when I was around.”
“Lovely friend.”
“My best girlfriend.”
“Are you still in touch?”
“Yes. Perhaps you will meet her.”
“I would enjoy learning to ride. Have always wanted to, but
there was never the time, or opportunity.”
“Perhaps that can be arranged. My first horse was arranged
by Sabé.”
“Manny?”
“Yes. He had a few years on him, but he had a disposition
excellent for the eager novice I was. He took care of me as I
took care him, like Sabé showed me. We did trail riding. And
when my seat was better—”
“Your seat?”
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“My balance and confidence. Anticipating Manny, and he
anticipating me.”
“Riding sounds complicated. I thought you just sit there
and the horse goes clip, clop.”
“Ah, no. A bit more to it than that. Later, when we were in
our teens, Sabé invited me to attend a competition she was in.
It was a state level event, held in the north. She and her parents
would be gone for a week. As it was summer break, the trip
was OK with my parents. They were happy to have a holiday
from their dour teenager. I was so happy to be invited—proud,
actually of my friend, Sabé: horsewoman athlete. I had no idea
what was going on.”
“What was the competition?”
“Three Day Eventing.”
“And that is?”
“Eventing is like an equestrian triathlon, over three days.
Dressage, cross-country, and show jumping. Totally grueling.
She had involved me in her training. We really got into crosscountry. Unfortunately, the coursework proved to be too much
for Manny. He wanted to keep up, but afterwards was so sore
for it. Age had brought arthritis to his legs. We just stayed with
trail riding for him after that. Then, Moe came into my life. He
is a big and bold thoroughbred. We trained side by side with
Sabé, but for when I did set-ups for her.”
“Roadie?”
“Something like that.”
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“How was the competition?”
“Oh–my–god! Amazing! Horses everywhere. I was so high
on the energy. That was it. Totally hooked, in love with horses
—thoroughbreds in particular.”
“And Sabé?”
“Totally in love with her too.”
“Oh. No, I meant, how did she do?”
“She did excellent. Tops for the cross-country and jumping.
Her horse had a fifth leg when some jumps got a bit sticky.
The dressage, though. That caught her out. We knew that
discipline was going to be weak for them. ‘Prissy dance
contest,’ she called it. Operating a robo-horsie was not their
thing. She’s an action girl, so was her horse. I learned from her
that I was one too.”
“Dressage? I’ve no idea what you are talking about.”
She laughed. He sat up. Turning on the bench to face each
other, a curious look crossed her face.
“What?” he asked.
After a moment, she composed herself. “You don’t get it,
do you? Sabé was my girlfriend.”
“You said that, girl friend.”
“No, girlfriend, as in lover. We were intimate.”
“Oh. You are right. I didn’t get that. Guys are dense. This
one in particular.”
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“In more ways than one. Come here. Put your head back. I
want to tell you another story, and then I’ll want a shower—
wash off this sticky road grime sweat.”
He slid back into place. “I’m ready.”
“You were admitted at St. Louisa with great fanfare. The
doctors met the helicopter on the roof, bringing you in. The
administrators lurked behind, rubbing their greedy little hands
together. They salivated at the fame you would bring their
hospital: the husband of Karissa Dechinta. Oh, but they were
excited. On the way in, your status had been forwarded to Dr.
Ramos. All was at the ready.”
“Kara never found peace from the attention.”
“Huh? What do you mean? The newspaper said she gave of
herself selflessly.”
“It was just her job, she had said. No heroics. Her coworker. He was the one who went into the chamber. He was
the one who sacrificed himself.”
“But she remained at the controls and was poisoned for it.
What happened to the co-worker?”
“He was already a walking dead man before entering the
chamber. He knew it, as did she.”
“How?”
“Their exposure badges. His was at lethal. Hers was less. It
was the logical choice, he insisted. She watched his progress
on the monitor. He fell several times, but each time got back
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up. The valve lever was there before him. Feeling the way
along the wall, he crossed straight to it. The override was
pulled to open. And then he fell, crumpled into a fetal position.
He did not get up. His face, Kara said, was burned black. That
was it. He did not move again. She went back to the controls
and completed the procedure, each step calmly, and then the
next. After the critical shutdown initiated, she left. Made her
way along the hallway and into the gallery. The sled was there,
waiting to take her out. She climbed in. Sealed the hatch and
was pressed heavily into the seat from the sharp acceleration.
The g-force blacked her out. She was next conscious at the
facility hospital. Zuni and I were there, sitting with her.”
“I didn’t know anything of this story.”
“It was suppressed.”
“The co-worker?”
“Jeb. His body remained in the chamber. A robot was sent
in. His form fell apart into ashes when they tried to retrieve it.
There was nothing more that could be done. His remains were
entombed within the chamber when it was encased. Sealed
within the obscurity of forever.”
There was silence between them.
Darren’s mind was still. Bettina’s was not, but words
would not come.
After a while, he broke the silence. “It is nice out here. I
enjoy sharing this time with you. Birds know not our trivial
worries.”
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“The hummingbirds are amazing. They love that butterfly
bush.”
“As do the butterflies.”
“Yes.” She drew in a deep breath and let it out. A second
was drawn, and then she said, “I am sorry about where we
went just now. This was not the conversation I wanted.”
“Don’t apologize, Bettina. That was all on me. I needed to
tell someone. I’m glad it was you.”
“I appreciate your trust.”
He sobbed softly, pulling into her.
She took a breath and blurted out, “Let me tell you
something silly OK? Change of mood. Something about this
silly girl.”
Mopping at his face, “I would like to hear your words.”
“It’s about the story of Mr. Woody. Have you heard it?”
“Ah, no.”
“Judy didn’t mention?”
“’fraid not.”
“Good! This will be new to you. Something fun.”
“You have my attention.”
“As you will learn how you first got mine. You really did.
Still do. This attention grabbing originally came about, so to
speak, while you were in a coma. I was the physiotherapist for
the ward. Protocol for patients in your state is to assist in
keeping joints and muscles flexible. This was Dr. Ramos’,
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Joel’s, philosophy of care: we give our patients attention as
they require.
“Generally it’s a routine of quiet on the floor. We like to
make a bit of humor to lighten the dreary mood. Some fun
backstories are invented. With the ones that strike us as clever,
perhaps we elaborate at bit more. Judy explained when you
were brought in who you were.”
“What did you think of me?”
“Dutiful of my role. Your condition was stable. A nice
man. Pleasant looking. Having a lovely sleep. That’s what was
going through my head when we were first getting acquainted.
Dr. Ramos had instructed the course I was to follow. Judy
helped me with the initial manipulations; with the latter part, I
didn’t require her. I’m a pretty fit chick.”
“I’ve noticed. Check out these arms and shoulders. Totally
buff.”
“Aww, shucks, mister. ‘Tweren’t nothin’,” she said, and
playfully punched him on the arm. “I was cooling down,
finishing with your feet. Joel thinks the feet talk directly to the
deepest part of the brain. I agree. You were the last patient left
on the shift for me. As it was our first session, I was happy to
spend extra time getting to know you, so to speak.”
“I feel you are leading this story, building up for
something?”
“Yes. I had become aware you had a little performance
going on.”
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“I did? In a coma?”
“Ah–huh. I hadn’t noticed at first, until you made a small
groan. Could hardly hear it over the whirling noise of the
equipment in the room. I was sitting below, working a foot.
You were prone before me. Hearing you groan again, I lifted
my head up to see. You had a towel across your waist, but
were otherwise nude. And there it was.”
“What was?”
“Your cock, of course. It was hugely erect and had pushed
itself out from under the towel.”
She looked at Darren, who didn’t say anything.
“So there I was. Professional medical staff, staring at this
erection. It was moving too, quivering. I was stunned, or so I
thought. I told myself: be relaxed, stay composed. But what
happened next…”
“What?”
“The quivering increased. Your whole body stiffened, and
you ejaculated.”
“Oh. I take it that was not normal for patients in my state?”
“Ah, no. There was quite a bit of volume too.”
“I can be productive.”
She wrinkled her brow, and said, “Yeah. The third shock
followed immediately. Just after you finished off your selfie, in
walks Judy. She saw the prodigious fluids spattered across
your chest. And then she looked at me standing at your feet,
my face aghast.”
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“Hah! What did she do?”
“She was instantly sympathetic. Closing the door behind
her, she said, mischievously, ‘Bettina, I see you have met Mr.
Woody.’
“No idea what I said—certainly nothing coherent. Without
a pause, she was all business. A warm towel cleaned you up,
while I continued to mumble, trying to explain my terror. If
this event was found out, I’d lose my job, or worse.
“The priest administrators running the hospital were severe
prudish. Remember I told you about Linda? The real reason
she was treated so harshly wasn’t just because of her protest—
they had weathered more effective dissent. It was that they
disapproved of her multiple partner lifestyle.”
“Judy shushed me to calm down. ‘Not to worry,’ she said,
‘you are in the club now.’
“After you were cleaned up, she explained: In the short
time since your arrival, this was not the first episode. Indeed,
you had Joel rather intrigued. There had been some
investigation into your ability. It was thought, by remaining in
a lucid dreaming state, your mind experienced a world of its
own crafting. The reality of interacting with it could stimulate
nocturnal emissions.”
“Huh. Welcome to the show that never ends. We’re so glad
you could attend. Come inside, come inside. Club Darren.”
“So to speak. On the way home I picked up Chinese.
Opened a bottle of wine that had been in the refrigerator for
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way too long. I was still so out of it that night. The next days
were off. Anyway, I needed the down time. Reclined on the
couch and vegged. Ate out of the take-away box with
chopsticks. Drank wine from a big glass. Watched a movie. A
romantic French comedy, Les deux Heureux (Two are
Happy).”
“You speak French?”
“I do. Isn’t that cool? Still leave the subtitles on for the
difficult dialect, but for the most part I don’t need them.”
“What was the film about?”
“The classic setup. Two people, a man and a woman, who
don’t know each other. Each booked a suite at a spa hotel in
the French Alps. They had been given a gift certificate for the
booking as birthday gifts. The hotel was way up in the
mountains. The drive up with the view was stunning. They
arrived at the same time. The woman had followed the man—
stuck behind him—on the curvy road; she complained all the
way about his slow driving. He complained about the crazy
person tailgating. When they turned into the hotel parking, he
didn’t recognize that she pulled in as well. The lot was really
full causing them to park in different sections. It took a while
to get the luggage out of the car. But finally, he made his way
up, just in time to hold the door for the woman entering the
hotel: she had finally passed him. He did not recognize her as
the tailgating driver. When they came to the front desk, the
clerk talked to them as though they were together. They
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paused, actually seeing each other for the first time. Both tried
to talk at the same moment. One excused for the other to talk;
this went round several times. The clerk’s attention went back
and forth like a tennis match chair umpire. Finally, finishing
the other’s sentence, each admitted nervously that they were
not together. A second clerk came over to service the man.
Straining to overhear the other’s conversation, they learned
neither was with a partner. The first clerk, an attractive woman
who was the chief, motioned for the man to come over. She
said there was a problem: the rooms they had booked were not
available. A water pipe had burst the night before. The whole
floor was closed. Sorry. The woman was verbally upset. The
man got quietly depressed. Continuing in a calm voice, the
chief said she understood that they both had such a long drive
to the hotel. And rather than turn them away, there was another
possibility, if it was agreeable. Because of a cancellation, a
room had become available. She had just gotten off the phone
with the Sheikh that had booked it. He had apologized for the
late notice and had asked that they please bill him for the full
stay and all the arranged amenities. This was a unique
opportunity. To overcome any inconvenience, she would be
happy to put them in that suite, if they wouldn’t mind sharing.
It had two bedrooms, by the way.”
“I think I might have seen that one. There was some
embarrassing accidental nudity concerning the bathroom. The
woman walked in while the guy was taking a shower. He had
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shampoo in his eyes and didn’t see her. She turned to leave and
walked into the back of the closed door.”
“Yes! Then later the woman accidentally exposes herself in
the kitchen while making an espresso—that silk robe of hers
just kept coming untied.
“It was hilarious when they later went to the spa together. It
was the first time either of them had been there. They walked
out onto the terrace in white terrycloth robes—”
“Wearing bathing suits underneath.”
“Exactly. All the other guests were nude. Laying in the sun.
Swimming. Strolling around.”
“So of course, they had to disrobe as well.”
“Of course. The conversation after was a scream:
unintentional innuendo, and such. Trying not to stare, but
embarrassingly being caught doing just that. The man having
to cross his legs rather severely, and hide himself with a drink
tray he took from a waiter. I was rolling on the floor from
laughing so hard,”
“The wet mark on the woman’s towel where she had been
sitting.”
“Oh yeah! I forgot that. She had actually spilled a drink on
it earlier.”
“But it worked out for them in the end, didn’t it? The
panorama view through the window. The sunrise on the
mountain peaks…”
“The couple cuddled in bed together.”
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“Beautiful.”
“And when they got back to the city, wasn’t that a big
surprise waiting for them!”
Bettina, “I really enjoyed that movie. Rolling on the floor
laughing was exactly what I needed. The wine had gotten me a
little drunk, but not enough. So I opened a second bottle. It
wasn’t that late, and I felt like being a night owl. I was back on
the couch blanking out to scenes from the movie;
unbeknownst, the next show had begun. The opening credits
were almost through when I recognized. It was a series
episode. Finding Comfort. You know it?”
“Finding Comfort? Sure! That’s from a few years back.
Kara was totally into the series. She got Zuni and I hooked as
well.”
Bettina took a breath, thinking quick to avoid this turn back
to Kara. “Could I have more tea? I am getting a bit parched
from all my yammering on.”
“Well, certainly, Miss Scarlett. Won’t be but a minute.” He
stood to gather up the plates and glasses.
“Thank you most kindly, sir,” she said, and pushed off,
rocking the glider bench. She began to hum. The sound was
distracting; it followed him inside the house.
Usually by this time of the day Darren would be feeling a
bit tired, and would want to lay down for a while. This energy
cycle had limited tagging along with Jillian in the truck. She
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had thought to get him involved in the profession, and had
started him as a trucker-in-training. But the tiredness would
come on, and then it was back to the navigator seat for him—
staring out the window until he would conk off. She would
wake him, and he would crawl back to the sleeper
compartment.
Today however, he was feeling energetic, wide awake.
In the meanwhile, Bettina had become hypnotized by the
activity around the butterfly bush. Two hummingbirds were
working the flowers edging ever closer to each other.
Coming out through the slider door, a huge smile was
across Darren’s face; a glass was in each hand.
She turned as he sat. “There you are. I’ve missed you!” She
leaned forward and kissed him. This went on for a while until
they each leaned back for air.
“Firsties!” she said.
“Hmm…” came the response, his head had nestled atop her
shoulder.
“Passion kiss,” she explained. “I like being here with you.”
“Your visit was overdue.”
“I know, wasn’t it? I am here now!”
“Yes!”
“Hey so, I am feeling a bit sore and sticky from sweating in
the leathers. I’d like to”—nudging shoulders—“shower. Would
you join me?”
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Raising his head to find her lips in answer, “Yes.”
She stood, and pulled him up. “Come on then. Show me
how those fancy fixtures operate. I want steam!”
“You can have that.”
The glasses of tea were left abandoned on the side table.
The ice occasionally clinked as it melted in the ambient heat of
the day. Some giggling and oohing came into the yard through
the open bedroom window, mixing with the hum of the steam
generator. The water ran on and on, until it didn’t.
Bettina lifted up on an elbow. She had been playing
thoughtlessly with a lock of Darren’s hair, twirling it around a
finger. “Should cut this.”
“So you said.”
“Meant it! I had every intention of doing so. Gave you a
nice shampoo scalp massage, didn’t I?”
“You certainly did. And I gave one back in return.”
“Yes. But then you got distracted.”
“I believe it was you that took us there.”
“Hmm… Yes. Understandable, don’t you think?”
“The teasing you used to give me at the hospital, leaning
over; your smock would fall open strategically.”
“You liked that?”
“I looked forward to time with you very much.”
“I’m glad. I did too. You were my special guy in the ward.”
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“The entertaining talent of Mr. Woody?”
“Yeah, OK. I’ll admit it. Had me thinking, Guy-wise. It
had just been my equines for a long time. Work, training,
horse-keeping, repeat. Time goes by.”
“Yes, it does.”
“Mr. Woody, in my imagination. Yeah, we had fun. But it
was the guy attached that pushed me over. I organized it so we
would have more session time.”
“Had me wondering how you got through the day if you
spent as much time with the others as you spent with me—”
“My special guy. As for the others, they were taken care of.
Judy knew what was going on. She helped facilitate the time.”
“Dr. Ramos?”
“Joel was fascinated objectively by what was going on in
your brain. I was as well, by the way, but from a more
subjective perspective.”
“Oh?”
“More secret telling time.”
Sitting up, he said, “Do tell, do!”
She moved against him, wiggling to embrace his chest.
“There was this birthday gift, from a friend.”
“Sabé?”
“Yes!” she said, squeezing him. “It was a prank gift, really.
My face turned bright red when I opened it. She had her fun
teasing me. Though she had suggestions, I was shy. They were
left unexplored. The gift ended up in the back of a drawer.
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“At our next meetup, she asked all innocent like, ‘How’s it
going?’”
“You lost me there.”
“It was a sex toy, OK? A big rabbit vibrator.”
“Ah…”
“Yes, ‘ah.’ Because of my guyless-ness—”
“Right. Got it.”
“That was just the setup. Now begins the secret part.
Imagine: Me at home. It’s late. Finding Comfort series comes
on. Gets a girl ta thinkin’—”
“Mr. Woody?”
“—about a nice guy.”
“The drawer where Sabé’s thoughtful gift resided?”
“Back of the underwear drawer.”
“Naturally. However, I am confused. You wear
underwear?”
She squeezed.
“Ouch! No, wait. You can keep your hand there.”
“You like that?”
“Yeah.”
“OK. Like I was saying. Found the big ol’ rabbit. Had a
hell of a time finding batteries though. Had to scavenge them
from a flashlight.”
“I see.”
“The flashlight was in the car.”
“Right. Good place for a flashlight.”
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“The car was parked in the driveway.”
“A–huh.”
“I hadn’t been wearing any clothes.”
“So?”
“I’m a bit body shy.”
“That, I don’t believe. You?!”
“Well, I was. That is why the tease show for you was so…”
“Stimulating?”
“Yes. Doing exhibitionist things was not in my comfort
zone.”
“Your blush gave you away. Knew you were into it.”
“Judy knew too. She thought those little teases were
harmless, and were helping to draw me out of my shell. That’s
why she helped: to encourage me. As for you, it was clear to us
both that you were enjoying the show.”
“There was, after all, a lot to enjoy.”
More movement.
“Ahmm,” he tried to carry on, “So you went out nude to
your car for batteries for your vibrator?”
“No! Of course not, silly. I put on a nightie first.”
“That’s good. Was it silk? Heard those can be tricky to tieup reliably.”
She ignored him, but carried on, “I didn’t realize until after
that the material didn’t cover my bottom-side. There was a wee
bit of a draft when I bent over to reach into the trunk.”
“Ha–ha!”
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“It gets better. After I found the flashlight and closed the
trunk lid, I saw there was this old neighbor guy out walking his
dog.”
Darren didn’t say anything for his part in the banter.
Realizing she had gotten involved in the story telling and
hadn’t been paying attention to the increased attention she had
been providing him, she asked, “You still OK? Want me to go
on with the story?”
“Ah, yeah. Walk and chew bubblegum.”
“Right. I can manage both for you.
“So the neighbor just kept walking by, casually greeting me
a good evening.”
“And you?”
“After I picked my jaw up from the ground, I replied with a
good evening to him. Then I went back inside the house.”
“Distracted?”
“At first, yes. But the episode was on pause at a rather
explicit scene—”
“And the batteries were found. So?”
“Unpaused! Learned more about myself that night. More
than just grooming tips to pick up from the series.”
“I liked your story, but would further detail be forthcoming
concerning the big ending?”
“Yeah. I know you would like to hear about those details. I
can count your pulse. Wanna give mine a try? Hum me a tune,
will ya, love?”
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CHAPTER IV
Aftermath
In dreams truth can be found

C

laudia, “You sure Bettina can’t come with us?”
Darren, “Not until next week.”
“Does she know what this trip means? How important the
closure is to you? It is the year anniversary since the accident.”
“I told her the trials competition was more important. She
has been working for so long to reach the state level. It is her
dream. Now, everything has come together. If she does well,
then it is the nationals next.”
“Still…”
“She would give it up if I asked, but I couldn’t do that. It
would always remain between us: what could have been?”
“Next week then?”
“Yes. Claudia, I am totally fine with that. Can you be as
well, please? There will be the three of you there with me,” he
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said, holding her tight. Each felt the other’s heart beat, and the
singing of enveloped flesh. Desire deepened between them.
Darren whispered, “What more could I ask?”
Words were no longer necessary as the moment unfolded.
Each spiraled, chasing the other, joined at the movement’s
center. A singleness of pulses in alignment built upon breath.
Movement blurred. At exhaustion, entered the annihilation of
self. The result commingling was overwhelming.
They unwrapped themselves and fell back sweating against
the pillows.
Claudia, “Jillian is back tomorrow. We will travel together.
After Hans has dropped his load off at the ferry port, he will
join us there.”
“I am glad for our family. You bring me peace.”
“The rest of today until tomorrow morning is our time—me
and you.”
He brushed at the wetness upon her forehead, pushing back
at the hair. “Dear Claudia.”
“You know us now, Jillian and I.”
“Sis knows me.”
“That is true. We enjoy your peacefulness. There are talents
of note, as well. Thought I might mention that, just so there is
no misunderstanding.”
“Look at the state of us and the state of our bed. We are far
from misunderstanding each other.”
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“Come here. Tell me more about that.”

The competition went well. Jack grumbled, but made it
through the dressage. In all three disciplines they scored
excellent. The Nationals would be offered. Her reply had been
practiced casual: that she would think about it. The organizers
would learn of her answer in due time. But first, there was a
reunion to attend. That was the priority.
Sabé drove them back to the barn. An ecstatic Jack was
reestablished with his horse buddies. They galloped across the
pasture playing and gossiping about his adventure. Joel and
Judy had been by, assuring they would remain dutiful horse
sitters; all would be taken care of in her absence. The chore
calendar and veterinary number was tacked to the inside of the
feed room door. The farrier would be by tomorrow.
Sabé scolded, “Not to fret. Off with you now. Darren and
crew are waiting.”
The drive went quick. The ferry crossing had been spent in
her cabin, recouping sleep mostly; there was a lot to catch up
on. Muscles needed to mend. A few bruises were in want to
fade. Offloading at the port, the remainder of the drive to the
cape was on fast-forward, blurring by until the last curve
brought the beach house into view. Parking the car in the
driveway and grabbing her bag, she ran up the stairs.
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They were at the railing, three of them. In a lounge chair,
passed out in the sun and turning lobster red, was Hans.
“Darren! Sis! Hans! I placed! I am in!!”
She danced over, joining with them in a group hug.
“I wasn’t sleeping,” Hans said, feebly. “Just detoxing.”
“He was up late last night,” Jillian explained. “Claudia’s
twins were restless.”
Bettina looked at Claudia, who said, “Why is it always my
twins?”
“Because mine are quiet, perfect little angels.”
All of them, but for Jillian, laughed and said together,
“Not!”
Jillian echoed, “OK, OK,” and laughed, “Not!”
Claudia, “But what about you, our dear Bettina? Did you
decide?”
“I did!”
Darren and Hans looked at each other.
Bettina, “Me too!”
Hans said, pretending to grumble, “This is turning into a
real commune.”
Jillian, “The compound expands. Our free woman has
decided to commit to the family!”
Claudia, “Lets get started on our victorious athlete’s
celebration dinner and drinks. Hans, you’ve got BBQ duty.”
Jillian, “Let’s leave Bettina and Darren alone for a little
discussion time.”
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Claudia, “Not little. I feel the compersion flowing already.”
Jillian, “Oh, I know. I know.”
Hans, “Not too long, you two. Sis will be getting herselves
all wound up. I will be in need of help later.”
“No way, Hans. Bettina just arrived. Darren will be
occupied. You are ours solo tonight, Señor,” they said, pulling
at the man playing helpless, dragging him inside.
Darren said after them, “Let’s let her get unpacked first,
eh?”
Bettina stepped out of her clothes and joined Darren,
similarly attired, at the railing. “What were you looking at out
there when I arrived?”
He moved to embrace her from behind, leaning to speak
into her ear, “Our resident surfer girls”—pointing at a wave
—“See them? The storm swell is from the south; it breaks
perfect here.”
“I do!” She waved, before shouting “Hi Zuni! Hi Kara!”
They waved back before turning to paddle out.
She returned her attention to Darren, holding at his
encircling arms. “Remember our first? Steamy in your
shower.”
“Before the steam generator had warmed up, we were
already mighty hot.”
“The shower scene.”
“Yeah. I’ve replayed us many times in my head when you
weren’t around.”
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“Have you? Thinking about me often?” she asked, wiggling
herself.
“Yes, miss.”
“And now that you have me here, do you want to have
me?”
“You know the answer to that.”
“I do. Quite obvious you are, sir. I am ovulating, by the
way.”
“I know. You have said as much.”
“That’s OK for you? You do have a say in this as well, you
know.”
“Yes, as we discussed. The timing is right; it was clear
when you brought the possibility up. I haven’t changed my
mind.”
“This is a beautiful location.”
“Are you going to keep talking? Just wanted to know.”
They remained spooned, standing by the railing. A breeze
brought cooling relief. The surf connected with their senses.
Bettina said, putting sounds into the moment, “Zuni and
Kara are coming in. We have a lot to talk about. Do they
know?”
“Some hints have been dropped.”
“Need a towel, lover. I am leaking.”
“I’ll fetch one.”
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By the railing near the house was something she hadn’t
noticed earlier: binoculars, mounted on a tripod.
“That’s curious.”
Disengaging from Darren’s embrace, she went over to it.
The metal housing was inviting. She reached out a hand. “It
is really cold. Brass eye cups. This is an antique.”
Reminded of Darren, she turned but did not notice the
flatness of his face.
“Were you watching the girls earlier—peeping on them,
Tom? Something kinky going on, voyeurism of neoprene with
the knowledge of nothing on underneath?”
Darren was resigned. He remained silent.
“Think of the fun unzipping them to rediscover what is
packaged underneath? Maybe I might share the thrill with
you.”
The binoculars were before her. As she bent forward, he
said, “Don’t Bettina, you shouldn’t.”
“But why not?”
She put her eyes to the lenses. Distortion. It took a moment
for the scene to focus. Comprehension took longer. The image
was not of surf, or further into the ocean gulf. It was a room. A
hospital room. There was a woman on a bed. Her head was
within the scaffolding of a brace. Most of her face was hidden
behind a ventilator mask. From the forehead and redhead
eyebrows it was clear who this person was. The monitor
demanded attention. It was indicating an emergency, calling in
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a critical tone. People rushed into view. The bedding sheet was
stripped back. The woman had been nude underneath. There
were nasty purple and yellow bruises across her chest leading
into the shoulder.
Two people were having a discussion, straining to keep it
quiet between them.
“But Dr. Ramos, there is a signed order to not resuscitate.”
“You know how this goes, Nurse Crawford. It is hospital
policy to ignore the order as non-binding. The administrators
made it clear that were we to follow the order, then we would
be contributing to the patient’s suicide. Their Lord and Savior,
Jesus, forbids suicide as an act of blasphemy, a mortal sin. We
are ordered to do all we can to keep the patient alive, be the
action heroic or otherwise.”
“That is not right. She will never recover from the
injuries.”
“But still, as her brain remains in an active state of lucid
dreaming, she is alive.”
“What are you going to do?”
“Her body is in distress. It knows. We won’t hurry the
inevitable, but we won’t prolong it. That would be cruel. We
will keep her comfortable.”
“I am glad to hear you say that.”
“You have become personally attached to Bettina, haven’t
you, Judy?”
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“As have you, Joel. The tragedy of her accident at the
national event was televised. The sight of the horse stumbling
after that huge jump, I’ve replayed it countless times in my
head.”
“His knee was injured. He knew, but yet, completed the
course. For her.”
“I had no idea horses could have such a strong bond. Her
Jack gave everything.”
“The horse’s name was Jack? You have followed her
story.”
“I have. The story of how she made it to the nationals, her
determination, is inspirational.”
“I agree, Judy. If the administrators even bother to conduct
a review, let them. I am quite done with the priest mob of St.
Louisa. They have lost the plot on compassion, trading instead
for usury.”
“Then you will accept the position at the University?”
“Yes. It would be a mistake to remain here any longer. Will
you come with me?”
“You know that I will, Joel.”
“Oh!” he said, attending to a monitor. “This is it. Her body
has shut down. Brain signals are fading.”
He returned to stand beside the bed and touched at the back
of Bettina’s hand. “Good night, sweet lady. Go to your sleep
peacefully.”
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Bettina pulled back from the binoculars to look for Darren.
The light was dim, though the sky hadn’t become foggy. It was
the sun, its energy was diminishing.
“Darren! I don’t want you to go as well!”
“Dear Bettina. We are you, having a conversation with
yourself.”
“No! Please!” She reached out the short distance to him.
He extended his arms, awaiting her.
As she leaned into his embrace, the light faded to black.
The surf no longer drummed the beach. She fell forward,
evaporating into the nothingness of oblivion.

Light returned. It was harsh fluorescence. The location
could have been an underground metro station, as the walls
were of curved tiles, stained from humid dripping grit. A
middle-aged man sat rigidly on a backless bench. He wore a
black jacket. In fact, all of his clothes were black. Thick
rectangular framed glasses—also black—pinched tightly upon
his pale face. Beside him on the bench, nearly half his seated
height, was a child’s toy robot. It possessed no legs, but a track
belt hinted at mobility. There were claws for hands and a
helmet for a head. Out of the visor, two red lights pierced from
the black. A hideous caricature of a smile was drawn upon the
helmet.
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The man did not acknowledge Bettina. Indeed, the robot
had not either. Its head was oriented in her direction purely by
coincidence.
As she spoke, he turned. Cold eyes sought her out, “Is that
it, Jeb?”
A confused look was his response.
She continued. “Is that all? I would have thought you
capable of more.”
He looked to the robot.
“Perhaps your toy has proved too much of a distraction.
Must it be remediated?”
The light faded to black before he could ready himself to
speak.

THE END.
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Summary

Rabbitry, a pentalogy. Five fine short stories, upon two
themes. The first three follow adventure deep in high Alpine
mystique. The latter two stories trace relationships spanning
life and tragic death.
The stories had been provoked from a picture series the
author had encountered. Daydream backstories inspired from
those backgrounds provided the words. Each picture makes a
cameo appearance in their respective story.
A Fine Day
Standing before a precipice of her own making, the cost of
a life hiding behind beauty is required to be paid in full. Could
it be that the currency one acquires will not suffice on such a
fine day? Would the bill collector relent, if sufficient favors are
traded, to accept soiled foreign notes?
A glacier hewed mountain bears witness to the cold passage
of time’s resolution where some live the lifespan of a Mayfly.
Others, far older, have known the rise and fall of such as these.
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A Couple’s Hunger
Benevolent benefactors of street urchins can run the gamut
of motivations. For some, it is an end in itself. For others, it is
the end, beautiful though it may seem.
High mountains keep their stories secret. Those not adept
are warned to beware where they tread. From the exploration
A Fine Day introduced, A Couple’s Hunger carries on.
Dipster Hoofus
End of the line comes into view. Two women’s unremitting
trust finds reward in a familiar Alpine world. A world where
one’s goal long prepared is brought to fruition assisted by the
other’s destruction. For some, time slips away, recycled into
the future’s iteration.
Explore the depth shoveled by Dipster Hoofus that began in
A Fine Day and carried on with A Couple’s Hunger. Herein
lies realization of actions hidden in plain sight.
End of the World
Grief from a death is visited upon the surviving members
of a polyamorous family. The departing partner’s wish: scatter
her ashes upon the waters at a cape they had frequented.
Honoring the promise given required traveling by a road
less frequented. Will the imbalance of the broken relationship
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be overcome, sealing their resolve? Or, do tragic consequences
await the survivors before the End of the World?
The Word of Jeb
From reconciling the senselessness of fate, can comfort be
found in one's life? Would understanding the intricacies of a
tragedy bring solace?
The remaining member of a family relives the guilt of
survival in this continuing story begun in End of the World.
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